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I Introduction: Goals for Building on Nantucket
Nantucket, this remote island 30 miles far out
at sea, was scraped up by the last of the glaciers
and left to endure the assault of sea and storm.
It is a world apart from all others (fig.1). In the
more than 300 years since this outpost was
settled by the self-reliant English, it has seen the
rise and collapse of a vast whaling empire and,
more recently, the year-to-year undulations of
an ever-growing seasonal resort trade.
The essence and charm of Nantucket are
embodied in its well preserved architecture
representing many past generations, in the underlying harmony and subtle diversity of the
buildings both in the old town and throughout
the island, in the contrast of the town and other
island settlements with the spacious sweep of
the moors, plains, shoreline and sky, and in the
unending confrontation of the land and the sea.
Not only are these attributes loved by all who
know Nantucket but they also serve as the
mainstay of the local economy, which is based
on tourism and second-home development.
The heart of theisland is the old whaling town
itself, overlooking the Great Harbor. The town
of Nantucket has been miraculously preserved
by the caprice of economic collapse and, in this
century, the love and efforts of its inhabitants.
It is one of the best intact collections of late
17th-tomid-19thcenturybuildingsin theunited
States. More than 150 years of maritime comrnunity are representedhere by the almost 800
buildings
. built before thecivil War that arestill
lived in and used today. These are interwoven
into a fabric of land and buildings enriched by
the history and tradition along
- each street and
lane. In recognition of this remarkable heritage
the Nantucket Historic District was created by
the townspeople and the Massachusettslegislature in 1955. The National Park Service, U.S.
Department of the Interior, designated the town
a National Historic Landmark in 1966 and
subsequently listed it in the National Register
of Historic Places.
Yet the precious character and visual quality
of this unspoiled setting, town and landscape,
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are threatened by the prospect of an enormous
amount of new construction in the years ahead.
The current year-round population growth of
six percent is projected to continue.
Ironically, a 5-year building cap instituted by
the town in 1980 had the net effect of catapulting the island into a building boom that was
supported by the robust national tkonomy,
especially in the mid- to late-1980s. New
buildable lots, for instance, increased 50 percent from 1984 to 1985 alone, when 370 lots
were approved by the Planning Board. The
very next year, 1986, that number almost
doubled again, with nearly 600 new sites approved. Building permits followed a similar
pattern. A steady rise in new dwelling permits
reflected both the flush economic climate and
new 'spec and flip' activity, with numerous
houses being built for investment or speculative reasons as Nantucket enjoyed highly inflated real estate values. In 1986 there were
139new dwelling permits; in 1987,264; and in
1988, 229, before the boom, along with the
economy, began to wanein 1989 (only 80 new
dwelling permits were issued that year). Nevertheless, from 1985 to 1990, nearly 1200 new
houses went up on the island. These figures do
not reflect permits for duplexes or commercial
buildings. 1988 weighed in as the biggest
single
year
since 1972 for overall building
.
(including new commercial spaces, residential
additions and other building activity), with 740
permits issued on ~antucket.1972 marks the
peak of the previous contemporary building
boom, generated in those days, in large measure, by the restoration of the waterfront and
Nantucket's entry into the resort market. At
the time of the 1980 building cap, projections
estimated 1200 new houses over the next decade. Instead, the anticipated growth rate of 25
percent became an actual growth rate of or
exceeding 50 percent. The cumulative effect
of the boom has compromised the aesthetic
continuity of Nantucket architecture as well as
the inherent integrity of the island, threatening
7

to obliterate both the physical presence of its
historic past and its natural beauty-if care is
not taken to coordinate all new buildings.
-.
renovations and additions. Zoning regulations,
fist adopted in 1972tocontrol land use, are not
adequate for this purpose.
The Nantucket Historic District Commission, created by public mandate to review and
approve all construction on the island, has
published Building WithNantucket in Mind to
provide acommon point of reference, available
to everyone, on how best to relate new construction and renovations to the island's architectural heritage and to its shared landscape.
Therefore, in this manual guidelines for the
design of buildings are given in order to insure
harmony among buildings and with their settings, whether it be in an old Nantucket settlement or in a now open landscape. In addition to
being informativeandenlightening, themanual
should be a natural starting point for the plan-

ning, designing and coordination of all new
construction, residential and commercial, on
the island. The Commission urges readers to
consult the ideas and guidelines in this manual
before completing renovation or construction
plans. Plans should be submitted to the Commission for review. (Further details on the review process itself may be obtained from the
Commission office.) As also authorized under
Section 7, Chapter 395, Laws of Massachusetts,
the Commission must approve in advance of
erection or display any sign exceeding two feet in
length and six inches in width. (Guidelines for
signs on the island are presented in 'The Sign
Book," available in the Commission office.)
The impact of a new building or addition on
Nantucket is largely a question of its design:
whether it possesses the common identity and
spiritshared by Nantucketbuildingsandwhether
it harmonizes with the special character of its
particular site. When property owners build

23 Liberty Street -a typical Nantucket four-bay house.

that new construction is con-
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sonant with the island's distinctive, largely
indigenous, architectural legacy.
As originally authorized at a town meeting in
~ e b r u a ; ~1956, the Historic District
Commission's jurisdiction was limited to the
two main island settlements of Nantucket and
Siasconset. However, in the late 1960s when a
large sustained surge in development occurred
and buildings that were unsightly and incompatible with existing island architecture were
constructed, it became clear that the remainder
of the island's limited 49-square-mile area required protection. As a result, the town voters
petitioned the state toextend the Commission's
jurisdiction to include the entire island of Nantucket as well as Tuckernuck and Muskeget
Islands. This extension was enacted in 1970by
the state and accepted by the town in March
1971 (see Appendix A). The legislative purpose of the act is "to promote the general
welfare of the inhabitants of the town of Nantucket (1) through the preservation and protection of historic buildings, places and districts of
historic interest, (2) through the development
of an appropriate setting for these buildings,
places and districts, and (3) through the benefits resulting to the economy of Nantucket
through the promotion of these historic
associations." To carry out these purposes, the
act created the Historic District Commission,
comprising five unpaid resident taxpayers
elected for staggered three-year terms. Alternate Commission members were approved in
December, 1990.
In the 35 years since the Commission began
its important function, its responsibilities have
grown tremendously. In 1989, a year of development recession, it reviewed nearly 2000 requestsfor Certificatesof Appropriateness,more
than half again as many as in 1975 and a 10
percent jump over 1986, a boom year. Of the
1989 requests, 10 percent were for new dwellings and eight percent for additions. Only a few
of the new dwelling applications were for sites
within the original two districts; most were on
outlying lots of 20,000 square feet or more.
The remaining 82 percent were for a multitude
of building projects from garages and garage

apartments to a new church and from six new
commercial buildings to various renovations
and alterationsof existing structures. Anumber
of sign approvals, demolitions and numerous
miscellaneousproposals came before the Commission. Of the total 1954 requests for certificates, 40 were not approved.
Due to the magnitude of development demands and their potential impact on Nantucket,
it is important that all new designs and construction on Nantucket beguided by thefollowing goals set out by the Commission:

Goals for Construction
in the Old Town of
Nantucket
1. To preserve as unchanged as possible the
oldstructures built before themiddle of the 19th
century in their original settings and conditions; also to maintain the fundamental harmony of the historic community by approving
new structures and changes in old ones only
when they will blend harmoniously with the
traditions of the era before 1846.
2. To preserve the historic character of the
old town of Nantucket as a whole, including its
pedestrian scale as well as its close and complementary pattern.
3. To preserve the integrity of the historic
buildings that physically express the history of
the island; to encourage faithful maintenance
and accurate restorations of historic structures;
to ensure that all additions to or alterations of
historic buildings are compatiblewith the original building.
4. To make certain all new buildings are
compatible with the buildings adjacent to them
and contribute to the overall harmony of the
street; to encourage new buildings that, while
reflecting the traditions and character of historic buildings, are in themselves high quality
designs for this area.
5. To encourage new development adjacent
to the town to continue the traditions and fabric
of the town, particularly with regard to its
9

historic pattern, scale, streetside building alignment and pedestrian details.

Goals for Construction
Outside the Town of
Nantucket

new houses; and to make sure new buildings
are designed as partners with the land, not its
conquerors.
4. To encourage new constructions that are
of the highest design quality and that represent
careful responses to the specific site features,
year-round clidate and the needs and desires of
the occupants.

1. To protect the character of existing small
settlementson theisland, especially Siwonset,
but also Wauwinet, Quidnet, Surfside and
Madaket; and to ensure that all new construction in or adjacent to them is harmonious with
their intrinsic unity.
2. To foster a relatedness of character and
'sense of place' among all new buildings, based
on traditional forms, so that they share a common identity and express their common heritage.
3. To preserve and protect the spacious
character of the natural landscape outside of
high-density settlements through the sensitive
design of buildings, including their siting; to
encourage clustering of houses; to minimize
the visual impact on the landscape of scattered

The Commission recognizes that establishing design guidelines is a delicate task. Each
building should be unique--a sensitive response to its particular use, site and set of
conditions. While the design of any structure
has its technical and objective aspects, many of
the necessary choices are subjective. All aesthetic decisions involve individual judgments
that vary with the perceptions, experiences and
tastes of each person. Accordingly, a good
architectural design, which must satisfy many
requirements, cannot be arrived at solely through
the application of a set of rules.
Throughout its history, Nantucket architecture has had strong community guidance, although not legally instituted as it is now with
the Historic District Commission. Early gen-

Ram Pasture -the low, open landscape.
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Figure 2. Overview of Nantucket.

erations exemplified this trait. Astory is told of
a house frame shipped over from the mainland
in the 1700s that, whenerected, was found to be
two stories front and back instead of the accepted lean-to form. A citizens' meeting, convened to expressconcern over this radical change
from custom, requested thattheownercutdown
the back posts, which he did. More recently, in
1937, almost all of Nantucket's construction
tradesmen, civic organizations, realtors, building suppliers and architects voluntarily
adopted a common set of specifications for
exterior additions and alterations to old Nantucket houses. However, today the greatly increased range and availability of modern building materials and technologies are not guided
by the historic influences on Nantucket buildings. Without advance coordination, new construction will display a wide diversity without
the necessary underlying sense of order. The
Commission's policies set forth in this manual
constitute a common understanding and agreement on forms of construction and design features.
The overriding principle for building on
Nantucket is that no new construction be considered as an isolated object, either in time or

space. It must express the historical continuity
to which it necessarily becomes a part and,
similarly, the pattern and position of its setting
within the limited area of the island. A building
carefully related to its site, its neighbors and its
heritage will have an aesthetic appeal and meaning larger than it could possibly have alone.
The foremostevidence of this is the town itself,
where the relation of the houses to one another
in form and space is more notable and important to one's experience of it than the particular
qualities of any one building. Likewise, in the
open landscape, the relationship between buildings and the landscape that unites them is most
critical.
These guidelines, however, are also concerned with the individual merits of each building. Designs should exhibit the repose and
unpretentiousness that belong to this weathered island. At the same time, they should
possess personality and concern for detail. The
design review process is necessary to prevent
mediocre or heartless construction that would
dilute the quality of Nantucket's architecture.
As the guidelines indicate, simple buildings do
not have to be bland or crude.
11

While the essential goal of the manual's
guidelines is harmony among all Nantucket
buildings, past and future, it is not the
Commission's intention that they be applied
with such rigidity that all new buildings look
like historical reproductions. New buildings
may be allowed the freedom to interpret historic
forms and traditions so they can serve the requirements and desires of contemporary seaside living. As in the past, evolution of styles
can occur. Nantucket should not be considered
a museum, but a growing, active community.

Orange Street-traditional detail and crafsmunship.

Building With Nantucket in Mind is a positive statement of long-range aspirations and
objectives for the future of Nantucket's historic
environment. It is a reference source illustrating how new construction can (1) maintain
continuity with its heritage, while enlarging
upon it, (2) display respect for its setting, and
(3) accommodate the generations yet to enjoy
the sublime beauty of Nantucket's villages,
moors and beaches. If the manual's background
information and recommendations are utilized
by all, the time-shaped qualities of Nantucket
can be preserved (fig. 2).
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Preservation:
National Standards,
Local Application
Since July, 1975, all of Nantucket
Island has been listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. Within
that designation are two core historic
districts, the town of Nantucket and
the village of Siasconset. With its rich
whaling history, splendid architectural
artifacts, and community conscience,
Nantucket is unique in America as a
living tapestry of 300 years of American heritage, particularly in its built
environment. But the towns, small
settlements, streetscapes, waterfront,
even its land, associated as it is with
19thcentury sheep farming, American
Indian encampments or shore-based
fishing, all contribute to an overall,
and complete, historical package, held
intact over time by virtue of its remote
island setting.
Difficulty getting to Nantucket has
provided it with a curious form of
time-tested insurance against many
mainlandcommunity problems: urban
renewal and its naive destruction of
historic buildings and landmarks, for
one; demolition and additions without
heed of historicity or aesthetics, for
another; or the form and fabric of a
given street or neighborhood, for a

third. Town and city planning problems such as these have never been
issues on Nantucket, largely because
of itsisland setting and the necessity of
'importing' building materials.
From the moment it was rediscovered as a haven for tourists at the turn
of the century, Nantucket was a preservation movement in progress. It
continues, with only additional fervor
and professionalism, to this day. Because of this, when a building is acquired or aplanfor new construction is
made, the builderlbuyer is automatically a part of a preservation continuum. Here, where the island is both
viable community and dynamic museum, there is no such thing as building without Nantucket in mind.
Preservation, as it is held on Nantucket, is more than just bolstering up
old buildings and filing for historic
home plaques. It is a philosophy of
much broader scope. More than simply preserving the artifacts of a bygone era, it is a dedication to enriching
rather than diminishing that heritage,
largely because it is very much a functioningcommunity. Compatible building is just the beginning. Nantucket is
a cultural collective-from its historic
architecture to the indigenous flora of
its moors, from its past shaped by
Pacific sperm whaling and the China
trade to its present shaped equally by

bay scalloping, tourism and the second home industry.
Unlike Williamsburg, Sturbridge
Village or other such communities,
Nantucket is not a recovered glimpse
of historic American life. Nor is it a
mere glimpse at all. Perhaps making it
unique in the nation is Nantucket's
vibrancy as a living, evolvingcommunity of unparalleled historic value.
Here, it is possible to live it, not just
gaze in over velvet ropes. This privilege, however, bears with itthe weight
of great responsibility, hence why everything from design to trim color is
subject to approval, why preservation
on Nantucket is, simply, a way of life.
Preservation uolicv on Nantucket is
grounded in a policy of minimal intervention. Intervention -goes beyond the
obvious of avoiding architecturalirresponsibility, be it in style or in detail.
It touches on the broader issues of
respecting the physical, cultural and
metaphysical fabric of the island as a
whole, in keeping with its designation
of landmark in toto.
At the heart of new building as well
as preserving or restoring the old is an
understanding of the character-defining properties of a given structure,
including its siting, its historic associations, its aesthetic relationship with
itsneighbors, byways,evenits vegetation, in effect, its overall context.
To beginwith,though,thefirstjob-and not always the easiest-when an
existing structure requires or merits
attention, is to determine what exactly
a building represents, in context, as
well as more specifically, in exact period. Not surprisingly, on Nantucket
many houses as well as other structures have evolved through several
period incarnations, reflecting everything from changing social styles or
individual tastes to solutions to
manmade or natural disasters. Under-

standing the component parts initiates
the process of preservation; deciding
which to stress or recover is a decision
which must rest on degree and compatibility.
Forthe lay investigator as well as the
professional, there are two ready
sources for evaluating the architectural history of a given building on
Nantucket-the Historic District
Commission's Architectural and Cultural Resources Survey and the Nantucket Historical Association's consultation and evaluation service. The
Survey, available in theCommission's
office, documents through photographs, visual assessment and historical research more than 90 percent of
the island's sites and structures. Dates
ofconstruction. architecturalstvles and
types, physicalcondition,uniquecharacteristics and historical information
are outlined for each structure. Criteria determined by standards set by the
National Trust for Historic PIaces are
employed to evaluate whether each is
individually significant, contributing
or non-contributing to the Nantucket
Historic District. The NHA's consultation and evaluation service provides
an individualized examination and assessment of a given property as requested by its owner.

The History of Preservation Nantucket takes its lead in preservation
policy and procedure from national
precedents. Just how preservation
evolved as a movement in this country, then, is instructiveforNantucket's
conforming as well as special preservation considerations.
Although the first documented preservation activity in the U.S. was the
restoration of a public building-the
Touro Synagogue in Newport, Rhode
Island-in 1827-28, preservation in
its earliest days was the domain of the

house museum. The product of national patriotic fervor, private determination to save and preserve sites
associated with historic figures motivated the first days of preservation.
Houses occupied by historic figuresGeorge Washington, PaulRevere, etc.
-were converted into museums
largely through the efforts of individuals who organized private groups to
savespecific historicshrines. Thefirst
of these,in 1850, was HasbrouckHouse
in Newburgh, N.Y., one of
Washington's headquarters. Mount
Vernon, Andrew Jackson's Hermitage, and the Paul Revere House followed, as did many, many others.
It was not until the 20th century,
however, that historic preservation
stretched its wings to include buildings of regional and local import as
well as of cultural historic value.
Charleston, S.C., spearheadeda 'neighborhood' preservation sensibility
when, in 1931, it established the
nation's first historic district, an area
of the old city known as The Battery.
Unsightly modern additions (a gas station was amajor catalyst) had begun to
impinge on the area's integrity. The
town fathers of Charleston waged a
winning battle to save the neighborhood and all the vernacular structures
within it from comparable insult or
destruction. In so doing, they set the
stage for other communities, like Nantucket, to declare neighborhoods or
communities preservation sanctuaries.
Only just prior to Charleston's notable forethought came the opening
efforts of the nation's most ambitious
preservation project to date-the reinstatingofanentire 18th century town,
colonial Williamsburg. Funded by
John D. Rockefeller and envisioned
by a local rector, W.A.R. Goodwin,
Williamsburg came to represent every
aspect of preservation-total recon-

Figure 3. Brant Point Lighthouse.

struction, rehabilitation, restoration
and adaptive use. A clear inspiration
for Nantucket, Williamsburg differs
in that it was conceived and rendered
as a museum-like preservation of a
community, attracting visitors as any
museum might. It is a model of a
historic community while Nantucket
is a living historic community.
When the National Trust for Historic Preservation was established in
1949, the country found its first preservation leadership on anational level.
Here was a group to set and implement
standards that could serve as examples
at the local level. Their stewardship of
individual properties laid the groundwork for preservation policy-making

culled from their own trial and error.
In 1966, the Trust acquired legislative
muscle when the National Historic
Preservation Act was passed. This
provided state preservationofficesand
the Trust with matching federal grants
while legitimizing preservation as a
public, as well as private, responsibility. Under this act, the Secretary of the
Interior was instructed to establish the
National Register of Historic Places,
to protect them from untoward destruction or alteration. The National
Register now lists more than 50,000
buildings, monuments and historic
sites, including more than 1000island
structures, over 800 of them in the
town alone.
The movement reached legal
agewhen the constitutionality of preservation laws was upheld in a landmark 1978 Supreme Court decision.
In a dispute between the city and the
railroad company over air rights above
Grand Central Station, a Beaux Arts

masterpiece, the Court upheld New
York's right to refuse Penn Central
permission to build askyscraper above
the terminal. Thedecision,effectively,
validated the worth of a building's
intrinsic history, setting the national
stage for widespread landmark salvaging.
The Language of Preservation
Contrary to frequent local misconception, the Historic District Commission, a regulating agency for local
building procedures, does not operate
in a void. Its policy is taken directly
from standards set by the National
Trust, the nation's privately run preservation standard-bearer. and by the
Department of the Interior, the public
side of the national preservation coin.
From these two sources come the
island's policy and procedures directives. Central to the successful employment of these standards,however,
is language.

REHABILITATION

I

"RETURN"
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Figure 4. The language ofpreservation outlined

Often those involved-bureaucrats,
professional preservationists, developers, builders and laymen- will employ different terms to mean the same
thing or the same term, meaning entirely different processes. Conformity
of definition, then, becomes of paramount importance. To that end, the
Commission employs the four basic
categories of preservation work and
their defuritions as set out by the secretary of the U.S. Department of the
Interior. Those four broad areas are:
preservation, restoration, reconstrucFigure 5. Major Josiah Coffin House, comer of
tion and rehabilitation (fig. 4).
N. Liberty and CliffRoads.
Preservation is defined as "the act or
process of applying measures to sustain the existing form, integrity and
The key word in restoration is rematerial of a building or structure, and
cover. Restoration has various stages,
the existing form and vegetative cover Preservation from light to heavy. What, and how
of a site. It may include initial stabilimuch, needs to bereplacedorremoved
zation work, where necessary, as well
owing to damage or the application of
as ongoing maintenance of the historic
inappropriate additions or details debuilding materials."
termines where in the light-to-heavy
The key word in preservation is respectrum the restoration falls. 'Creeptarn-ibatis, sustaining, maintainingand
ing reconstruction,' however, is the
retaining the character-defining properintroduction of so much new material
ties. Preservation, then, is the most
as to make an old building look new.
stringent and most historically accurate
The Jethro Coffin (or Oldest) House
work that can be done on a given build(1686) is a case in point. Badly daming or landmark. Examples of preservaaged whenitwasstruckby lightning in
tion abound on Nantucket, most notably
October, 1987, this venerable strucin thepropertiemaintained by theNanturewas lovingly and faithfully rebuilt
tucket Historical Association-the Old
over the next two years. But, in addiMi, the Hadwen House and the Macy
tion to modem structural aids, admiraHouse on Liberty Street, to name but a
bly hidden, to bolster up the old house,
few. Excellentexamplesofprivatepresa new roof, new diamond-paned lead
ervation on Nantucket include: 8 Pine
glass window panes, exterior walls
Street, 105 Main Street, the Elihu
and wall covering were required to
Coleman House and the Major Josiah
bring the building back to a semblance
Coffur House (fig.5).
of its former self. The chimney, while
Restoration is defmed as "the act or
rebuilt from original bricks, bears the
processof accuratelyrecoveringtheform
unmistakable stamp of 20th century
and detailsof aproperty and its setting as Restoration masonry. While historically accurate,
it appeared at a particular period of time
the patina created in timeworn buildby means of the removal of later workor
ings by the effects of weather, aging,
by the replacement of missing earlier
and the irregularities of antiquated
work."
building practices was not recover-

a structure that once, but no longer,
exists. An ideal example of total reconstruction on Nantucket is the rebuilding of Great Point Lighthouse
(fig. 6), leveled in a March, 1984,
storm, after erosion had eked away its
land base. Faithfullvrebuiltas amonument to maritime days of yore, it was
erected at a near-by but more stable
site in order to provide the new structure with as much protection against a
similar fate as possible.
Also key to reconstruction is a commitment to historic truth over personal
taste. Reconstruction impliesnew construction of a building or structure on
its original site, the building itself having been lost. Two terms that are often
applied as sub-groups of reconstruction are reconstitution and replication. The term reconstitution applies
when fragments are used in the approximation of an old, lost structure,
either in its original location or elsewhere. Replication means the duplication of a lost building or structure in
a location other than its original setting.
Rehabilitation is defined as "the act
or Drocess of returning
- a -property
- to a
Figure 6. Great Point Lighthouse after its 1986
state of utility through repair or alterreconstruction.
~ ~ h ~ b i ation
l i t which
~ ~ imakes
~ ~ possible an efficient contemporaryuse while presewing those portions or features of the
Creeping reconshuction is thecrossproperty which are significant to its
over point between restoration and
historical, architectural and cultural
reconstruction, so defined when what
is replaced outweighs what remains of
values."
The key word in rehabilitation is
the original. Examples of this are 14
return-specifically, the return of a
ReconstructionPine Street and 8 Ash Street.
given building to usefulness, however
Reconstruction is defined as "the
different from its original use. Rehaact or process of reproducing by new
bilitation is synonymous with yet anconstruction the exact form and detail
other term bandied about by preservaof a vanished building, structure, or
tionists-renovation. Since both are
object, or a part thereof, as it appeared
contingent upon a return to utility
in a specific period of time."
through repair, the term rehabilitation
The key word in reconstruction is
will be used hereexclusively,in accorreproduce. Total reconstruction is a
full-scale modem-day reproduction of
dance with the definitions set out by
able. In spite of great integrity of
effort, therefore, the Oldest House
approaches creeping reconstruction.
The new materials required to restore
it make it more a model of what was
than an actual sample of a by-gone era.

the Department of the Interior. Central to the success of rehabilitation
projects is a respect for a building's
historicity-its associations with a vibrant, by-gone past. Adapting an old
building to modem needs-adaptive
use-is a frequent practice and one
encouraged when integrity and historicity remain paramount. This way, an
old building cancontinue tocontribute
to the community as well as to the
overall fabric of the island's rich heritage.
Examples of this process abound on

ownedNantucket waterfront had been
allowed to fall into a state of chronic Straight
disrepair. As early as the late 1940s Wharf
Lawrence Miller, then owner of
Straight Wharf, offered to sell it to the
town for one dollar. Citizens voted it
down at Town Meeting, however,
because the price tag for rehabilitating
it would have been at the million dollar mark-a staggering amount of
money for the times and for the indigent local economy, and a clear indicator of just how far gone the wharfs
were even then.
In 1963, Sherburne Associates
purchased
Straight, Old South and
Commercial Wharfs, acollection of broken down
docking remains, old and
rotting pilings, and some
ramshackle buildings-all
the last vestiges of a romantic era, to be sure.
Straight Wharf was built in
the early 1700s, Old South
between 1760-62 to accommodate the burgeoning whaling business and
Commercial between
Figure 7. Academy Hill Apartments was originally an
elementam school.
1800-20. All that remains
today of the old waterfront
Nantucket-the conversion of Acadis Old South Wharfs grain elevator
emy Hill (fig. 7) from a school to
and the shanties on the western end of
affordable housing or the conversion
the north row of low shacks, rehabiliof the Thomas Macy Warehouse on
tated themselves, and all dating from
Straight Wharf, first, to an art gallery,
the early 20th century only.
and then to a museum of local history,
The marinas and structures built by
being just two obvious ones. In both
Sherburne Associates to replace the
cases, architectural integrity was preold wharfs bear little or no accurate
served with a clear eye to each
resemblance to what had gone bebuilding's position in the continuum
fore-except insofar as wharfs were
of island history.
constructed where wharfs had once
Perhaps the largest, most sweeping
been, and then significantly expanded
and controversial act of rehabilitation
(figs. 8 , 9 & 10). Sherbume increased
was undertaken in the mid-60s by
the wharf area by more than 100 perWalter Beinecke's foresighted
cent.
Sherburne Associates. The privately
Even now, Sherburne's decisions

island's economy around. Sherbume
built its marinas to lure yachtsmen and
boaters to Nantucket. Not only was
the waterfront functional again, the
marinas gave the harbor an aesthetic
dimension it had been lacking, making
the approach to the island by ferry or
private boat aesthetically pleasing for
the first time in nearly a century. The
net result of the waterfront's rehabilitation was to bolster the island's prinFigure 8. Straight Wharfas it looked before its mid-60s
cipal source of revenue- tourism.
rehabilitation.
Because there is such a wide spectrum of rehabilitation, the Standards
for the waterfront remain a subject of
for Rehabilitation developed by the
much debate. Between 1963-1970, 'Certified
'
Secretary ofthehteriorallow forwhat
crucial years for the waterfront, the Rehabilitation
is known as a 'certifiedrehabilitation'.
wharfs were outside the original Old
This certification is given only to inHistoric District and, hence, not subcome-producing properties where the
ject to Commission supervision. Did
rehabilitation conforms to the highest
Sherbume preserve all of "those porpossible standards of preservation.
tions or features of the property which
While compatible use is a necessary
are significant to its historical, archielement, so, too, are repairing rather
tectural and cultural values" or not?
than replacing distinctive features
Whatever one's opinion, the fact rewhen possible, keeping the charactermains that two undeniable and signifidefining
propertiesof the original, and
cant accomplishments were the fruit
making minimal alterations. Only
of Sherbume's vision. First, it achieved
when these criteria and others are met
a classic example of adaptive use: the
will the Department of the Interior
retum of a given "property to a state of
approve it, qualifying it for the federal
utility through repair or alteration
tax incentives.
which makes possible an efficientcontemporary use." Secondly, in so doing, it singlehandedly turned the
Demolition

Figure 9. Straight Wharf and Old South Wharf as they look
today.

Thelast and finalinsult any structure
must endure is demolition. On Nantucket, where historic architecture is
not just the stuff of museums but of
day-to-day life, its protection goes
beyond merely preserving a sense of
place and enters the realm of public
trust. The community takes responsibility for its architectural heritage
through the commissionersof the HDC
and is rewarded by the right to enjoy
the individual as well as collective
structuralrichness that def~nesthetown
along with the smaller settlements and

much of what lies beyond their boundA significant structure is defined as
aries.
any building on the island 50 years old
or older which is either: 1) associated
Tearing down a building, then, is not Private
with one or more historic figures or
acasual affair on Nantucket. Rather, it vs. Public
events, or with broad island architec- Significant
is an option of last resort, and one for Interest
which approval is an often arduous
turd, cultural, political, economic or
process. What might, to an owner,
social history; or 2) is historically or
architecturally significant either by
appear to be a purely private matter
itself or in context with other buildgrows in possibleramifications onNantucket: Plucking out a single building
ings, in terms of period, style, method
of building construction or association
may cut a noticeable-and irretrievable-hole in the historic fabric of the
with a noted architect or builder.
island's architecture.
A non-contributing structure is defined as a building which is not an
The commission, then, requires that
all reasonable alternatives be explored
intrusion but does not add to a historic
district's sense of time, place and hisprior to issuing a Certificate of Approtoric development. Astructure deemed Nonpriateness approving demolition.
Rather than act in haste, the Commisan intrusion is so becauseit lacks corn- contributing
patibility
with its surrounding buildsion takes the position that a time period for consideration is worthwhile to
ings in the historic district, detracting
rather than adding or merely confonnavoid the unnecessary razing of architecturally, historically or culturally siging to the scene of which it is a part.
nificant buildings. Also, this 'stay of 'Stay of
Contributing structures, onesjudged
execution' provides a process through Execution' to add to the historic district's sense of
time, place and historic development,
which the right of the public to conand their more esteemed cousinstinue toenjoy abuildingcan beweighed
against the right of the owner to deterbuildings listed on the National Regis- Contributing
mine the fate of his own property.
ter of Historic Places or those that may
be candidates for this status-are the
Before permission to demolish a buildmost carefully protected designations.
ing will be granted, apublic hearing on
In the case of either of these, no buildthe plan will be held in not less than 60
days after the Commission receives
ing so deemed or any portion thereof
the completed application.
will be approved for destruction unA protected structure-one deter- Protected
less it is judged to he a public hazard,
mined by the Commission as being in
the public interest to preserve or rehabilitate-will not be approved for
demolition unless one of two standards is met: 1)the structure is not a
significant one or 2) the structure is a
protectedstructureby virtueof itspresence in the historic district but is noncontributing to the district. These two
standards for approval will also require additional documentation or evidence, as the Commission thinks necessary, to substantiate a claim for deFigure
stroying a building, (see ~
~
~ 10. View
~ across
~ boat slips
d in the modem-day
i
~
C.1
marina.

in which case the building inspector or
court must sign the order for demolition. Even then, all reasonable measures to save rather than raze will be
the preferred course of action.
In addition, the Commission may
orderthe owners of structuresinvolved
in procedures for demolition to take
Documentation the necessary measures to prevent further deterioration or destruction while
the process for consideration is ongoing. Owners may also be required
to provide the following: 1)black and
white photos of the entire structure,
showing all elevations; 2) documentation, if available, of the date of construction; and, 3) measured, as-built
drawings.
A notice provided by the Commission must also be posted on any strucNotices
ture for which approval for demolition
is sought. The notice must read: 'This
Protected Structure has been proposed
to be demolished by its owner. For
further information, contact the office
of the Historic District Commission,
Town of Nantucket". Additionally,
notification of all property owners
within 500 feet of a given structure
may be required by the Commission.
Other individuals who have registered
their interest in preservation will also
be notified. (For the Commission's
policy on Demolition, see Appendix
C).

Handicapped Access
Increasing sensitivity to the needs of
handicapped citizens has produced
state as well as federal legislation to
facilitate accessibility to public buildings. The implementation of these
codes on Nantucket is complicated by
its wealth of historic buildings which
are themselves protected by legislation from undue alteration. Striking

the balance is the challenge here, and
is aided by the cooperation of the Commission and the Commission on
Disabilities. Together they interpret
and apply the regulations to the best
advantages of both concerns.
The Massachusetts Historical Commission has been wrestling with this
dilemma since the late 1960s, long
before legislation was even considered at either the state or local levels,
'High
owing to the vast number of old and
Access, valued structures under its auspices.
Low
Its guidelines expressly state: 'The
Impact' goal of providing accessibility to historic buildings is to provide the highestlevel of access with the lowestlevel
of impact to the historic structure". TO
serve disabled citizens and preserve
the architectural integrity of historic
buildings, then, is often to seek parity
between disparate goals.
The AmericanswithDisabilities Act
(ADA) of July, 1990, legislated that
owners of historic buildingsmustmake
public spaces accessible to those with
physical handicaps whenever this is
"readily achievable" without damaging the structure's historic character.
Buildings listed, or eligibleto be listed,
on the National Register of Historic
. Places are to be judged by a "lesser
standard" thannon-historicstructures.
TheMassachusetts Architectural Barriers Board (ABB)'s Rules and Regulations have been fully enforced since
1987onNantucketthrough localbuilding code compliance which defines
how and which buildings must conform.
Because of the complexity of applying state and federal handicapped access codes to historic buildings, it is
important to take access into consideration early in the design process. To
delay or ignore the need to apply these
rules will only result in wasted time,
additional expense and the potential

for policy and regulationconflict down
the road.
In addition to the Commission and
local ABB's willingness to provide
guidance on matters of handicapped
access, the Commission's Nantucket
Island Architectural and Cultural Resources Survey is an excellentpreliminary source of information as it catalogues the specific historic characteristics of most of the island's buildings.
This can be an aid in determining the
most "readily achievable" means to
adapt a given structure to the needs of
the handicapped.
Exterior Treatment Generally, stationary solutions are preferable to mechanical lifts. These latter require
maintenance, surveillance and often
are aesthetically intrusive in areas of Placement
high visibility. If the main facade of a
historic structure is not appropriate for
alteration, another entrance at the rear
or side of the building may be designated to permit handicapped access,
such as exists atthe JaredCoffin House
or at 21 Federal Street. If atthe rear, the
area is to be well-lighted and maintained.
Ramps should be incorporated into Ramps
the overall design and, when possible,
integrated directly into the structure of
a building. In lieu of a ramp, a brick
sidewalk at a grade change of 1/20
combined with appropriate landscaping, as exists in the Maria Mitchell
Association garden on Vestal Street, is
aesthetically pleasing. This alternative does take considerable space but it
eliminates the need for handrails and
their unnatural intrusion on the scene.
Traditional Nantucket fence types Handrails
arerecommendedfor handicapped railings whenever possible. Theseinclude
vertical balusters with capped posts at
4-6 inches on center. A horizontal
handrail is required and may be in-

stalled at a height of 19 inches, inside
therail. Insomecases, amorecontemporary treatment may be appropriate
and will be considered on individual
merit. (In the case of the Atheneum an
interior lift was installed to meet standards.)
Variances Only when the adaptation
of handicapped access requirements
results in significant detriment to a
historic building will the owner be
granted a variance from the ABB. The
following factors are those taken under consideration when a variance is
sought: the size of the property; its
designation for public or private use;
its historic significance; and the increase in accessibility as it relates directly to the cost of the adaptations.
The Commission's advisory opinions
concerning the interpretation or applicability of the ABB's rules and regula.
tions adhere to strict procedural form.
~

-

Nantucket is, indeed, an architectural wonder, notjust becauseexamples
of structures spanning more than three
centuries exisihere, ;though that is of
considerable merit in its own right.
Rather, it is this feature in combination
with the fact the island is a viable,
evolving community, deeply rooted in
historic places andevents thatcontribUtes to Nantucket's uniqueness. For
the town to set standards and regulate
aesthetic as well as health and safety
issues reflects its informed mandate to
protect and preserve through enlightened stewardship.
Partaking of Nantucketby living and
building here is a privilege few enjoy.
The rewards are too numerous to name,
but not least among them is the fact
that no area designated a historic district has ever depreciated in value.
Each and every builder's or buyer's
responsibility lies in compliance
through appreciation, the basis of this
very book.

Main Street's historic 'Three Bricks'.

India Street-north side-near Gardner Street
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Development of the Town
of Nantucket
Nantucket,whichmeans"land farout
to sea", is aname given by the aboriginal people of the island. When English
colonists arrived in 1659 to settle the
island it was inhabited by 700-1,000
Wampanoag Indians, a branch of the
Algonquin tribe thatflourished oncape
Cod and distinguished itself by meeting the Pilgrims when they landed at
Plymouth. The Indians on Nantucket
lived in six wigwam villages, four located at the eastern edge of the island
and one each at Shawkemo and
Miacomet. By the 1800s only a few
natives remained, their people destroyed by the diseases, rum and domination of the whites. The two main
legaciesleftby theIndians were teach-

No. 39 Holland

ing the colonists to sight and hunt
whales offshore and their rhythmic
place names, such as Madaket and
Sesachacha.
The original English settlement, on
landpurchased from the Indians, was
Sherbume, established in 1661 by the
selection of house sites to the west of
what is now Nantuckettowninaspread
pattern stretching south from Capaum
Harbor to Hummock Pond (fig. 1I).
The allocation of land originally and
thereafter was made equally among
the 27-share Proprietary, which was
created to own and govern the island.
It included the first 20 purchasers and
a half share each for 14 craftsmen
asked to join the settlement. The Proprietary was an exclusive, closed group
that ruled the island in a somewhat
feudal manner. Because the land was
for the most part poor for farming, the

No. 37 Charles F. Hussey
"India House"

Figure 11: Original island settlement.
moors outsidethe homesites were kept
in common ownership for sheep grazing.
The community gradually turned to
the sea for its livelihood. In 1678 the
development of the present town was
initiated with the division of the
Wescoe Acre Lots near the large natural, shoal-sheltered Nantucket Harbor.
The 20 long narrow lots, now north of
Liberty and west of Federal Streets,
were divided among 20 of the 27 Proprietor shares; the remaining seven
received land elsewhere. These lots
were probably used as rundals
(ploughed agricultural strips) in the
English tradition.
The major impetus for the removal
of the settlementto its present location
was the rise of the seafaring whaling
industry. In 1716, a wharf was built in
the Great Harbor, indicating interest
in exploiting the new harborside location. Moreover, the following year
Capaum Harbor was closed by sands
washed up by several storms, thereby
creating Capaum Pond. Accordingly,
in 1717 the Fish Lots were divided,
running south from Main Street as far

as Lyon Street and east
from Pine Streetto thecrest
of Quanaty Bank, above
the water's edge and where
Union Street is today. The
27 lots, one for each Proprietor share, were eventually used to build residences.
As a result of these
events, in 1720 Sherbume
was officially relocated at
Nantucket Harbor. Due to
the scarcity of lumber on
the island and the substantial quality of the early settlers' houses, many of these
original houses were dismantled and re-erected or
re-used in the new town. This unique
aspect of Nantucket construction,
which has continued throughout its
history, accounts for the preservation
of many very old houses and the maintenance of traditional building methods.
In the early 1700s, the island whalers had begun setting out to sea to hunt
thelucrative sperm whale. Thisshift in
the island's economy would sustain
the community for almost 150 years,
bringing it wealth and growth. In 1723
the first Straightwharfwas built, from
which Nantucket sailors could launch
their whaling ships. This same year
small warehouselotsweredividednear
the harbor and immediately occupied
for business.
Two more residential districts were
created in 1726 to provide for the
community's growth. The first, the
West Monomoy lots, located south of
the Fish Lots, comprised 27 long and
narrow lots. At this time Orange Street
was extended through the Fish Lots
parallel t o ~ a i r ~ t r e e t k d t h r o west
u~h
Monomov. Transverselanes were then
laid out west from Orange Street to

create the first area of village character
in Nantucket. The other subdivision,
South Monomoy, was adjacent to the
Creeks but remained undeveloped
meadowland because of its low elevation and distance from the town.
The pattern of the town's development was strongly determined by the
division of these three major blocks of
land among the Proprietor shares.
These areas reveal the practical considerations of the island's governing
body. In general, each division of land
in the town (and elsewhere) created 27
lots, all equal in dimensions and area.
Further, withineach division theshape
and size of the chosen standardized lot
was based on what was most suitable
for the Proprietors' intended purposes.
In the town, the most favorable and
levellands were divided first into these
specialized grids, with only minor
variations made in response to ground
contour and natural features (e.g., the
bend in Pleasant, Fair and Orange
Streets). The degree of order present in
this system was atypical of other New
England fishing towns, but was necessary here to create27 equalshares. The
irregular, undeeded areas left between
these grids and
major roads were
sold and infilled
only later when
there was a demand for their use.
This process accounts for a town
pattern of interesting variety that
also
contains
highly regular areas (fig. 12).
By the mid1700s Nantucket
had assumed most
of its basic organiFigure 12: Town lotpattern.
zation and layout.

The town had developed a bustling
harbor area, with several piers and
quays reaching far into the harbor and
a maritime 'hard', or boat, beach. In
1744 commercial expansion necessitated the leveling and division of the
hilly beach area between the waterfront areaand the rest of the settlement
along Lower Main Street. Also indicative of the town's growth was the construction after 1746 of four windmills
on nearby hills. These tall landmarks
were an important part of the town's
image when seen from the harbor or
from farther out to sea.
Within the subdivided central areas
of the town and along the roads connecting them, simple houses were built
to accommodate the rapid growth of
the community (increasing between
1764 and 1774 from a population of
3,200 to more than 4,500-up 40 percent in 10 years). At first houses followed the custom of facing south, but
as the settlement grew they were built
with their main facades abutting the
street and with narrow side yards in the
tradition of the English town. Conformity of building placement accompanied that of house design. The com-

pactness of the town was practical
because of: (1) the need for shelter
from the wind in a treeless setting, (2)
an almost complete dependency on
and orientation of the community to
the harbor area, and (3) the need for
emergency aid among families in a
community that sent most of its ablebodied men to sea for long periods of
time. As a result, the original lots were
divided into many smaller parcels with
cross streets and alleys. With the infill
of the empty lots, Nantucket assumed
its dense, pedestrian-scale character.
The continual prospering of the
whaling economy and associated industries-candlemakers, coopers, ship
chandlers and builders-maintained
Nantucket's growth except during the
Revolutionand the War of 1812.These
conflicts fell particularly hard on the
island's people whose entire livelihood as well as their supplies came
from the sea-150 Nantucket ships
were taken or lost during the Revolution alone. By 1800, the population of
the island had reached 5,600. The exposure to foreign tastes and influences,
aided by thedecline ofthestrictQuaker
influence that had prevailed during the
18th century, were by this time being
reflected in the architecture of new
houses. They were larger and more
elegant, hut maintained for the most
part a closeness to the street and to
each other.
In 1834, William Coffin, Jr., drew a
detailed map of Nantucket that, because it included property lines and
building locations, clearly shows the
consolidated pattern of the town (fig.
13). One can easily see on the map the
extent of the settlement area, with its
sharp transition to thesurrounding open
lands. At the time the map was made,
aperiod of great prosperity and growth,
thetown'sdensepopulationwas 8,000.
Seventy large ships and 70 smaller

ones, most of which were engaged in
whaling, were registered in the port.
The map reveals much of the structure and form of the town. The axis of
Main Street, originally laid outin 1697
before the town existed, had become
the focus of Nantucket, with commercial activities concentrated on the end
near the waterfront, many in adapted
residential structures. Much of the
shoreline had been filled in and the
busy wharfs were 120to 160feetlong.
The main road arteries of the town
generally ran along the line of the
waterfrontage tothe towncenter. They
were not entirely straight, but curved
to follow the ground contours. To the
northeast of Nantucket wasBrantPoint,
which contained mostly marinerelated industries such as shipbuilding
yards, the town abattoir, block-long
rope walks and at its tip one of a series
of wooden lighthouses (the first,
erected in 1746, was the second lighthouse in the English colonies).
The wealthy ship owners and captains lived along Main Street and
nearby Pleasant, Orange and Fair
Streets. Here were built the large elegant Neo-Georgian, Federal and, later,
Greek Revival houses that indicated
the status of their owners. Most other
houses remained plain in the Quaker
tradition and small on their narrow
lots. To the south, including West
Monomoy, was a scattered residential
area of low, modest houses for artisans, workers and poorer minority
families. Residential growth along the
main roads leading from town, especially Cliff Road, expanded slowly.
After the fragmentation of the Society of Friends in the early 19th century, other religious groups became
prevalent and the present landmark
churches were erected: the Second
Congregational Church, or South
Tower, at 11 Orange Street in 1809
29

a vast ocean empire peaked
in 1842: The population was
about 10,000,many finenew
buildingslineditsstreets, the
harbor held 86 large whaling
ships and the economy flourished. The pinnacle was
brief, however, as a series of
calamities and economic
shifts soon after sent Nantucket into rapid decline. In
1846, a rampant fire destroyed the center one-seventh of the town, an area of
36 acres containing more than
400 buildings, and caused
more than one million dollars damage (fig. 14). The
resilient islanders began rebuilding immediately. LowerMainStreetwas widened to 90 feet (fig. 15) and two-story
brick commercial structures in the
Greek Revival style were erected on
the north side. The remaining areawas
rebuilt primarily with frame Greek
Revival structures in a more ordered
pattern than before. Also important
was reconstruction of the Atheneum,
one of Nantucket's masterpieces of
Greek Revival architecture, facing
Pearl Street. Originally a literary society, it now houses a private library
serving the island. Earlier, in 1846,
the economy had been hurt by the
failure of the town's largest bank due
to embezzlement. In this year only
seven whaling ships fitted out and
only three made successful voyages.
On top of these community disasters, the whaling industry collapsed.
The shallow harbor mouth continued
to shoal up, preventing the entrance of
large whaling ships without the expensive use of a floating dry dock
called a 'camel'. Ships and businesses
moved to better natural harbors on the
mainland, such as New Bedford. The
1848 discovery of gold in California
/

Figure 14. Section of town destroyed by the fire of 1846.
(tower erected in 1830). the First
Congregational Church at 62 Centre
Street in 1834, the Methodist Church
at 2 Centre Street in 1822 (Greek portico added in 1840), and the First Baptist Church at1Summer Streetin 1840.
These are sited quite differently than
the large churches of other New England towns, which were usually built
on large lots facing an open public
common. On Nantucket these large
religious structures are hemmed in by
smallerresidential buildings as part of
a compact urban fabric.
The major focus and space of the
town, lower Main Street, was terminated at either axis by important commercial buildings rather than by major
civic structures: at the south end, the
Rotch Market (1775), called the Pacific Club since 1860, originally 2 ' 1 ~
stories with a gambrel root and at the
north end, the Pacific National Bank
(1818). These aspects of the town's
physical developmentreflect the pragmatic, incremental evolution of the
town without an overall aestheticideal
but with an underlying order based on
the varied grid subdivisions.
Nantucket's growth as the capital of

attracted many of the idle whalers,
hundreds of whom set sail for the Far
West in hopes of riches. Perhaps most
importantly, in 1852 an economical
process for refining oil to make kerosene was developed and in 1859 oil
was discovered in Pennsylvania. With
the shift to the petroleum industry for
production of lighting fuel, lubricants,
soap and other profitable products,
whaling was doomed to extinction. In
1896 the last whaling voyage set out
from Nantucket's harbor. Even today,
the 7,000 person, year-round population of the island is only about 75
percent of its largest population in the
1840s.
Although the economic depression
the island endured, lasting until the
late 1800s, was a tragedy in terms of
community life, it brought the unseen
blessing of preserving most of the
island's buildings at the height of the
town's glory. On the other hand, a

great number of other structures were
torn down and the materials shipped to
the mainland or used locally as firewood. A story passed on by Everett
Crosby told of one partnership that,
within a decade or so after the Civil
War, tookdown over 250houses,sending many of them to Cape Cod. In the
commercial areas, the once bustling
wharfs were stilled.
In the 1870s a hopeful Nantucket
again turned to its great resource, the
sea, this time to attract vacationers to
its sandy shores. Ferry service to the
island was increased and advertisements wererun onthemainland. Speculative land developments appeared
across the island. In 1881 the Nantucket Railroad beganservice from its
terminal on Steamboat Wharf to
Surfside. By 1884 it reached to
Siasconset. In the same year the huge
Nantucket Hotel was assembled on
Brant Point, and two years later the

Figure 15. h w e r Main Street, c. 1900.
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Figure16. Nantucket town pattern, 1991.
Sea Cliff Inn was built along Cliff
Road overlooking the Point. Other resort hotels soon followed. Many old
houses were either opened for tourist
accommodations or bought by offislanders for summervacationing. During this period, on empty lots in town,
a few houses were built in fanciful
bracketed and mansard-roof designs
that offer a counterpoint to the overall
harmony of the town and hint of the
diverse resort designs built elsewhere
on the island.
By the 1800s the residential developmentof thecliffside andBrant Point
areas began to create an addition to the
town of a completely different form
than had been known before. Large
resort houses were built on estate-like
lots, oriented to the ocean view with
self-contained landscaping. Their
highly varied and individual designs
included many features of the then
popular Stick and Shingle styles. The
town population had shrunk to 3,200,
so the new construction boosted the
local economy.
These resort houses embodied a

sense of romanticism not seen in the
utilitarian or Classic Revival houses
previously built on Nantucket. Today,
as relics of a past era of American
history, they constitute a rich collection of resort Victoriana in America
equalled only in a few other places,
such as Bar Harbor. The development
of these resort estates continued above
and below the Cliff into the second
quarter of the 20th century, especially
along CliffRoad, Easton Street, Walsh
Street and Hulhert Avenue.
The 20th century brought the automobile to Nantucket. Following its
introduction in 1900, indignant islanders were so concerned with the
growing numher of cars and their irnpact that in 1906 they succeeded in
having a state law passed permitting
the town to exclude them from the
historic settlement from June 15 to
September 15.This valiant standlasted
until 1918, whenthelaw wasnarrowly
repealed at a townmeeting. Ever since,
there has been a conflict in town between the narrow pedestrian streets
and the space demands, noise and

exhaust of automobiles, especially
during the tourist season. The automobile has had a major impact on Nantucket, for it has generated a scattered
expansion of the town pattern while at
the same time permitting new development elsewhere on the island.
Since World War 11, the town of
Nantucket has grown primarily by the
construction of houses on its outskirts,
many in larger-lot, suburban-grid subdivisions. The once distinct edge of
town has been altered in many directions by a gradual lowering of density
that clearly
is not part of the old pattern. Where
once Main Street was the hub of business activity on Nantucket, theisland's
growing popularity as a resort and the
consequentinflux of tourists has gradually forced the business life of the
island out of town. With only a few
exceptions, the core of the old town
has been virtually given over to nonnecessity retailers. To meet the daily
needs of its resident population, akind
of business district has sprung up between the lower ends of Sparks, Pleasant and Orange Streets,with the Finast
Plaza, the Nantucket Commons,
Sanford Boat Building and many
smalleroperationsemergingin thelate
1980sto join the Marine Home Center
complex as the center of day-to-day
life. The relocation of the fire department and the building of a second post
office in this area further defined it as
the town-away-from-town. Meanwhile, commercial building beganand continues-to spread out Old
SouthRoad between the rotary and the
airport.
Remarkable as it is, the town of
Nantucket today (fig. 16) is for the
most part the same tight, harmonious
settlement of pleasant houses that was
laid out by the pragmatic Proprietors
in the early 1700s and that reached its

zenith during the prosperity of the
whaling era. It is an unspoiled collection of 17th-20th century buildings
unrivaled in the United States for its
composite preservation.

Influences on
Nantucket Building
There is a spiritual relatedness to the
whole of Nantucketarchitecture. From
a common heritage, generations of
buildings have come forth remarkable in theirfamily resemblance. The
qualities of simplicity and restraint,
order and balance, are evident in the
vernacular fishing shanty and whale
house, the rural farmhouse and barn,
the plain but proper house of town
streets, theelegantma&.ionof the~lassic Revival, as well as in the more
elaborate resort houses of the late
1800s. The common identity of Nantucket houses and other buildings is
derived from pervasive influences on
the architecture of the island: (1) the
climate, (2) the remote island setting,
(3) the sea-based livelihood, (4) restricted finances, and (5) the Quaker
culture. Only by understanding these
determinants and the resultant shared
qualities of Nantucket buildings can
one sense and appreciate the architectural tradition that new construction
joins (fig. 17).

Climate The climate of Nantucket
has been a constant determinant of the
island's architecture. The summersare
cool and humid, with frequent fog.
Winters are more mild than on the
mainland but cold, with high-velocity,
sustained seasonal winds that create a
severe chill factor; the annual mean
hourly wind speed is 13.4 miles per
hour from the southwest.

Figure 17. The Jethro Cofin House, with Sea Cliff Inn (demolished) in background - 300 years of
Nantucket architecture.
On an island without tall vegetation
or deep valleys to provide shelter,
buildings had to be tightly sealed.
Hence, shingles were used or, similarly, the narrow clapboard.
Cornerboards and other trim provided
a tight seal against the driving elements. The old buildings were compact, originally pulled close around a
central chimney to captureits warmth.
The massing of buildings formed by
heavy timber structural frames was
simple, with no cuts or notches to
catch the wind and create extra joints
to be sealed. Breezeways were
unknown. Elements attached to the
plain exteriors were of open design to
keep them dry and to letthe wind pass.
Roofs had little or no overhang
because, in addition to wind considerations, one did not need protection
from a hot summer sun, while the
warmth of the winter sun was precious.

The climate affected not only the
siting of individual buildings but the
tight town pattern as well. On the almost treeless island, houses were
placed close together and along the
street, in part tocreateshelterfrom the
incessant wind.
The Remote Island Setting There
was no natural source of building materials on the island, so materials had
to be shipped in at considerable cost.
Therefore, the use of wood in transportable forms predominated. A Nantucket house, moreover, was seldom
destroyed; it was moved or its parts
reused as long as they endured. As
Melville described it in Moby Dick:
"Pieces of wood in Nantucket are carried about like bits of the true cross in
Rome". Many of the present town's
oldest structures were first built at
Sherbume, the original settlement of
the island, and carried over to Nan-

tucket later. All parts of the house were
used again, doors and windows included. This recycling of resources
was merely common sense and thrift
to islanders. Thus, the lack of easy
access to new building materials contributed to adherence to old building
methods and traditions on Nantucket.
Heavy timber structural frames and
the central chimney were used even
after similar techniques had disappeared on the mainland.
Theremote setting also fostered provincialism and a preference for local
ways. Of course, when whaling prospered, its ships brought back precious
objects and differentideas from around
the world. Although Nantucket was
exposed to the Orient and to Europe,
change was resisted, nevertheless,
especially by theQuakers. New architectural ideas also were more expensive to execute and had to be translated
into form mostly by local builders.
Because it is a community isolated by
the sea, Nantucket has always been
conscious of 'outsiders': people and
ideas from off-island or 'from around
the (Brant) Point'. Even in the late
1800swhen Nantucket became asummer resort, the introduced Victorian,
Stick and Shingle styles were tempered and flavored by Nantucket values and practicality.

The Sea-based Livelihood The
Nantucket people who were initially
restricted by the sea eventually turned
to it as the lifeblood of thecommunity.
Once whaling became the primary industry, almost everyone on the island
was connected with the seain one way
or another. The majority of the buildings in town were built by ship's carpenters because there were no professional architectsand few mastercraftsmen. These carpenters knew the balance and symmetry of ships, and they

incorporated the tightness and compactness of a sea-worthy vessel into
their exposed homes.
Nantucket houses best reveal their
indebtedness to thelegacy of the seain
their interiors. Until after the 1830s
when Classic Revival came into vogue,
rooms had low ceilings and were snug,
no bigger than necessary, without a bit
of wasted space. The early houses of
the island were built by hands that
crafted and outfitted many ships. Tightness and shipshapeness were paramount. Newel posts,railings and other
elements were sturdy and basic, never
fancy. Trim hadtheflat,strong, simple
delicacy found in ship cabins.

Restricted finances The fluctuations of the island economy have been
a strong factor in the development of
Nantucket architecture. The island
suffered great losses of ships and business during the unwanted Revolution
of 1776 and the War of 1812, the
Second War of Independence. During
peace, the whaling industry grew rapidly andprogressedthroughmany technical changes in the equipment and
preparation needed for voyages to increasingly distant whaling grounds.
Most of the capital obtained from successful journeys was needed for reinvestment in the industry. Consequently, most houses of the whaling
era remained of moderate size. Their
construction was frugal. It was only in
timesofhighestprosperity thatwealthy
ship owners and captains built their
elegant houses, mostly on Main and
Orange Streets.
In the end, the economic collapse of
the isolated island in the 1850s, when
whaling succumbed to the discoveries
of oil and gold, was responsible for the
unique preservation and integrity of
the town today. Only in the late 1800s,
when well-to-do people sought out

unspoiled Nantucket as a summer resort, werenumbers of new houses built
again. Many of these people did not
have restricted funds so they were able
to build bigger and more elaborate
houses than previously had been constructed on the island.

The Quaker Culture The Religious
Society of Friends, as they called themselves, had a pervasive influence on
all aspects of Nantucket life. Even
though it was not until 50 years after
the 1659 white settlement of the island
that aQuakermeeting wasestablished,
they were the dominant force of the
community from 1725 to 1825. It was
the Quakers' thrift and tireless industry that boosted the prosperity and
development of the growing population. At the height of their influence a
few years before 1800 nearly one-half
of the 5,600 island residents attended
Quaker meetings. The Friends were a
disciplined sect, with strong beliefs
and strict behavior that affected their

to create an effect. When they first
arrived on the island, the Quakers
adopted the integral lean-to of Puritan
starkness. They held on to its plain,
functional designs even after they had
the monetary means andknowledgeof
popular styles elsewhere to do otherwise. Thesteadfastness of Quaker principles and traditions isindicated by the
story of Job Macy who, in 1790, built
a house two stories high front and back
at 11 Mill Street. His father argued
against this radical departure from the
lean-to design and thereafter kept his
vow never toenterthe structure. Oddly
enough, the Quakers eventually
adopted this house form as more practical than the lean-to. They infused it
with the unadorned functionalism of a
central chimney and four-bay facade
(four windows wide) containing an
off-center door.
After 1825 with the demise of the
Quakers and the surge of prosperity
through the whaling industry, new
styles of classical influence were irn-

ported to Nantucket. In
spite of their external origins, many of the buildings in these styles reveal
the essential Quaker
qualities of restraint,
simple order and balance,
craftsmanship preferred
over elaborate detail and
a harmony of the parts to
the whole. Even in these
'worldly' buildings, one
finds the moderation and
quiet repose of the Nantucket tradition. Therefore the Quaker influence
contributed greatly to the
cohesiveness of the town,
as well as creating the
island's most indigenous
and numerous house type
(fig. 18).
Figure 19. The Jethro Cofin House, early English.

Styles of Nantucket
Architecture
While there is no single appropriate
style for the island, as indicated by the
diversity of its buildings, understanding thecontinuity of development and
relatedness of the styles described will
exemplify the legacy shared by all
Nantucket buildings.

Early English (1675-1700) The first
houses built by the English settlers
were modeled after structures they had
left behind. The houses were simple,
rectan~ular,two-storiedstructures
with
steep gable roofs. Each floor was only
one room deeo. The boarddoor ooened
into an interior entry, or 'porch', containing winder stairs in front of the
large internal chimney. Glass was expensive, so glazed windows were kept
to a minimum within the shingled

walls. Small casement windows of
diamond-shapedpanes werecommon.
Only four buildings of this type are
standing today and all have had additions and renovations. The restored
Jethro Coffin House (c.1686) on Sunset Hill is considered by some to be the
oldest house remaining on the island.
It may have had a two-gabled front
when first built (fig. 19).

Lean-toHouses (1700-1760) Leanto houses were at first created by adding sheds to the rear of English houses,
but thereafter the sheds became an
integral part of the structure. The essentialfeatures of alean-to, also called
a saltbox, were a tall front wall and a
lower rear wall resulting from alonger
rear slope of the gable roof. The pitch
of the front and rear roof planes was
about equal. The front wall contained
larger windows opening into the most
important rooms. To take advantage
of the sun's heat, lean-to houses tradi-

ticulated and flanged. Many
of the early lean-tos were
built in a half-house version, with the chimney toward one side to provide for
lateral expansion at a later
date, such as can be seen at
105 Main Street. In a leanto the door was aligned with
the chimney but window
symmetry (fenestration) was
not essential. Windows had
small-paned, double-hung
sashes, commonly 12/12,
with protruding pegged
frames. Walls and roofs
were wood-shingled and
exhibited utmost simplicity
Figure 20. Capt. Richard Gardner House, West Chester Street, early
of design and a complete
lean-tofacing south.
restraint in decoration.
There are about 80 old
tionally faced due south until alignlean-tos in the town, about 10 percent
ment with the town streets became a
of Nantucket's pre-Civil War houses.
moreimportant consideration. Half of
Three-fifths of the total are 2112-story
Nantucket's historic lean-tos follow
houses and the remainder are smaller
thisearliercustom of facing south (fig.
13/4-stolystructures. The smallerlean20).
tos have first-floor areas similar to
The building plan was always orgalarger houses, but upstairs they have
nized around a massive central chimrooms only in the front (fig. 21). The
ney stack serving several fireplaces;
smaller lean-tos were built during a
above the roof it was commonly arlater period from 1750 to about 1810
and seldom faced south.
Gambrel-roof Houses
(1740-1800) Only a few
gambrel-roof houses, which
provide more room in the
garret than simple gables,
were built in Nantucket.
Their design in plan and elevation is generally of the
same straightforward character as their contemporaries except for the specialized double-pitched gable
roofs (fig. 22).
Figure 21. 21 Prospect Street, smaller lean-to.
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Typical Nantucket Houses
(1760-1830) This house type,
indigenous to Nantucket, is a
simple Quaker successor to the
lean-to, making the rear wall
two stories high as well as the
front. These compact 2112-story
blocks with gabled
roofs were
the predominant building type
in town andnow constitute about
20 percent of the existing preCivil War houses (fig. 23).
Moreover, they form the core of
the town patternbecause of their
closesiting along thestreets. On
Nantucket this popular centralchimney house typeendured far
colOlonger than its
Figure 22. George Gardner House, 8 Pine Street, with gambrel roo$
nial counterpart due to local resistance to change, even though
inch board shelf across the top. In the
it provided only minor flexibility in
1800s even morevariations weremade
interior arrangement or exterior dein
door and window treatment (fig.
sign.
24). All roofs were huilt with an 8- to
Although its design was clearly or9-inch
pitch, a roof hatch and, for
dered, the inwardly focused, practical
most, a roof walk. The cornice along
typical Nantucket house was indifferthe roof was small and plain.
ent to symmetry in plan or elevation.
The four-quadrant interior was
w r a p ~ e daround the massive '
central chimney. The distinctive four-bay facade had an offcenter door, often with a transom above that opened into an
entry with stairs and closets. In
the original shingled house a
pair of 12/12 light double-hung
windows was placed to one side
of the door and, on the narrow
side, typically, a 919 window.
The fourwindows of thesecond
story, vertically aligned with
thosehelow, were often smaller,
8/12 and 619 respectively. Window casings were simple: At
first they were only pegged
forms but later were built with
the refinement, distinctive of
Nantucket, of a projecting 5Figure 23.10 Gardner Street, a typical Nantucket house.
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Figure 24. 15 India Street, a typical Nantucket
house built in the 1800s.

Late Colonial and Early Federal
(1750-1830) As whaling prospered
in the latter half of the 18th century
and Nantucket merchants were increasingly exposed to New England
and other countries, houses became
style-conscious. Consideration of the

Figure 25.49 Orange Street, with three-bayfacade.
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arrangement and ornamentation at the
facade, in conjunction with the alteration of the interior plan, resulted in a
move away from the typical Quaker
house. The nearly 100existing houses
of this later grouping (more than 10
percent of the pre-Civil War houses)
represent the slow transition to the
Nantucket Federal style. All of these
houses are 2112 stories.
A necessary change in the house
involved a shift of the chimney position. One form adopted on the island
exhibited a three-bay facade with the
door freed from alignment with the
chimney (fig. 25), while another,
moving closer to Federal-style symmetry, placed the door in front of a
central chimney, permitting a more
balanced facade of five bays (fig.
- 26).
Other changes of this period include
the use of clapboards instead of
shingles, the use (c. 1812) of larger
glass panes in 616 light windows and
the construction of basements raising
the house off the ground.
The ornaments that gradually became typical on late colonial and early
Federal buildings were derived from
English adaptations of ancient Roman
architecture, such as door and window
moldings, entrance frontispieces with
slenderpilasters and entablatures and,
commonly, sidelights. Later features
were doorway fanlights (usually blind),
classical porticos, quoins, ornamented
cornices and parapets on the roof.
Many of the houses that now have
Federal elements were originally unadorned and even of different interior
plan. The elegant Reuben Bunker
House on Academy Hill (1806, remodeled 1820), was originally a typical Nantucket house to which a fifth
hay and ornamentation were added
(fig. 27). Patriotic motifs, common on
the mainland after independence, were
not used on the neutral Quaker island.

thePhilip Folger House,
~i~~~~ 26. 111 Main Street, with jive-buy ,facade.
58 Main Street (now
flat-roofed). The major innovation of
facades in all of Nantucket, the Thothis style on Nantucket was the remas Macy House at 99 Main Street
moval of the chimney from the center
(fig. 29). An 1830 conversion of an
of the house and its replacement with
earlier structure, its perfect symmetry
an opposing pair of chimneys. This
features an elegant doorway with an
freed the interior plan and circulation
elliptical blind fan under a secondof the house, thereby making the transstory window with narrow sidelights.
verse stair hall possible. The exterior
Also noteworthy are the deep cornice,
entrance to the hall then became the
the parapet with balustrade insets
organizing feature of the formal fivealigned with the windows below and
bay facade as well as the ornamental
the distinctive Nantucket railing fence
focus of the house front along the
gracefully uniting the door stoop with
street
the street edge.
One type of Federal house is identiThe fui-ther acceptance of Federalfiable by its twin chimneys, removed
style ideas on the island led to the
from the center of the house but loconstruction of houses with chimneys
cated within the house interior rooms.
built into the gable ends, for example,
The accompanying Federal facade or34 Orange Street and 82 Main Street.
ganization wascombined with characHowever, they still show a restraint of
teristic Nantucket simplicity, as is
decoration not found on contempoclearly evident at 7 Milk Street (c.
rary structures in America. Near the
1810) and 117 Main Street (c. 1790),
end of this period, the first brick houses
which hasa hippedroof (fig. 28). More
in town were constructed by the
lavish twin-chimney houses also were
wealthy, who alone could afford to
built on theisland, including one of the
have such materials shipped from the
most handsome and best proportioned
mainland, beginning with Moors End

Figure 27. Reuben Bunker House, Academy Hill, with
Federal ornamentation.

(1831)at 19Pleasant Street. TheHenry
Coffin House (1834) at 75 Main Street
also has the formal organization and
increased size of a Federal building
but displays little ornamentation except for small pilasters about the
slightly recesseddoor, thecharacteristic Federal parapet with balusters and
a roof cupola instead of a roof walk
(fig. 30).
In the shadow of thesestately homes,
more than 100 houses under two stories (most often, 1314-stories)were built
incorporating innovations in ornament and
plan descending from
Federal architecture.
Many of these are
found in the southern
end of town.

Greek Revival (18301860) TheGreekReviva1 style emerged in
the first quarter of the
19th century in the
United States and was
adopted with such enthusiasm that it became
the young nation's pre-

dominant style for several decades.
Its popularity was spurred by the admiration for Greek forms over those of
Imperial Rome because of the birth of
democracy in the ancient Greek citystates and the recent establishment of
the Greek republic in the 1820s. Measured drawings of ancient temples were
publishedandsubsequently found their
way into carpenters' handbooks, making it possible for local builders to
follow the simple forms. For a century
in its robust youth, eager to throw off
the English influence, the strength and
boldness of the Greek Revival stvle
wasentirely appropriate.Itslarge-scale
elements and monumentality, based
on the proportions of the ancient
temples, distinguished it from earlier
houses employing Roman classical orders (see Appendix E).
Mostframe houses built in theGreek
Revival style have flat pilasters applied at the building's corners, holding up an entablature. Doorways,
likewise, are commonly framed by
broad Greek-order pilasters having
bases and capitals and supporting a
heavy entablature between them. Window frames around the 616 doublehung sash were often a small half-

Figure 28. 117 Main Street, a Federal house with hip roo$

round on the sides and a flat-splayed
lintel above. Walls were clapboard or,
on a few houses, flushboards intended
to look like stone. The entire building
was raised like a temple, on a high
basement, most often windowless in
front. On some houses other features
of the Greek temples were attached,
such as an ornamented parapet along
the lower edge of the roof.
TheGreekRevivalstyle was quickly
adopted for large houses. Their doorways were sheltered by either a projecting portico or recessed entry, reflecting the style's characteristics of
larger scale and larger spaces interconnected or interpenetrated (fig. 31).
Meanwhile, the Greek Revival style
was equally popular in small houses.
The applied elements gave them ascale
and stature they had never possessed
before. Of the almost 200 Greek Revival houses remaining in the town of
Nantucket, more than one-half are
under two stories in height.
To simulate as closely as possible
the original temple form, almost onehalf of theGreekRevival houses turned
their gable ends toward the street, contrary to the previously accepted con-

Figure 29. Thorns Macy House, 99 Main Street, an elegant
Federal building.

vention. The reorientation of the gable
was combined with a lowering of the
roof pitch and overhang of the raking
cornice and entablature to create the
triangular pediment of the temple front.
On houses under two stories, this restricted the area for full rectangular
windows. Consequently, someof these
housesplacedingeniousquarter-round
windows in the gable end (fig. 32). In
the desire to achieve thecompletesymmetry of the temple form,
a later adaptation was the
placement of themain door
on the side of the house
rather than on the street
side, as was the case at 14
Orange Street (c. 1838).
The highest achievements of the Greek Revival style, representative
of the wealth and grandeur
produced by whaling at its
peak, were 94 and 96 Main
Street, both built by William Hadwen in the mid1840s (fig. 33). Animposing pair of elaborate
Figure 30. Henry Coffin House, 75 Main Street, an early
temples, one of Corinthian
brick building.

Figure 31. 54 Orange Street, a Greek Revival house.
order and the other of Ionic, they are
the only residential examples of colossal two-story porticos on Nantucket.
Other instances are the Coffin School
on Winter Street (1852) and the Atheneum, rebuilt after the 1846 fire. Almost all of the reconstruction after the
fire followed the Greek Revival style.

Figure 32. 72 Centre Street, with quarter-round
windows in a gable end.
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Gothic Revival (1850s) On the
mainland Gothic Revival was the
leader of the Romantic rebellion
against the formality and rigidity of
the Greek Revival style. It advocated
the adoption of medieval forms, such
as steep roofs, pointed and diamondpaned windows and picturesque
character rather than the severity of
Greektemple forms. in themid-1850s,
as the Gothic Revival began to have
some influence on Nantucket, it was
abruptly cut short because the demand
for new buildings was halted by the
island's rapid economic decline. The
only major example of the Gothic influence in town is the First CongregationalChurch(1834)at62CentreStreet
(fig. 34). Other evidence of the style
may be seen in the minor pointed windows of fewer than 15houses, all built
primarily in the Greek Revival style.
Victorian Style (1865-1900) After
the Civil War, America began a dynamic period of expansion and search
for national identity. In architecture it
was a time of restless exuberance and
experimentation. On the mainland,
there was little consensus as to proper
architectural style; instead divergent
styles were imported from Europe.
The harmony of Nantucket's architecture was spared the invasion of these
varied and alien buildings by its own
economic woes. As the community
turned to the summer resort trade, a
few of these Victorian houses were
built in the town. Perhaps the best
known of these is 73 Main Street
(1871), built for Eliza Barney, which
except for the fanciful ornament of its
bracketed Second Empire design, displaysqualities of proportion and order
common to preceding Nantucket architecture (fig.
. - 35, page
- 47).
Most of the few post-war houses
huilt within the old town followed the

Figure 33. 94-96Main Street, two imposing Greek Revival residences.

fashion of asymmetrical plans and
massing and included details derived
from Italian Renaissance farmhouses,
such as horizontal cornices supported
by curved brackets, arched windows
and bay windows. Other featurescame
from the influence of the French Second Empire, especially the mansard
roof which was double-pitched with
dormers. Fancy omamentation was
typical on these and related styles.
Although few new buildings were
built in Victorian styles, a few examples of Victorian vernacular, or
farmhouse, architecture (fig. 36) were
constructed. Victorian decorative details were adapted to simple house
forms, often front-gabled, two-story
houses with symmetricalfacades. Used
most commonly along the cornice line
and to accent porches, these features
included turned spindleporchcolumns,
lacelike spandrels, balusters in porch
railings and decorative friezes running
along the tops of porches.

The major Victorian influence on
Nantucketarchitecture was the attachment of decorative elements to the
simple masses of older houses, such as
door hoods, bay windows, dormers
and ornately carved trim boards, in
addition to the use of bold Victorian
color schemes and a change of window sash to few lights, typically 212.
This upgrading of the fashion ofbuilding by altering its smaller features was
in the tradition of island architecture.
It sometimes resulted in the accumulation of divergent elements from different styles in one building, revealing
the stages of its life. Since organized
efforts to preserve Nantucket's historic architecture began in the 20th
century, most of these added vestiges
of Victorian architecture have been
removed, returning houses to their
original forms. Remnants still existing
today are important indicators of a
non-indigenous phase of Nantucket
architecture.

Stick Style (1870-1880) The Stick
style, a forerunner and contemporary
of the Queen Anne style, developed
from the Swiss Chalet and the Gothic
Revivalstyles into a freeexpression of
the wooden frame's structural members. It was characterized by sometimes steep and generally overhanging
roofs, often with ornate bargeboards,
the subdivision of exterior wall surfaces by horizontal and vertical linear
stripping within which panels and windows were set, a strong emphasis on
the vertical and the deep voids of large

porches and verandas with posts and
braces. The intent was a picturesque
design fitting for a rural American
setting. Houses of Stick style details
and design were built above and below
the Nantucket cliffs and in Siasconset
(fig. 37).
Queen Anne (1875-1910) At the
same time that new summer houses
were first being built on the outskirts
of Nantucket, the Queen Anne style
assumed the height of national popularity. Inspired by English cottages,
the style combined both classical and
medieval features, according to functional needs, into apicturesquewhole.
irregularly outlined roofs of intersecting gables, dormers and chimneys
above freely- planned interiors -gave
each design a completely individual
identity. Characteristic detailsincluded
the use of different textures or materials on the same wall, cut-away corners
and window bays. A Queen Anne
house is found at 74 Main Street, but
the style's premierrepresentatives were
huilt in the newer areas of the town
developed in the late 1800s, particularly along Cliff Road, including the
early part of the huge, rambling Sea
Cliff Inn huilt on the Nantucket Cliff
in 1886 and razed in 1972 (fig. 38).
A

Figure 34. First Congregational Church, 62 Centre Street, a
Gothic Revival structure.

Colonial Revival (1876-1920) Traditionally dated to 1876, the American
centennial, theColonialRevivalmovement celehrated the country's anniversary by combining popular architectural styles from its past into a new
styleof building. Drawing from Federal and Greek Revival styles as well
as Colonial, Colonial Revival architecture is an amalgam of these periods,
often on an imposing scale. Believed
to he a reaction to the grandiosity of
the Queen Anne style as well as an
outlet for renewed patriotic fervor and

reverence for the nation's past, this
stylecombined such unlikely elements
as Palladian windows and ells modeled on earlier house forms. Distinguishing features include an accented
doorway, often with pilasters andpediment to make a small sheltered entry
porch, and windows in adjacent pairs.
Most elements of this style can he
seen around entrances, windows and
cornices. They include: five bays, 6over-6,s-over-12 or 12-over-12 windows, balusters over porches, end
chimneys and comer pilasters (Federal); and classical columns, decorated
cornices or entablatures, gabled porticos, round, oval or oculus windows
(Greek Revival).
On Nantucket, Colonial Revival architecture appearedjust beforethe turn
of the century and continued into the
late 1920s. symbolizing the island's
resurgence as a prosperous and revitalized town. More grand than the
concurrent Shinglestyle (as it occurred
on Nantucket), which produced houses
often equally large but always more
demure, Colonial Revival architecture
sprang up in and around the old town,
with Monomoy boasting theonly 'cluster' of this style. Among the first
homes to be built on this exclusive
peninsula, just to the east of town but
far enough away to require a horsedrawn surrey ride to Main Street, were
three in the Colonial Revival style.
Domineering in their day with their
massive, two-story facades rising
above the treeless terrain, they continue to stand out today, although the
area has been widely developed in
recent years.
Formidable still for its location at the
principal bend in the Monomoy Road,
the first features a reproduction Federal doorway, two chimneys (originally at either end) and 6-over-6 windows. Even thegarage is faithful to the

Figure 35. 73 Main Street, a Second Empire style
house.

Figure 36. A Victorian vernacular style house at the
corner of Lyon and Fair Streets.

Figure 37. A Stick style house, North Blufi
Siasconset.
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Figure 38. The Sea CliffZnn (tom down in 1972) along Cliff
Road - Queen Anne style, built in 1874.
style, with a saltbox configuration,
colonial doors, fanlights and columns
incorporated in the breezeway. Two
others, one a five-bay, Federal reproduction and one dubbed "Amanda",
also grace Monomoy. The latter has a
pedimented portico with Ionic columns and the former, 6-over-6 windows with transom lights at the doorway. Both have seen additions, with
those added to "Amanda" more sympathetically rendered.
InMonomoy, aselsewhere, the style

on Nantucket.
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represented the return of wealth to the
island following the lean post-whaling
era years and the advent of its first
resort boom. After nearly a quarter of
acentury, during which time theisland
was a virtual ghost town, the pristine
quality of the town of Nantucket had
effectively been frozen in time, its
architecture preserved by a kind of
benevolent neglect. As the island was
rediscovered as a spa and an elite summer vacation place, not only was there
new money topour into grand summer
homes, there was an enlightened sensitivity to the historic value of the old
town and a consequent desire to build
within that context.
Perhaps the best single example of
Colonial Revival architecture on Nantucket is to be found at 11 Cliff Road
(fig. 39). Built in 1895, this great
house, called "Innishail", with its large
massing, gambrel roof, huge chimneys, portico with balustrade and columns, second floor windows with broken gooseneck pediments and third
floor gabled and pedimented dormers,
is amonumentto thestylein itshighest
form. As with other examples of the
style, it was constructed in what was
then, and is stiil considered to be, one
of the island's more fashionable locations. Further out Cliff Road, the
Westmoor Inn is another imposing
example of the style. Others were
built on Main Street (#123), Hulbert
Avenue (#69), and NorthLiberty Street
(#I3 and #37). Number 30 Orange
Street, originally late Federal style,
was moved and extensively altered in
the Colonial Revival style in 1902.

Shingle Style (1880-1895) The
Shingle style synthesized the Stick
Style, Queen Anne and colonial influences. A true descendant of historic
Nantucket houses, it is immediately
characterized by the continuous uni-

massing and the use of small-scale
materials and woodwork in the adoption of vernacular conventions. The
result was a large but unpretentious
structure at home in the landscape.
Because it met the needs for relaxed
summer indoor and outdoor living and
an orientation to water or view, Shingle
style houses became popular on Nantucket in the late 1800s. They were
erected along the bluffs in Siasconset
(fig. 40),on the Nantucket cliffs and
along Easton Street and Hulbert Avenue adjacent to the old town (fig. 41).
As a major source of suitable new
forms for sizable resort houses and
hotels on large lots, and as a derivative
of earlv Nantucket indigenous build-

reflecting itmostfaithfully. Although

astyleconfinedprincipally to theMidwest, design features which carried
over into bungalow andcraftsman style
building, and hence to Nantucket, include low-pitched roofs, exaggerated
roof overhangs, and porches, often with
massive, square supports.
Bungalows traditionally were low
one- to 1 story dwellings, modest in
design, with a horizontal emphasis,
gently pitched roofs and incorporated
front porches (fig. 42), features that
camed over into Craftsman stylebuilding. Perhaps its most endearing feature and enduring contribution to island architecture is the coziness of its
porch, which both integrates interior

~ i ~ u r k 4A1 true
. restoration of an in-town Shingle style house.
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houses off Easton Street.
and exterior space and at the same
timehints tothepasser-by of thecharming intimacy that lies within.
The Arts and Crafts style, a movement in England in the late 1800s, for
its part, contributed a taste for Oriental
woodworking, particularly evident in
some of the roof peaks and elaborate
dormers found on some Craftsman
dwellings.
Craftsman style architecture prided
itself in a retum to fine craftsmanship
in the design and execution of home
building. Introduced in this country in
California in the early years of the

century, the style parlayed training
from the manual arts into a kind of
house building that became the most
popular in America. Drawing from
these other styles and the Arts and
Crafts movement, they created what
has been called "the ultimate bungalow". Although intended to have the
charm and distinction of the handrendered, the style's great popularity
became self-defeating. Craftsman
designs found their way into 'pattern'
books, eventually replacing the
handcrafted concept with mass production.
This style on Nantucket features
modestly pitched roofs, usually gabled
or hipped, with front porches tucked
neatly underneath. Overhangingeaves,
exposed beam ends and rafters, false
(decorative) hracketsand,often, gabled
dormers complete the picture. For the
first time on the island, windows featured multiple-paned sashes over one
large pane -- in other words, the fore-

suited to the concept of vacation getaway cottage, a handful of Craftsman.
style housessprangup across the town,
at 48 West Chester (notable for its
stucco exterior, a rarity on Nantucket,
and Prairie-style massive porch columns) and at 20 Milk and 28 North
Liberty Streets as well as on Hinckley
Lane off Cliff Road (fig. 43) and as far
from town as Surfside.
The design of new buildings in the
20th century has not been characterized by a consensus on themost appropriate successor style to be followed.
The first part of the century exhibited,
in addition to the awakening interest in
restoration of the old houses, aneclectic approach to design that borrowed
and combined design forms and elements from many past styles. The in-

fluence of consistent materials and
conventions most suited to the environment has related thevariety of building strains. Many of the more recent
'modem' buildings, with their opposition to superfluous ornament, have
shown an affinity with the earlier island structures.

Essential Concepts of
Architectural Design
In considering the guidelines for
construction and alterations on Nan-

tucket, it is important to understand
essential architectural design concepts
that apply to broad town patterns as
well as to individual features of a
building's design. These basic concepts are scale, proportion, balance,
rhythm and order.

Scale Scale is a measure of the relative or apparent size of a building or
any architectural element in relation to
a known unit of measure, usually the
dimensions of the human body (fig.
44). The primary dimensions of a building, such as the size of theexteriorwall

Figure 44. Building scale relates to the dimensions of the huinun body.

Figure 45. 29 and 14 Orange Street - two buildings of similar size but different scale.
planes and window openings, establish its underlying scale. But the scale
of a building is created by the combined effect of all visible dimensions
of its design, including units of surface
material, applied elements, window
lights and trim. To be of a human
scale, a building must have a predominance of dimensional units within a
wall plane that does not exceed the
length of the human body. On the
other hand, a monumental scaleismade
of much larger dimensioned elements
and is, therefore, imposing.
Two buildings of the same overall
size may have different scales because

.

5
Figure 46. Proportions are ratios of dimensions, height to width.
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of the sizes of elements in the facade.
This is shown by a comparison of 29
Orange Street with 14Orange Street, a
Greek Revival structure (fig. 45). In
the same way, a building mass can be
made to appear larger or smaller by
manipulating the size of its elements,
such as windows or trim.
The scale of a building is one of the
most important factors determining
whether it is compatible with its setting. A stark contrast of scale between
adjacent buildings is visually disruptive while a similarity of scale gives
them a fundamental relatedness. The
unified charm of the streets of Nan-

tucket is due largely to the consistent
scale of its buildings.
Scale not only applies to the dimensions of a building but to space as well.
Between buildings or other visual solids, such as trees, are the voids of
partially enclosed spaces. Their scale
is measured relative to the size of a
human and is affected by the building
walls about it. In the town a difference
in scale of the street spaces can be
noticed between Main Street and narrower Liberty Street.
Open landscapes have a sense of
scalecreatedby theshapeoftheground,
the size or distance between geologic
features, dimensional units of vegetation and other visible objects. Depending on its own scale, a building can
either accentuate or negate the scale of
the natural setting. Because buildings
in an open area are often seen from
afar, their bulk and massing (meaning
roughly size and shape) are the primary features determining their scale.
The height of a building is an especially critical dimension in the landscape. However, it should he recognized that two buildings of the same
overall height, because of their other
dimensions, can be of different scales
and, therefore, of different visual impacts.
Proporlion Proportion is the rela
tion of one portion (dimension) to another and usually is described as a
numerical ratio. On a building, it can
refer to the width-to-height ratio of a
whole wall plane or the smaller elements within the wall such as windows, doors, other wall openings and
the area between them (fig. 46). Proportions, of course, involve many other
and smaller relationships. The overall
object of proportional considerations
in architecture is the creation of visual
order through thecoordination or rep-

Figure 47. A sqwure shnpe dernu~zclsattention and creates a
point of focw. Rectangles muy have restful or assertive
proportions.
etition of theshapes in a design. Visual
chaos will result if too many parts are
of different or unrelated shapes.
Different ratios of length to width,
i.e.. shapes of an architectural feature,
havedifferent visual effects. Asquareshaped area of roughly equal-length
sides is internally balanced and will
attract the eye to its center. Two or
more disconnected square shapes in a
visual field, i.e., a huilding wall, will
compete visually with each other. A
rectangular shape has a visual emphasis in the direction of its longer side.
The greater the proportion or difference in length of the two sides, the
stronger or more assertive this emphasis. The most restful rectangular shape
falls hetween these: It creates neither a
strong focus nor a strong directional
emphasis. A shape having the
proportions of approximately 1:1.5
(2:3) has these qualities (fig. 47).

Figure 48. Visual balance involves the visual weights of design elements.
Theuse of proportions onNantucket
buildings in the past has seldom been
strict because most buildings were
constructed without formal designs or
drawings. However, the general proportions of their designs are concordant and pleasing because of the use of
consistent and limited building traditions and materials which resulted in a
high degree of refinement over the
years.
Where buildings are aligned and
seen together,therelationship between
their proportions is important. Along a
street, an agreement as to proportions
brings unity and harmony to the
streetscape. This is most important
when building walls are simple planes
and close to one another. A consistency of the directional emphasis of
the facades along a street created by

their proportions is particularly beneficial, as is seen in the street elevations of India Street (see pages 24-25).
Balance The principles of visual balance are analogous to those of physical balance. Elements of a building's
design can be said to have visual
weights that balance around a visual
axis, i.e., a fulcrum. An imbalance in a
building design is created when the
visual axis established by the plain
masses orvolumesaloneconflicts with
another visual axis formed by major
elements of the design, such as entrances. Simple illustrations of facade
balance can be seen in the diagrams
representing the weight of the main
entrance as a white square and the two
dormers as black triangles (fig. 48).
Symmetry (bilateral)is asimple static

-- -

Figure 49. Rhythm of design elements creates interest on a facade or along a street.
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balance in which one side is the identical reverse of the other. It was not
prevalent on the island until after the
late 1700s. A dynamic balance is more
complex, involving a careful arrangement ofnon-identical or unpaired parts.
In town, the formality, and sometimes
monumentality, of symmetry can be
used appropriately, but on alarge building in a natural setting a non-symmetrical balance of differing parts or
picturesque character is more akin to
its surroundings.

Rhythm Architecture has been
called 'frozenmusic' and the principle
of rhythm is an invaluable component
of it. Rhythm in buildings is a visual
movement characterized by regular
recurrence of elements alternating with
opposite or different elements. On a
simple Nantucket house the primary
rhythm is in the fenestration, the alternation of windows and wall areas, i.e.,
solids and voids (fig. 49). A good
rhythm has variations that create interest, while a 1:l:l rhythm is most often
monotonous.

Column bare-Atheneum

In any grouping of buildings, especially when aligned, rhythms among
them can tie them visually into a unified composition. These rhythms may
be composed of their masses, gables,
spaces between them, their windows,
entranceways or other elements. The
street elevations of India Street show
the strong rhythms among its buildings (see pages 56-57).
Order Architectural order is an understandable visual relationship between the parts of a building and how
they combine to form a united whole.
Order is necessary to eliminate visual
competition and to prevent ambiguities in the roles and relative importance of the various elements. Order
can be created hy skillful variation of
architectural emphasis and size of elements as well as by coordination of
their proportions, rhythms and balance.
In addition to the principles defined
here, a comprehensive glossary of architectural terms can be found in Appendix E.

Liberty Street.
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NO. 35 George Lawrence
(Snow House)

No. 33 John Russell Home
(Maj. Brock House)

No. 31 Eliab Hussey House
(Dunham)
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This sectionof themanualdeals with
the construction of new buildings or
alterations or additions in an existing
context of buildings. It concerns any
context where the structures are sufficiently close to one another that the
presence of each one has a bearing on
the perception and meaning of the others. When these buildings share some
sense of order, together they become a

'place', asynthesis of built objec tsand
shaped space. The insertion of new
construction into an established context or the alteration of an existing
building can either strengthen or detract from the physical harmony and
essence of that grouping. These guidelines apply to all kinds of buildings,
commercial as well as residential, because many commercial buildings are

India Street-north side

a

No. 29 Benjamin Swift House

No. 27 Robert Folger House
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Figure 50. Town of Nantucket Core Historic District to which the guidelines apply.

India Street-north &-near
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Centre Street

No. 25 Daniel Coffin House

No. 23 Captain Reuben
Baxter House

No. 21 John H. Swain
House

similar in scale to residences. In fact,
many former residences have been
converted to business use.
A building can fit into its context
only if it embodies relatedness to surrounding structures. Relatedness
means, simply, a similarity of a number of different architectural aspects
among neighboring buildings. This
similarity prevents visual conflict
among building parts and identifies

their unified concern for the quality of
the whole.
The town of Nantucket, which is the
heart of the island, and five other seaside settlements all possess their own
individuality. Each has developed
slowly overmany years, thereby physically connecting the present with the
past, and each is an integral part of the
image and environment of Nantucket.
Any changes in these settlements must
respect their village and street context.

Guidelines for Building
in the Historic Town
of Nantucket

ments; surface materials;trim and other
architectural details; andcolor. Within
each subject category a discussion of
the character of the town's buildings
in relation to each of these architectural criteria provides rationale for the
guidelines, which follow immediately
in italics.
The Nantucket Historic District
Commission has established these
guidelines to assist those constructing
or altering buildings; they are the criteria by which the Commission will
determine the appropriateness of this
new construction. (See Appendix B

In no place is relatedness more important than in the town of Nantucket.
Design guidelines for additions and
alterations to old buildings and for
new infillstructureshave been grouped
into nine headings of design review:
site planning; bulk, proportion and
scale; massing; roof; windows and
doorways; eqterior architectural ele-

No. 15 Captain William
~ G b b House
s
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for administrative procedures and
Commission review responsibilities.)
The guidelines for the historic town
apply to all buildings as defined by the
boundaries set by thecommission (fig.
50). Areas abutting the core Historic
District are considered, inclusively, a
buffer zone, and the Commission,
therefore, will pay close attention to
historic elements and integrity in these
areas.
The guidelines in this manual are
aids to responsible decision-making,
notformulas, for building anew structure or altering an old one on Nantucket Island. To be effective, certain
definitions within the guidelines will
represent certain recognized values. Their use
will dictate the amount
of flexibility, if any, the
Commission may use
when a plan approval is
sought. The following
are the Commission's
three categories of criteria, and some of the individual terms used within
this book to determine
them:
Rules and
Regullations

A recommendation may be waived,
but only ifthe applicant can satisfactorily demonstrate that in hidher particular case the recommendation is
not appropriate for, or does not apply
to, hidher project.
*CONSIDERATIONS
Design concerns dealing with broader
contextual elements - things it is
advisable to think about in connection
with a project. There is no established
vocabulary here, since considerations
address broader issues. Complianceis
voluntary; non-compliance is not
grounds for the Commission to reject
a plan.

*REQUIREMENTS
Design standards that
must be followed in order to receive plan approval. In the text, the
words "must", "shall",
and "prohibited" signify
requirements.
*RECOMMENDATIONS
Design elements that are
encouraged by the Commission. In the text, the
words "preferred", "important", "encouraged",
"discouraged" "should"
and "recommended"sig- Figure 51. The town of Nantucket, looking west up Orange
nify recommendations. Street.

Figure 52. Single-plane facades face and align with the street.

Site Planning
Siting of the Building The first settlers on Nantucket built their houses
facing southtocatch thesun's warmth.
After the town grew to a village pattern, most houses were placed alon'g
the street in adherence to English
town tradition. Most buildings of the
town have facades fronting the street Historic
and ordinary side elevations (fig. 51). Siting
The facade historically was a simple Patterns
plane of themajor mass of the building
and contained the main entrance. Most
facades were generally aligned, creating a wall along the street space and a
rhythm of the house entrances along it
(fig. 52). After the whaling era, houses
diverged from the customary singleplane facade and consistent streetside
building placement, thereby fragmenting the unified street edge. New
houses then began to have front yards,
large lots, a lack of consistency in
setbacks from the property line, and
orientations to the water or view rather
than to the street.
Any new constrz~ctionshould follow a
pattern of site ~ltilizationsirnil(rr to
that already establishedadjacent to it. N~~ siting
Inparticular, consideration shoultl be Complements
given to the setback of the briildilzgs Old Patterns
from the street, the width of their facades and the spaces between them,
especially because these factors con-

tribute to the rhythm and continuity of
the buildings as seen together. Where
buildings are predominantly aligned
along the streetcreatingaunijiededge
or wall along the street space, the
front of a new building should be
aligned within the general facade line
of its neighbors.
Garages See expanded guidelines
(pg. 105). In the historic town it is
irnperutive to conceal or minimize the
visual impact of garages. Placement
of the garage to the rear of the lot is
preferred. Garages shouldbe plain in
treatment or coordinated with the
house style.
Delineation of t h e S t r e e t
Space Historically, the site planning
of a house lot carefully differentiated
between those areas that were public-the sidewalk and other spaces
accessible to pedestrian passersby; public
transitional or semi-p~.iblic-the steps vs.
and entranceway and certain othervis- private
ihle fenced-in areas in front of the
building; and private~nclosed or
screened areas (fig. 53). The siting of
the house close to the street and to
other houses, in conjunction with
fences and hedges, established this
delineation of accessibility and temtory. This edge was usually closely

coordinated between adjacent properties, thereby creating a continuous demarcation of the public domain. Where
there is a vacant lot or a building has
been set back from the street, fences,
hedges and trees have been effectively
used to establish the important edge of
the street space.
Hedges, The site planning of new lots is to
Fences follow the historic character of house
lots in separation ofpublic, semi-public and private areas. The creation of
a continuous street edge through the
use of hedges, fences, etc., is imperative. This edge should be coordinated
with adjacentproperties to give unity
to the street.
Landscape Plantings The historic
form of the town did not include land-

Figure 53. Differentiation of space.
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scape plantings on house lots. There
were very few trees in town until after
the mid-1800s, giving Nantucket the
rather austere appearance that may be
seen in old photographs. Among the
first trees planted in town were the
elms placed along Main Street in 1851
by Henry Coffin. Subsequently, trees
were added along other streets and to
lots.
Houses built on large lots on the
edge of town, e.g., Cliff Road and
Hulbert Avenue, began a new town
19th
pattern of buildings isolated in their
Century
Landscape ownlandscapedspace.Fromthe 1870s,
Patterns hedges and other similar plantings became important features throughout
the townscape, including the narrow
lots of the old settlement. The placement of shrubs adjacent to a house,
called foundation plantings, was alater
development of the bungalow houses
built around 1900and is not characteristic of Nantucket.
In general, the plantings in the town
are characterized by a limited number
of plant materials due to the climate
and by landscaping in simple, straightforward designs. The use of shrubs
and trees for architectural effect is of
primary importance in the visual image of the town, and therefore is an
essentialconsideration in the siteplanning of new buildings in the town or in
Hedges any setting of town density. Hedges
are used (1) as barriers to separate
publicly accessible areas from private
house lots, (2) as walls or edges along
the street or lot lines defining spaces,
(3) as screens to block out visually
unattractive use or to shield private
activities, and (4) as design elements
to lead the eye to a particular focus in
a setting or view. In this way, the
planting materials are placed to reinforce, or add to, the architecturaleffect
of the buildings and the spaces between them.

shouldfollow simple, reStreet.
straineddesigns in keeping with the characterofNantucket. In
the historic town, elaborate plantings
have an inappropriate decorative effect, while simple gardens, elegantly
rendered, lendorganization to a house
lot as well as color. The latter, while
generally eye-pleasing, also serves to
offset the monotony of the grey that
otherwise ispredominant on Nantucket
streets. Window boxes planted with
flowers create anotherdelightjhl color
accent.

Fences Thesesmalllinear elements
are an essential part of theimage of the
town. Great care has gone into preserving this tradition and maintaining
the fine craftsmanship of the past. The
most elegant fences in the town are the
products of ship's carpenters and
were built for the stately homes of
ship owners and captains (fig. 54). In
between houses and along empty lots,
fences were built linking house to
house. Big houses on larger lots were
graced by fences across their fronts.
The combined effect on many streets

Figure 55. Fences create a continuous yet graceful demarcation of public andprivate spaces.
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Figure 57. Evolution of building shapes.
was the creation of acontinuousphysical edge along the street, punctuated
by door stoops or entrance walks (fig.
55). Where a house has a different
orientation or setback from the street,
the fence edge is particularly beneficial to connect it spatially to its neighbors and the street rather than to leave
this relationship undefined.
The characteristic fence form of
Nantucket, strongly influenced by ship
design, is wooden with a top rail,
whether of open members or solid
with plank boards. The low horizontal
line of the fences creates a pleasant
visual contrast with the distinct masses
of the buildings, especially when the
fencesare of small-scalewooden members in an ouen design.

Along lot frontage.
Fences aver 4 feet high or board fences not approved.

Figure 56. Fences are important in town and
integral to the street edge.

While there are many fence designs
in the town, charming in their individuality, the town displays a few predominant fence types: (1)Picketfences
have 2'l2-inch face pickets spaced five
inches on center; the pickets arecapped
by a molded rail or are pointed. The
simple picket fence is associated with
Types of thelean-to ortypicalNantucket Quaker
Fences houses. (2) Wood baluster fences with
round balusters are often 11i4-inches
in diameter with spaces five inches on
center with a molded (or round) top
rail. Balusterfences are associated with
the emergence of more elegant houses
appearing after 1800 and with later
classical styles, although fences in the
Greek Revival style originally did not
include balusters, but were similar to
the fence in front of the Atheneum. (3)
Combination baluster panel fences
with turned wood balusters areusually
lI~~-inches
in diameter with a molded
top rail and a bottom section under
them of solid wood panels. These
fences are now associated with Classic Revival and other more refined
buildings of the 19th century. (4) Horizontal board fences have 6- to 8-inchwide horizontal rails with a similar
hoard laid flat as a top rail. This plain
fence is not used in front of dwellings.
(5) Vertical board fences are the most
simple of all: 6- to 8-inch wide boards
spaced up to 1l2-inchapartwithstraight
cut ends or a molded top rail. This

unrefined fence should not be located
in the front of a lot. (For scale drawing
of these fence types, see Appendix D.)
Fences of other designs and more
elaborate decoration were built as
houses themselves became more decorative after the Quaker influence
waned. For instance, wrought-iron
fences are found with the town's few
brick houses. In the late 1800s when
American houses became concerned
with Victorian ornamentation and old
Nantucket houses were 'dressed up',
even fancier fences were built by local
carpenters.
Each lot in town should evaluate its
participation in the creation of a unijiedphysical edge along the street. In
nwstcases,fence andlor hedge should
be placed on a lot where no physical
boundary exists between the private
and the public domain. New fences
erected in the town, or in a towndensity extension of the town, should
be coordinated with existing street
fences, particularly in heightandalignment along the street. All aforementioned traditional fences are appropriate in the town. Moreover, the
design of any fence should be compatible with the style and period of the
house it accompanies. The appropriateness of other fence designs will be
considered by the Comn~ission
on their
individualmerits.(Forotherfencepoli-

cies seefig. 56andgeneral guidelines
pg. 104.)
Site Improvements Walkways in
the old town should be of select cornrnon brick, rectangularhluestone, granite flagstone, pea gravel or crushed
shell. Driveways, if not of stone, brick
or shell, may he black-topped, with a
covering of pea gravel or shell recommended. Retaining walls ought to be
used only where necessary to mediate
large grade changes or to create planting areas. It is preferred that they be
kept inconspicuous and to the rear of
the lot. In the old town, retaining walls
should be faced with select common
or water struck brick, or stone; exposed cement hlock or concrete walls
are not appropriate nor is pressuretreated timber.

Walkways,
Driveways,
Retaining
Walls

Secondary Dwellings Nantucket's
unusual zoning law allows, in theory,
the construction of a secondary dwelling on virtually every lot on the island.
Unrestricted secondary dwelling construction could undercut the aesthetic
Height,
balance and harmony in existing
Siting
streetscapes and traditional neighborhoodpatterns. TheCommission,therefore, has established the following
guidelines for size and siting of secondary dwellings in the interest of
assimilation.

Secondary dwellings shall be limited to 1- or 11/2-stories in height with
a maximum ridge elevation not to
exceed 22 feet. They shall be subordinate in form and scale, and sympathetic in detailandfenestration to, the
character of the principal dwelling.
They shall be sited in such a way as to
maintain clear views of the principal
dwellingfromthe street orpublic way.

Bulk, Proportion and Scale

through the town's history, many
houses share very similar proportions.
For instance, the typical Nantucket
house has facade proportions of apTypical proximately 2:3 to 3:4, heightto width.
Ratios The repetition of these visually
restful proportions, combined with the
standardized proportions of the windows, contributes greatly to the harmony of Nantucket facades and the
unity of the street.
The proportions of the facade of a
new building along a street should be
compatible with theproportions of the
existing buildings. As the distance
separating buildings increases or as
facade massing of existing buildings
becomes more complex, this criterion
becomes less crucial.

Height In general, much of the bulk
of a historic house isnot apparent from
the front due to the attachment of additions or ells to the rear of its main
mass. As a result, the height and width
of the facade are the predominant dimensions of the buildings asseenfrom
the street. More than two-thirds of the
pre-Civil War houses of the town are
two stories or more in height. The
cornice of the typical Nantucket house
is approximately 18 feet from the
ground. The later Federal and Greek
Revival houses frequently sit on high
basements 3- to 5-feet above the
ground, making them taller than their
predecessors.
Typical
On a street of generally alignedfa- Pedestrian
variables cades, it is recommended that any new Scale
construction conform to the predominant height of thefacades of the existing buildings on the street. In any
case, no new construction should be
more than 10 percent taller in either
its facade or overall height than the
tallest building on the block on which
it is to be built.
Facade Proportions The proportions of a building facade are important because the front is the principal
visible aspect of the building and is
seen in conjunction with adjacent facades. As a result of the underlying
consistency of certain building types

Scale In general, Nantucket buildings have a small scale easily correlated to the dimensions of the human
body. Therefore, their scale is comfortably perceived by the passer-by.
This was always the case with the
unadorned 17th and 18th-century
houses that had small-dimensioned
surface materials, trim and window
lights. In the 1700s windows were of
standardsizes,4- to 5-feettallinrooms
under eight feet high. In the 19th century, buildings were constructed in
conscious styles and of larger scale.
Their overall size, focal dimensions
and ornament were more grand, reflecting increased wealth and external
influences. Basements, door stoops,
frontispieces, hallways, largerwindow
lights, etc., contributed to the larger
scale of buildings. Moreover, the advent of the Greek Revival style, with
its large elements derived from the
orders of stone temples, introduced a
further enlargement of building scale
in the town.
The increase in scale of architecture
was also experienced in the scale of

space in the town. Upper Main Street
was made wider in keeping with the
stature of its new mansions. After the
fire of 1846, the commercial core of
the town was reconstructed with wider
streets and Lower Main Street was
made into a large unified linear space,
600 feet by 90 feet.
Any new construction in the town
should be of a scale compatible with
that of adjacent buildings. Also the
scale of spaces between buildings
should be carefully considered.

Massing
Simple Volumes The shapes of
Nantucket buildings evolved from their
original medieval forms- two-story,
one-room-deep English houses. They
grew to include the added, and
subsequently integral, lean-to, two
rooms deep downstairs with a long
rear roof slope, and later to the 2l12story gable house with the addition of
rear rooms to the second floor (fig.
57). The simple 211~-storygable house
is the predominant type in the town;
the 111~-storygable roof (Cape Cod)
cottage, popular on the mainland, was
rarely built in old Nantucket. Instead,
modest houses were commonly 1314stories, with rooms in the garret.
In general, a Nantucket building is
composed of complete volumes of rectangular plan and simple, pitchedroofs.
Occasionally, where special site conditions existed, such as a constrained
lot shape, the building mass was
slightly angled on a side or at an addition.
Additive Massing More complex
massing was achieved traditionally by
adjoining simple volume masses along
their outer surfaces. This straightforward additive massing easily allowed incremental enlargement of

Figure 58. Additive massing: one mass dominant and others
adjoined
buildings over time (fig. 58). The aggregate complexity of such a building
maintained a sense of order because
one mass was visually dominant with
the smaller masses added to it. The
main section of a house was a simple
volume that directly fronted the street.
The house was extended backward,
and sometimes laterally, by the attachment of smaller volumes of related
shape. The integrity of the facade plane
was maintained while the rear of the
structure often became an assemblage
of similarly sloped roof masses.
Almost all the old houses have had at
least one addition built onto them. The
most typical addition was the attachment of a kitchen or storage ell to the
rear. When Nantucket became a summer resort, the old houses were enlarged and adapted by the new owners
for new purposes and more space. Additions
Fortunately, most of these additions
were to the rear of the house and were
hidden. However, porches and sun
parlors were added to the fronts of
some old houses which detracted from
their historic massing.

Four main rooftypes

The massing of a new building in the
town should employ the traditional
form types seen in the town. All roofs
on the masses should be sloped; f i t top masses are notpermitted. A simple
main mass should be placed on the
street side of a building and be in
Gable
Lean-To
harmony with the form and orientation of existing buildings along the
street. Building masses with cantilevers or overhangs, indents, notches or
warped surface planes are not traditional or appropriate for buildings in
Gambrel
Hip
the old town.
The integrity of thefront of a historic Figure 59. Four main roof types: gable, lean-to,
building should be maintained. Con- gambrel and hip.
sequently,onpre-Civil Warstructures,
adding bays or other massing interpercent lean-tos; more than one perruptions to its plane is not permitted.
cent gambrels and less than two perAny addition toa historic house should
cent hip roofs (fig. 59). Shed roofs
be extendedfrom the rear or side wall
were subsidiary and not used alone.
and kept as inconspicuousaspossible. Traditional (1) The typical gable roof comprises
Such additions shouldharmonize with Roof Types two planes, equal in size and pitch.
the massing, style and details of the
They generally havea pitch of 9inches
original house. Further, their bulk
(vertical) in 12 inches (horizontal disshould not overwhelm the original
tance). Greek Revival structures,
building size.
however, have pitches as low as 6 in 12
inches in order to simulate Greek
temples. (2)The lean-to is an evolved
Roofs
gable with the rear plane extended
Only four main roof types were
downward (fig. 60). This roof characknown in the town until after the Civil
teristically has the same pitch for both
War. Of the 800 structures still existthe front and rear planes. Lean-to roofs
ing, 87 percent have gable roofs; 10
traditionally have the same 8- or 9Orange Street-east side-near Main Street
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No. 18 Mathew Beard House

No. 20 John Beard House
(Luciend Mooers House)

No. 22 Nathaniel Woodbury
House

inch pitch of the simple gables. (3) The
gambrel roof is an adaptation of the
gable roof that is double-pitched on
both sides to allow greater use of the
space under the roof. Although their
pitches may be varied, gambrel roofs
on Nantucket should follow traditional pitches and proportions. A typical gambrel has a pitch of approximately 20 in 12 inches for the lower
roof plane and 5 in 12 inches for the
upper one. A good example of a gambrel is the restored house at 37 Orange
Street. These three roof types are
similar in that each has a horizontal
ridge line and two end walls that reach
to the sloping rakeboards. Therefore,
the roof alone differentiates a
building's walls and orients its mass.
(4) The last type of historic roof is
the hip roof, or Dutch cap roof, whose
equally pitched roof planes intersect
along their outer comers. This roof
may have a peak at its center or be
truncated. On all four sides it has a
horizontal cornice. Other roof types,
such as the mansard, which is doublepitched on all sides, are not common in
the town and were not built on the
islanduntilafterthe whaling erapassed.
There are areas of the town that do
not conform completely to common
roof gables. For example, the harbor
and wharf areas of small-scale ver-

Figure 60. The Elihu Coleman House, ajine example of lean-to
roof form

Figure 61. There is no stundard roofpitch in the North Wharf
area.

No. 26 Seth Folger House

No. 28 Folger House
(Benj. Tupper House)
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and guesthouses built
along Cliff Road,
Easton Street and
Hulbert Avenue have
picturesque roofs representative of the current popular styles. The
often complex and interpenetrated masses of
these structures were
capped by complicated
roofs. Anelaborate relic
of this era of Nantucket
architecture
is
Sandanwede (1 881),
now at the end of
Figure 62. Sandanwede, Hulbert Avenue, displays the complex roofing of
Hulbert Avenue (fig.
Victorian styles.
62). Suchself-contained
nacular and large commercial strucextravagance by contrast emphasizes
Later tures contain a range of roof pitches.
the simple harmony of the old town's
Styles These buildings wereeither built for a
gabled homes.
specific functional purpose or develRoofs on new structures in the town
oped ad hoc over time, using limited
should conform to one o f the four
materials. For example, on picturesque
traditional roof shapes. Flat roofs are
North Wharf there is no standard roof
notuermitted. The recommendeddtch
pitch. Rather, harmony is achieved by
for gable roofs is 9 in 12 inches and in
other similaritiesof the roofs and buildPitch general the minimumappropriatepitch
ings (fig.
61).
is 8 in I2 inches. Pedimented facades
.
are special cases that may have a rise
Areas of the town built up during the
o f as little as 6 in 12 inches. A lean-to
late 1800s and after were influenced
by thecontemporary styles of theirera
should have a pitch similar to the
and did not always follow the traditypical gable roof and the same pitch
tional roof types. Summer cottages
on both sides of the roofwhich should
Orange Street-east side
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No. 13 Francis Barker House

"
1

No. 11 Nathan Beebe House

have proportions of 1:2. Because only
a few gambrel and hipped-roof buildings were constructedduring the whaling era, they should not be used indiscriminately in historic Nantucket.
In any case, roof designs should
harmonize with the rhythm of roofs
along the street. Where an area shows
a preference for a certain roof type,
shape and pitch different from those
recommended here, new roofs should
be guided by the character already
established. In no instance will a roof
of less than a 4 in 12 inch pitch be
permitted. Roofs on additions to existing buildingsshould be appropriate to
the period and style of the original
structure. The roofpitch anddetailing
of an addition should be compatible
with the main root

hangs of an entablature and raking
cornice. Divergence from the historical precedent was not uncommon in
the summer houses of the late 19th
century, with their intersecting roof
planes and verandas.
New construction should follow the
tradition of a small roof overhang
along the bottom edge of the roof or 12-inch
follow another historic cornice detail. Maximum
A maximum overhang of 12 inches is
recommended along the horizontal
cornice. It should be boxed without
exposed raftersand be detailedin keeping with the rest of the house. In general, the roof should not project over
the gable end but should finish with
plain rakeboards. (For architectural
drawings of cornice details, see Appendix D.)

Roof Overhang Small overhangs,
or eaves, are part of the tight form and
economical use of materials characteristic of the island. Although some
early lean-to houses had overhanging
front cornices, typically the intersections of the roof and wall planes of
houses were crisply expressed. The
later Greek Revival structures of the
mid-1800s, especially in the
pedimented facade, display a holder
roof edge with deeperand heavier over-

Roof Dormers The historic houses
of Nantucket were not built with dormers in their roofs. The 'Block' of five
row houses, 15 to 23 Orange Street
(built in 1831), was the only use of
dormers on residences in the town
prior to the Civil War. When Nantucket grew as a summer resort, dormers were frequently added to old

I
No. 9 Elisha GreenHouse

No. 1 Stone Alley
Solomon Gardner House
No. 3 Stone Alley
Paul Gardner House

Figure 63. Gable dormer-+er
(not common)

mid-1800s. Shed dormer--early 1900s. Hip dormer-late 1800's

houses inhabited by summer residents
or converted into boarding houses.
Shed
The first dormers were English or
Dormers gabled. In the late 19th century, shed
dormers also came into use and, less
commonly, hip dormers (fig. 63). In
recent years, shed dormers have been
employed as a ready solution to the
problem of second-story expansions
on 'Cape' style houses. To encourage
a more appropriate means of expansion and to maintain the integrity of
the dominant roof plane, the Commission has imposed some restrictions to
the design of these dormers. The restrictions adhere to the principle that
these dormers can still provide additional second floor area as minor roof
elements by using the more traditional
Illz and 1314 eaves lines.
Dormer design and placement
shouldnot destroy the simplicity of the
roof plane of Nantucket buildings,
which is an important aspect of the
Gable character of its architecture. On prevs.
Civil War buildings, dormers should
Shed not be placed within thefront slope of
the roof in order to maintain the historic integrity of the building. On later
buildings, gables or English dormers
may be used on the front roof slope.
Shed dormers, particularly trunk or
full ones, which cover the main roof
plane, are neither appropriate nor
desirable. ,To encourage design elements more in keeping with the historic integrity of the island, their use
should adhere to thefollowing guide-

lines: Generally, several small shed
dormers are preferable to one large
one, and only on the rear roof plane.
They should be in modest proportion
to the rest of the house, with a minimum 4/12 pitch. The height of the
shingled wall should be minimal. The
dormer should be set backat least one
foot from the building face and three
feetffom each gable end Theface of
a shed dormer should be predominantly window. On the side or rear of
pre-Civil War buildings, gabled dormers are also preferred. Shed dormers
are acceptable on the side or rear of a
post-Civil War building as long as
they do not cover most of the roof
plane.
Flush gable dormers are generally
Flush discouraged in the Old Historic District. Flush gable dormers are so
called because they are 'flush' with a
wallplane, rather than set back on the
root In areas that are predominantly
13/4-storyhomes, or in instanceswhere
an undersized lot exists, the Commission reserves the right to allow flush
dormers in order to encourage more
appropriate massing. When these dormers are allowed, they shoulddemnstrate expansion appropriate to the
periodor style, therefore harmonizing
with the pre-1846 architecture. Because it is a feature incorporated into
the face of a building, care should be
given that it relate in placement and
proportion to the windows in the wall
underneath. In no case shall flush

be placed on anyffont roofplane. On
side or rear elevations of low visibil- placement
ity, or in any location visible from a
public way, skylights must be placed
on the upper one-third of the roof
plane.
Skylights Thesewindowsin the roof
For standard installations, skylights
are a recent developmentin Nantucket
may be as large as 2 feet by 3feet, but Size
architecture. Their closest historical
no
larger (fig. 64). Metal skylights are
precedent istheroof hatch,or 'scuttle,' Roof Hatch
not appropriate in the historic disof an old house, which permitted ac- as Model
tricts. Allskylights in these areas must
cess to the chimney and roof of the
be constructed of wood and have true
building. While desirable for opening
divided
lights with muntins.
up the area below the roof to light and
air, skylights are generally easily visible on the elevated roof -plane. HowChimneys The large central chimever, if well designed, a skylight is one
ney of the lean-to house and, subseof the simplestmeans of altering aroof
quently, of the typicalNantuckethouse
to admit light and air without distuptis a distinctive feature of the island's
ing its plane surface, and it is less
architecture. The center chimney was
noticeable than a dormer.
massive (typically 4112by 6 feet), conSkylights should have afiat configutaining three to six flues, was flanged
ration, beparallel, andas close, to the
and located on or near the ridge line.
roof plane as possible. Bubble or
Later, 17th century brick chimneys
otherprotruding skylight designs are
were at least three feet square. In the
specifically prohibited. The general
early 1800s smaller, separate c h i guidelinesfor skylight design (seepg.
neys were placed at opposite ends of
110) apply to the defined old historic
the house to allow for the transverse
districts, with the following restrichall and other changes in interior cirtions: In these areas, skylights may not
culation. (See Appendix D for detail
drawines
of chimnev
u
styles.)
On the p i n mass of a
historic building any new
chimney should be of a design appropriate to the period of the building, especially in its placement and
size. Chimneys must be of Required
select common brick or of Masonry
bricks with a purged surface and, ifnecessary, may
be painted gray (without a
black top border). Exterior
brick chimneys and brick
chimneys of narrow width
Figure 64. Skylights are not approved on the front roof
are discouraged in town.
plane. The standard size is three percent of the &or area
Metalpipe chimneys arenot
under the roof plane.
dormers be allowed to alter the main
facade of a historic structure. (See
general guidelines,pg. 109., for other
specificationsfordonners on the roo$)

-

Maria Mitchell ~ i r t h ~ l a cVestal
e,
Street, 1700s.
permitted in the town except where
concealed, because they are not historic, they are too small in scale and
their surface deteriorates in the salty
air. They may be used only ifboxed in
to create brick chimney dimensions
and then are faced with real brick.
Metal pipe caps are not acceptable;
instead, a flat horizontal metal olate
supportedonpiers over the chimney is
recommended,altlzounh
- thisisnottraditional.

Windows and Doorways
Evolution of Window Types The
types of windows used in the whaling
town changed slowly. Old English
houses, built at first, typically had sidehung sashes with small leaded, diamond-shaped panes. These smallcasements, used until about 1720, were
placed singly in the wall or in groups
of two or three. In the 18th century

Figure 66. Unitarian Church built
in 1809, exhibits 12 over I2
windows typicalfrom the late 1700s
through the early 1800s.
houses of Nantucket, the use of windows was restricted by the cost and
availability of glass, the limited sizeof
the window panes and the loss of heat
from poorly heated and insulated
buildings. The largest windows were
reserved for the facade of the house
History and were placed in three, four and
sometimes five bays across the front
wall. The windows were usually
aligned horizontally and, on two-story
dwellings, vertically. However, axial
symmetry of the facade was notessential; rather, an ordered balance of the
window placement was important. On
the side and rear elevations, windows
were usually smaller and placed without regard to symmetry. (See fig. 108,
PS. 112)
The size of window panes increased
in the 18th and 19thcenturiesalthough
the sashes remained approximately the
same size. For most of he 18th century, small panes, about 5 by 7 inches,

wereused with woodenmuntins. From
1790 to about 1825 panes in 'typical'
houses were commonly 7 by 9 inches.
The predominant sash was 12/12, or
24, lights, while some were narrow 91
9. Muntins decreased in width over
time. After the War of 1812 larger
panes of glass became available.
Double-hung 616 sashes using panes 8
x 10 inches, then g1/2by 13 inches and
10 by 14 inches, were the primary
window types installed after 1825. In
houses of the Federal and Greek Revival styles exhibiting grandeur and
formality, windows were placed symmetrically in the facade. Buildings of
thesestyles also usually displayed glass
lights around the door and occasionally included ornamentally shaped
windows in facade pediments or gable
ends.
A characteristic of Nantucket fenestration was the replacement and reuse
of old sashes. Many houses have 616
windows in their facade, while their

Figure. 67. Greek Revival
window, 1830-60.

side and rear walls have smaller paned
12/12 windows. This may be attributed to a change to newer popular
styles and perhaps to the financial status of the owner. The upgrading of
window sashes to largerpanesizeeven
though of about the same sash dimensions continued after the Civil War
when large panes of glass came into
use. New style windows installed after
the 1850s had only one or two panes
per sash, as can still be seen in some
old buildings in the town.
Window Character An essential
characteristic of a window on Nantucket was the manner in which it was
placed in the exterior wall. Windows
were holes punched in these walls and
were surrounded by uniform surface
material. Windows were neither expressed nor located in reference to
visible structural members, nor were
they used as a type of wall surface. A

Figure 68. 'Bull-nose' casing
aror~nda winclow 011 Orange
Street.

window was seldom placed against
the corner of a building. However, in
two-story facades they were generally
placed up to the cornice. The use of
muntins provided small-scale dimensions across the window, softening its
contrast within the wall surface.
Frame The location of windows in
the wall has traditionally been emphasized by their frames. In early wooden
houses the heavy pegged frames protrude about two inches to form an
accent to the interruption of the surface (fig. 65). Windows of the late
18th century and early 19th century
Boston-typehad the wideBoston-typecasings with
a protruding board placed horizontally at the top of the frame. Theaccent
shadow of the projecting board (up to
five inches) of this distinctive Nantucket frame contributes to the simple
elegance of the building elevations
(fig. 66). In brick and all Greek Revival buildings the fenestration detailing was kept close to the wall plane. A
Greek
common wooden GreekRevival frame
~
~ wascharacterized
~
i
by
~ thesplayed
~
wood
l
lintelabove, simulatingstone (fig. 67),
and the 'bull-nose' casing (fig. 68). On
simple functional buildingsin the town,
plain wide board casings were used
around windows to seal them. This
vernacular detail, still used today, similarly emphasized the window location
within the wall, particularly if the casings were painted a contrasting white

Figure 69. Many old windows had no
shutters, but had pleasing proportions.
Shutters should be operable and sized to
cover the sash.
color. (For architectural drawings of
window frame types, see Appendix
D.)
Harmony of Fenestration Thefenestration of a Nantucket building typically shows astrong sense of order and
unity, evident on all sides of the structure. Major contributing factors were:
(1) the use of only a few sizes of
windows of basically the same type;
(2) the use of a single window pane
size as auniform modulein a building's
windows and even its frontispiece; (3)
the use of a consistent sill height (floor
towindow bottom), asarule, 31 inches;
(4) the use of balanced simple proportions of the windows; and (5) the uniformity and simplicity of the window
frames.
Thesense of balance and order came
not only from the alignment of the
windows but from the rhythm of their
placement, that is, the recurrent alternation of solid (wall) and void (window). The proportions of the doublehung window of 12/12 or 6/6 lights
12/12 were roughly 1:1:5 to 1:2, width to
Or
height. On the facade the wall spaces
6/6 between windows horizontally were

often not much greater or less than the
width of the window itself. Moreover,
the similarity of fenestration between
adjacent facades gave a unity and order to the streetscape. On historic
buildings, the area of windows was a
low percentage of the wall area. For
instance, the facades of four-bay typical Nantucket houses had a ratio of
window area (including the door as a
wall opening) to overall wall area of
under 20 to 25 percent, and their less
important side and rear elevations had
an even lower ratio of window area.
(See the India Street elevations, pgs.

56-57).

The fenestration of a new building
should satisfy the functional requirements of the building while harmonizing with the scale, proportion and
rhythm of the fenestration of nearby
buildings. Certain window designs
considered inappropriate in the town napp prop date
are: those of irregular shapes, such as Designs
trianglesor trapezoids(exceptassmall
balanced accents in a building elevation);large single-sheetwindows; and
metal or plastic window sashes. Care
should be taken with the amount of
glass used in a wall of a new building.
While it is recognized that the windows in new houses do not have the
technical or heating constraints of the
past, and that they must meet contemporary functional requirements, new
buildings should retain a ratio ofglass
area to wall surface compatible with
their neighbors.

On historic buildings, any new or
replacement windows should be appropriate to the period and style of the
building. In particular, the fenestration of the street
facade should be
--preserved or restored to its original
form. On a new addition to an old
Energy The first houses built on Nanbuilding, only windows thathave characteristics similar to the historic wintucket included practical energy-savdow types, in terms of materials, size,
in^- measures that -grew naturally from
proportion, scale and frame type are
a windswept landscape largely unprotected from the elements. Among- these
permined. They should be arrangedin
an ordered, balanced manner, as obwere: facing houses to the south, using
trees and other natural features as windserved in old buildings. Twentiethbreaks, and clustering them to create
century window types, such as sliding
additionalwind protection. Typically, Historic
glassdoors,picture windows, bay wina compact building mass was built Measures
dows, flex-vents, horizontal tilt-out
windows, etc., having little similarity
around a central chimney which proto the older windows are not allowed
vided a core heat source. Multiple
because they inject disorder into the
flues allowed each room a fireplace.
established setting. Applications for AI.rangement Many of these traditional building practices are as applicable today as they
use of non-historic window types in
new additionswill be reviewedstrictly.
were 300 years ago.
New buildings should take advanSliding glass doors are not permitted
tage of siting considerations for maxiif visible from a public way or in an
original pre-Civil War structure. On
mum sun orientation and wind shelter.
other walls not visible from a public
Deciduous trees planted south of the
way, it is recommended that only one
building (at least 10feetfrom thefounsliding glass door be installed.
dation), and evergreens planted to the
In the design ofnew structures in the
northlnorthwest, are effective.
town the use of historic window types
Othertraditional,energy-efficientarand arrangements is required.
chitecturalelements should be consid-

E~~~~~
Aids

ered. Cupolas, transoms and scuttles

allow ventilation. Shutters, porches
and awnings provide shade. Vestibules
protect entryways from the wind. Sun
rooms and greenhouses may provide
additional solar gain. Guidelines for
attached secondary masses, known as
warts, should be followed here with
regard to proportion, design, shape,
scale and roof pitch. Vertical glazing
for greenhouses is recommended, to
avoid rapid overheating.
Retrofitting measures with the highestpotential
for saving energy willnot
EnergyConserving impair the visual character of a hisMeasures toric structure. Passive measures, including the evaluation of how and
when a building is used, should be
determined before activemeasures are
taken. Thermostat and light
- control,
ventilation and properly serviced mechanical equipment are primary considerations. Attic insulation and reduction of heat loss through the roof
should be addressed first, for maximum impact and conservation.
Historic windows should be preserved. Energy may be conserved
with interior storm applications which
are often preferable to exterior storm
Doors and windows. The character and signifiWindows
cance of a historic structure should
determine exterior storm window design and appropriateness. Most solid
or paneled wood doors have excellent
thermal properties and should not be
replaced. Metal doors are not recommended because they corrode in
Nantucket'smoistenvironment. Storm
doors should be compatible in design.
Solar panel applications should not
be considered until initial conservation efforts as described above are
implemented. It is inappropriate to
apply a large array of solar panels as
they often produce far less energy than
a well-insulated wall, roof or storm
window might.

The Commission has additional
materials which address energy conservation as it applies to historic preservation in its office.
Screens, Storm Doors,
Metal Awnings
There are many innovative altematives to metal window and door fintures which deserve consideration.
Screen or storm doors of afancy omamental design and metal awnings are
inappropriate in the town and discouraged elsewhere on the island.
Storm sashes and screen should be
bought orpainted in the same color as
the house sashes orframe. The color
of storm or screen doors should be
coordinated with that of actual door

Figure 70. Sintple board door, 18th century
lean-to, Main Street.

and trim. Unpainted aluminum items
may be left natural, but they should be
painted to blend with dark trim.

Shutters Shutters, also called louvered blinds, were first placed beside
windows and front doors in Nantucket
about 1840. They were used for privacy, not for climatological control.
Nearly two-thirds of the old houses on
Nantucket never had shutters because
theirwell-proportionedfacades did not
need their decorative effect. The early
shutters were quite heavy and did not
have movable louvers. Solid-paneled,
bilateral shutters used on the mainland were not used in Nantucket.
Because shutters do not improve the
appearance of many Nantuckethouses,
the decision to use them should be
carefully considered Further, they are
an expense in both initial cost and
upkeep. It is recommended that they
not be used on the exterior unless
clearly benejicial to the building or
appropriate to its style and period.
Interior shutters, used in 19th century
buildings, may be a desirable design
solution for today. Shutters should be Size,
of sturdy wood construction with lou- Material,
vers. They should be large enough to Function
coverthe entire window area. Shutters
must be functional and operable, and
not look as if they were simply $atmounted on the wall (jig. 69). (See
general guidelines pg. I15.)
Exterior Doorways Entrance doors
onNantucket houses were always well
integrated with the fenestration of the
facade. Furthermore, the doorway
was the main focus of the single-plane
facade and generally its most articulated feature. The doorways wereeven
more emphasized when houses were
raised on basements after the late
1800s,necessitating that theirentrances
be served by steps or platforms. Along

the tightly settled town street, the
rhythm of the doors and entranceways
adds greatly to the delightfulcharacter
and friendliness of the public thoroughfare.
The earliest doors on English and
lean-to houses were plain board and
batten doors setoff only by their pegged Door
frames (fig. 70). The typicalNantucket Types
house that appeared on theisland about
1730 commonly had a six-panel door
with center rail. The first such doors
simply had pegged plank frames with
headers, but many later versions had a
top light or transom (fig. 71).
After the Revolution, the frontis-

Figure 72. Transitional doorway, early Federal, late 1700s
to early 1800s.

Figure 73. Federal doorway, early 1800s.
piece framing the door came into use,
although it was at first not ornate.
Most doorways were capped by a
protruding horizontal board or molding (fig. 72). A common frontispiece
and door that had sidelights was associated with thecentered transverse hall
(fig. 73). These doorway designs, often taken from English architecture
hooks, represent early external influences on island architecture.
Monumental Greek Revival style
houses built after 1830 introduced

Figure 74. Greek Revival doorway, after 1830.
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doorways framed by pilasters and an
entahlature above (fig. 74). Due to
new ideas of penetration of space and
spaciousness, expensive houses had
porchless entries recessedinto the front
plane of the building or columned porticos attached (fig. 75). House fenestration, including doorway placement,
became concerned with formal axial
symmetry.
Because of its importance on a historic facade, a doorway or frontispiece should not be altered except to
maintain or restore its character as is
appropriate to the style and period of
the house. As a general rule, the lights
of the front windows should be of
equivalent size to the doorway lights.
Enclosed projections over the front
door are not a traditionalfeature and
should not be used.
For new houses in the town, it is
Traditional suggestedthatmainentrancewaysfolExpression low, in general, the example of Nantucket tradition: The doorway should
be located on the front side of the
building plane closest to the street.
New entrances along a street in the
town should conform to any predominantpositioning, scale and rhythm of
existing entranceways. Appropriate
entranceway design includes not only
the door andfrontispiece but also any
door steps and platform, and the relatedfences and walks connecting it to
the public sidewalk.
French Doors French doors are
characterized by having glass panes
throughout the door's entire area, and
areusually hung in pairs. French doors
were not incorporated into houses on
Nantucket until the late 19th century
and traditionally were used as ground
floor access to rear gardens. At no time
were they-or are they-appropriate
Limited as main entrance ways. To that end,
Use
theCommission recommends their use

be limited to rear, ground level elevations and discourages their use on any
elevation visible from a public way.

Exterior Architectural
Elements
Many historic Nantucket buildings
have had architectural elements such
as steps, entrance platforms, roof walks
and porches attached to them. Although
these additions were built to serve
s~ecificfunctions..thev also are essential to the visual charm and personality of Nantucket buildings and hence,
the variety and delight of the street.
These elements have been built with
small wooden members and trim detail, often in open configurations that Design,
contrast with and enliven the solidity Color
and completeness of the house volume. Painting them white or a light
color has contributed to their lightness
and delicacy. These elements are extremely valuable because their small
dimensions help establish scale for the
mass of the house.
While the shapes of Nantucket
houses are typically very similar, the
exterior architectural elements are of-

.

Figure 75. Greek Revival portico, mid-1800s.
ten different. They are expressions not
only of the style of the building but of
the personal taste of the owner. Since
these elements are not related to interior functions, many have been re- Changes,
placed over time to 'update' the house. Additions
In turn many of these more recent
additions, such as Victorian door
hoods, have been removed by current
owners to restore the original historic
appearance of the building. Decisions on desirability and degree of
such restoration need to be determined
according to the existing attractiveness and integrity of the building.

Figure 76. 28 CliffRoad -porches are popular exterior
living spaces.

Door Platforms a n d
Steps Steps and platforms
becameimportant in thetown
when houses were built on
basements. Such houses did
occurbefore 1800but the high
basement was a notable feature of the Greek Revival
style. Where the house faced
the sidewalk, the run of the
steps was turned parallel to
the street. The platform and
steps provided a transitional Positioning
space from the public outdoors to the private interior.
When there was a small front
yard and forward-facing

steps, the platform railing was usually
integrated or connected with the front
fence as part of the delineation of the
street space, creating a rhythm along
the street.
The door stoops and railings were
wooden. Typical wooden platforms
had railings supported on 1-$-inch
balusters with a turned newel, tapered
from the bottom, or I-inch square balusters with a 4-inch square newel.
Materials Masonry steps and pla!forms of stone
wereemployed for someof thestylish,
expensive houses of the ship owners,
etc., built after 1820. Masonry steps
usually had iron railings with balusters spaced about six inches on center.
The use of brick for entrance steps
originated about 1900.
For any historic structure, thefront
entranceway including steps andplatformshould be appropriate in detail to
the size and style of the building. The
original should be maintained or restored. Brickdoor steps andplatforms
are not appropriatefor pre-Civil War
Nantucket houses. For a post-Civil
War building, steps of wood, brick or
stone may be approved i f they are of
tasteful design related to the building.
Design
They shouldprovide a transitional entrance space linked directly to the
street. It is recommended that new
entranceways of contemporary buildings reflect the characteristics of his-

No. 25 Orange Street
Joshua Bunker House
(Rev. Samuel Snelling House)

toric steps andplatforms-contrastof
open structural members with the wall
plane and attachment to the exterior
wall ispreferable to incorporation as
part of the massing.
Porches P.orches, verandas and
decks (other than Classic Revival porticos) did not exist in the town before
the Civil War. These exterior living
History spaces were a development of the late
1800swhen new life styles and spatial
concepts emerged as part of picturesque Victorian architecture. The
Shingle style of the late 1880s carried
the idea to its fullest with entireverandas and porches integrated into the
massing of the building. As Nantucket
became a popular summer resort, exterior living spaces were built into new
houses or added onto old ones.These
were important places for relaxing,
entertaining or enjoying the view or
air (fig.76).
On a historic building, a porch
should not be of a size or placement
Cornpat- -that will detractfrom the historic integrity of the building. Porch addiibi,ity
tions should be kept to the rear where
they can be unobtrusive. As with any
addition,theirdetailingshouldbe compatible with the periodand style of the
main structure.
A new porch in the whaling era
town is fitting i f designed in a simple
manner similar to the additive massing traditional to the island. The relationship of the roof of the porch to the
other massing of the building is an
important consideration.
Decks Decks, one of the simplest
and most economical outdoor living
spaces to build, are increasinglypopular. A deck is aproblematic addition to
a building, whether old or new, because the raised deck sticks out from
the building and does not have a roof

to help it relate to the
building's massing. Further,
too often a deck is made of
crude or coarse construction,
such as 2- by Cinch railings,
incompatible with the simple
refinement associated with
details of old Nantucket
houses. Decks of this nature
do not appear as an integral
part of the building but as an
insecurely attached element.
All decks in the designated
old historic districts are restricted tojirstjoor rear only.
They should exhibit an attention to detail that is in keepingwith the style of the house.

Roof Walks These roof
platforms (called widow's
walks since the late 19th
century) were added to
Nantucket houses in the 18th
century as the town turned to
Figure 77. Roof walks were important in whaling days, as seen here on
the sea for its livelihood (fig.
77). They provided lookouts the Pacific Club, originally the Rotch Warehouse, 1774.
for incoming ships, vistas of
Eventually they wereremoved for their
the harbor and town and a place:to look
wood or blown off by winter winds.
tunique History
for chimneyfires. Althoughno~
The
extent of their disappearance is
to Nantucket, their prevalence:on the
island indicates the almost
total dependence of the
population on the whaling
industry. In 1811, Joseph
Sansom wrote in the Port
Folio: "Every other housein
this seafaring place has a
lookout upon the roof or a
vane at the gable end: to see
what ships have arrived from
sea or whether the wind is
fair for the packets." After
-the whaling industry
collapsed, many of these roof
walks were not maintained.
Figure 78. A traditional roof walk design.

indicated by a 1937 census of historic
houses in the town that showed only
about 10 percent of them with roof
walks remaining. The cupola of the
Classic Revival style supplanted the
roof walk on houses of the prosperous
whaling years.
Roofwalks shouldfollow traditional
Traditional design and construction detail (fig.
Expression 78). The following recommendations
apply: The clear expression of the
roof slope should not be obliterated;
skirts or solid aprons under the platform, generally, are not appropriate;
and access should be from a traditional hatchway, or scuttle, with a
wood cover. Because roofwalks were
historicallyfound on houses of two or
more stories, they are not appropriate
on I - to 1'/2-story structures.
Exterior Stairs Exterior stairs are
not part of the architectural tradition
on Nantucket and so are not considered appropriate. Proposals for outside stairs will be reviewed on a caseby-case basis, according to visibility.

Surface Materials
Wall Surfaces Small overlapping
cedar shingles served the need for a
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No.21 Richard Coleman House

tight weather seal for all surfaces and
Shingles, wereaneasily importedmaterial. ClapClapboards board came into use in the late 1700s
and predominated in the Federal and
Greek Revival styles. By 1860, many
non-shingled houses graced Nantucket
streets. Unfortunately, much of this
authentic flavor has been lost over the
years as clapboard walls have been
replaced with shingles. For example,
out of 170frameGreekRevival houses
that originally were faced with clapboards, more than 90 now are surfaced
with shingles. This non-original treatment is regrettable, since the rustic,
textured shingles are inappropriate to
the elegance and formality of these
19th century buildings.
All buildings should be covered in a
$mall-scale textured material tradiApproved tional to Nantucket-white cedar
Materials shingles with a 5-inch exposure,
wooden clapboard with a 3'12-inch
exposure, or select common brickof a
uniform red tone as seen in the town.
Only one inaterial may be usedon any
single-wall plane. On a historic building the wall surface material should
be appropriate to the period and style
of the building. It is inappropriate to
shingle any wall of a pre-Civil War
building thatwasoriginally clapboard.

No. 19 Silvanos Ewer House

Foundation Materials Exposed
foundations should be of ( I ) select
common brick laid with narrow
inch mortar joints, (2) stone, or (3)
concrete or concrete block if cement
purged or grouted. Contemporary
houses raised on pilings are discouraged except where required by site
conditions, in which case they will be
reviewed on their own merits, particularly their compatibility with adjacent
buildings.

Roof Materials Acceptable roofmaterials are fire-resistant shingles of
rectangular design limited to uniform
tones of black, dark green or a dark
gray of a value (darkness) no lighter
than weatheredshingles. By town law,
wood shingles may not be used within
11/4 miles of the Pacific National Bank
unless of certifiedfire-retardant quality, Class C, three-hour fire rating,
because of the danger of fire. Slate
roofs are also appropriate.

Trim and
Miscellaneous Details
For most of Nantucket's history, its
buildings have had simple detailing

and trim derived from Quaker and
vernacular custom. The restraint and
refinement of the trim on island
buildings distinguishes their straightforward designs. On many Nantucket
streets there is a similarity of architectural trim and details (with subtle
variations) that reflects the consistency
of certain house types and their architectural treatment. In the town setting,
where buildings are viewed at close
range by pedestrians, the details and
trim are important to their character
and provide much of the charm and
pleasant variety seen along the street.
Some details are not even noticed at
first glance hut slowly reveal themselves.

Trim The typically restrained trim
of a Nantucket house includes casings,
cornerboards, rakeboardsand cornices.
Many types of casings have been used
in the past. Common today is the wide
plain Boston type (I by 4 or 5 inches), Styles
but other designs can be modeled after of trim
historic windows. A good width provides a weather seal and a strong border around the wall openings.
Cornerboards were placed at the end
of wall planes to resolve the joint of
shingles or clapboards and provide an

Union Street-west side

No. 17 Joseph West House

No. 15 William Nichols House
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effective weather seal as well. These
boards were commonly flat, 1 by 6
inches wide. Some versions had a vertical bead 3~4-inchin diameter at the
comer edge. In ClassicRevival houses,
quoins and pilasters replaced the
cornerboards.
These trim pieces were important to
clearly accent the edges of the wall
surfaces. Rakeboards along the sloping gable end, commonly 1 by 6 or 8
inches, were similar to the
comerboards. Cornicesweresmal1and
plain because of thecharacteristicsmall
roof overhang. Trim and details in
Nantucket houses can be observed in
the town and used as a source for new
buildings. (For scale drawings of trim
examples, see Appendix D.)
On historic structures andadditions
to them, the trim and ornament should
be appropriate to the style andperiod
of the house. On new buildings, trim
anddetailing shouldcontinue the Nantucket tradition of simple refinement
and straightforwardness.
Gutters and Leaders Historically,
guttersand leaderswere made ofwood
in a circular or square cross-section.
This type should be used on historic
buildings and is preferred on additions and new structures. On addi-

No. 23 George B.
86
Gardner House

No. 21 Joseph
Bunker House

No. 19 Thomas
Russell House
Mass. 947

tions to historic buildings, or on new
ones, gutters and leaders of metal,
painted to inconspicuously match the
cornice and trim, may be used
Louvers, Vents, etc. These valuable
elements are to be woodandpaintedto
blend with the wall surface. Metal,
even anodized aluminum, eventually
corrodesin thesalt air. Ridge-mounted
roof ventilators or tiny cupolas are not
traditional to Nantucket and are discouraged on garages, etc.
House Lights It is recommended
that exterior lights be compatible with
the period and style of historic buildings. The light they cast should be
warm in color such as incandescent.
Metal lanterns, either wall or post
mounted, are often used.
Public Utilities It is recommended
that all electric and telephone lines be
placed underground and that meters,
etc., be placed where inconspicuous.

Colors
The subdued tone of building colors in
the town of Nantucket gives a quiet
harmony to its appearance. The predominance of weathered shingle walls

No. 17 James
Easton House

No. 15 Cyrus
Pierce House

of a soft gray hue established the underlying color of this palette, familiar
throughout the history of the town. In
the late 18th century, the prevailing History
custom was to paint only those surfaces that needed protection from the
weather. Dull gray, red and brown
were thecolorsused. Moreover, at that
time, the islanders did not have white
lead necessary for making white paint.
With the style-consciousness of the
lgthcentury, homesadopted abroader
range of colors; a writer of 1807 commented that "several of them were
painted green."
By far the greatest change of the
period was the use of white paint that
emerged under the influence of the
classical styles to symbolize classic
purity. Clapboard fronts were painted
white, as were the architectural ornament and trim. The same tradition
evolved for shingled and brick houses.
The Greek Revival style especially
favored the use of white paint. The
construction in wood of columns, pilasters and other ancient elements
called for white or gray paint, which
simulated the light tone of the original
stone. Further, the high contrast of
light-valued elements against darker
backgrounds emphasized three-dimensional qualities or allusions of the design.
In the Victorian era, paint styles
shifted to the use of more varied and

No. 13 Harry Pinkham House
(Lawrence Ayers House)
Mass. 1065

Second Congregational Meeting House
Mass. 838
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intensecolorsforbold decorativeeffect.
Photos of the turn of the century show
dark trim on many houses, suchas green
and brown. Yet, walls of gray shingle
predominated in the houses built in that
era.
In the 20th century it became customary to paint all the exterior trim of a
shingled building white, including the
window casings (fig. 79). This had the
effect of emphasizing the edges of all
walls and wall openings, thus enlivening the appearanceof the building.Moreover, this monochromatic scheme became another harmonizing influence
among buildings of the island.
The colors of Nantucket should be a
refkction of its spirit, an old weathered
and peaceful town.It is recommended
thatthe colorsonwallsofbuildings beof
subdued hue intensity and light to medium value. Fowrdatiom and trim may
be asubtle variationor contrastwiththe
colorof thehouse. However, elementsof
Greek Revival trim, such as pilasters,
entablutures, etc., should be painted
white or other light neutral colors such
as gray or sand so that they rejlect their
classical heritage. Greek Revival trim
shouldmtbedarkerthanitsbackground

Color Recommendations The standard colors are listed as follows:

Figure 79. Exterior trim on shingled houses is often painted
white for accent.
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Elemen6
house trim
sashes
window frames
door frames
porches and steps
railings
leader gutters

CSdQCS

doors

white
black
brewster green
dark green
beige
barn red
gray blue
yellow

wood fences
and gates

white
light gray

foundations

white
light gray

shutters

white
light gray
dark green
brewster green

clapboards

white
light gray
cream
pale yellow

iron fences
and gates

black
brewster green

chimneys

natural brick
cement parged

white
light gray

Authorizedlight gray is amix of black
and white, with no other hues dominant.
All colors require Commission approval in advance of use. The choice of
colorfor a building must blend with the
colors of adjacent buildings and the
overall setting.

Other Settlements
on the Island
Outside the town of Nantucket are several small settlements,each withits own
character. They are water-oriented and
consist primarily of cottages built by
f~hermenand later for summer residents. These are not towns in the image
of Nantucket but have different origins
and grew in an ad hoc manner over time.
Siasconsetisthe oldest, largest and most
diverse of these settlements. Others are
Quidnet, Wauwinet, Surfside and
Madaket (fig. 80).They areallzonedfor
5,000 to 20,000-square feet minimum
lot sizes and it is anticipated that they
eventually will have public water andlor
sewer service.
There is no standard architecture
among theseclusters in terms of building form or site utilization, although
groupsof adjacentbuildings may show
a strong consistency or harmony. The
sense of unity in these villages is very

dependent on the common identity of
the setting and exposure, an almost
universal use of shingled walls and a
relatedness in terms of bulk, scale,
mass shapes and architecturalelements
such as fences and hedges.
In these areas the primary goal for
new construction is to harmonize with
the existing buildingpattern andcharacter. Thegeneralguidelinesforbuildingin outlying areas (seepg. 101)will
in most cases be appropriate for buildings in these clusters, particularly if Goal:
they are modest buildings of straight- Conformity
forward vernacular style. However,
exceptions to the general guidelines
may be made where themajority of the
architecture of a setting is different
from that recommended in those
-guidelines. In some cases it mav even
be necessary to diverge from the general guidelines in order to prevent disorder in a setting and to construct a
building that blends with the form and
style of adjacent structures, for instance, to blend with the picturesque

Figure 80. Other settlements of Nantucket Island

Figure 81. Aerial view of Siasconset.
large cottages of the late 1800s built
on the Siasconset bluffs.
When a design for a new building or
addition inoneof theestablishedsettlements is submitted, the applicant
should not present the building as an
isolated object but as part of an established context. To be appropriate the
new construction must instill a sense
ofrelatednessto thesurroundingbuildings. The most important criteria for

this relatedness are
the primary design
decisions of building siting-scale
and massing.
It is not necessary
that a new building
be similar in all aspects to adjacent
structures, but in
enough ways that
the buildings are
compatible visually
and together create
aconsistent sense of
place. For example,
a difficult problem
would be the construction of a modest structure adjacent to a large old cottage. A harmony
should be developed by relating characteristics of the existing structure to
the design of the new. Height and bulk
would be too dissimilar, but mass
shapes andperhapsproportionof massing- could be related; likewise, the roof
pitch and overhang. Similar proportions, facade elements and fenestration, in particular, would also help
establish relatedness. The simplest
form of coordination would involve
wall surfacematerials, trim details and
color. Moreover, along a street the
linear elements of fences and hedges
could connect the two sites and create
a unified edge.

Siasconset

Figure 82. "AuldLung Syne, " c. 1675, one of the original whale
stations.
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Thevillage of Siasconset,or 'Sconset
as the islanders call it, huddled at the
southeastern end of the island on a 30foot bluff above the ocean, is a charming architectural aggregation containing, at its core, primitive fishing huts
and elsewhere elaborate cottages
- of
thelate 1800sthatmadeittheNewport
of Nantucket (fig. 81). 'Sconset, which

originated about 300 years ago, is the
:
only surviving 17thcenturysettlement
on the island. Early Sherburne, the
first settlement, and Sesachacha, another fishing hamlet, disappeared long
ago. 'Sconset's quaint cottages, tight
medieval village pattern and picturesque lanes and alleys, architecturally
unique in America, have been protected as a historic district since 1955.
'Sconset probably started as one of a
series of whale-sighting stages spaced
Figure 83. "Shanunga"as it looks today.
along the edge of the island. 1; 1676,
'Sconset comprised six little
the settlement which originated less
fishermen's huts, rectangular in shape
than 20 years after the first white
(fig. 82). They gave the hardy fisher- History
people arrived on the island.
men shelter, but little else. Cooking
Theearly hutsat 'Sconsetweresmall,
was done outside and fish dried upon
simple gabled boxes. The interior conracks. At this time, a larger fishing
sisted typically of a main room open to Architectural
hamlet of 30 huts, Sesachacha,existed
the rafters with a fireplace at one end Evolution
at the south edge of the Sesachacha
and apair of smallchambers for sleepPond bar. However, this fishing stage
ing boardedoffattheotherend. Above
declined while 'Sconset grew due to
these staterooms, as they were called,
its more favorable site. By 1820, in
was a 'hanging loft' in the garret
characteristicNantucketfashion, most
reached by acrudeladder or steps. The
of Sesachacha's structures had been
spaces inside these homes were small.
moved south to 'Sconset and reused in
For instance, in "Shanunga", c. 1682,
A

Initial simple fisherman's hut
late 17th toeady 18th century

Fireplace improved

Roof extended or raised

Expansion, ada~tation

Enlarged hut, T-shaped floor ~ l a n
18th century

Highly individual incremental variation
after mid-19th century

Figure 84. Evolution of Siasconsetfishing hut.

the 'great room' was 12 by 15 feet and
each chamber was seven feet square.
These buildings were low and built
directly on the ground. Their 8- to 9inch pitch roofs ran to a ridge less than
15 feet from the ground. At first there
was no fireplace, only a dirt hearth
against a plastered wall and, instead of
a flue, a hole in the roof (fig. 83).
In the 18th century, these crude huts
weregradually enlarged andimproved
by the seasonal fishermen. The sloped
roof was extended downward on both
sides to within three or four feet of the
ground.Thesesmallshed wings,called
'warts', were added to enlarge the tiny
staterooms and resulted in a T-shaped
plan. Another typical addition was a
kitchen; known as the 'porch', it was
commonly placed against the gahle
end with the fireplace (fig. 84).
These houses were built in a very
straightforward manner with the limited materials available. The wood of
old structures was reused as was the
wood from shipwrecks. Roofs were
simply madeof 'clinkers', boardsoverlapped vertically or horizontally, or of
wood shingles. Theexterior walls were
at first bevel-edged siding boards 12-

Pattern

to 24-inches wide joined to create a
flush surface. Crude overlapping clapboards were also used, but it is thought
that not until after 1800 were wooden
shingles commonly used. Old windows were hauled in from town and
reused wherever needed irrespective
of differences in size and shape.
'Leaves',or single, side-hinged board
shutters used for sealing each window,
were very common. The entrance to a
fishing cottage was a simple board
door that always swung outward for
reasonsofwind and space. Thesequaint
buildings were not designed; they simply grew according to need, and materials used depended on what could be
found or improvised.
The pattern of the old settlement,
which is as important to the character
of 'Sconsetas are thedetails andshapes
of the buildings, was not planned but
developed from common sense and
necessity. Because they were located
on a high level area devoid of sheltering vegetation, the houseswere built
gahle end to gable end, only a few feet
apart along three narrow lanes that ran
generally parallel to the bank, facilitating both protection and a feeling of

community. The scale was low and
small; cottages were set 10 to 50 feet
apart along the lanes, separated only
by a gently meandering set of paths.
Diminutive cross walks, some only 3
feet wide, reached between all the structures connecting street to street. One
street, latercalled Broadway,was wider
and pleasantly terminated by houses at
either end. Overall, 'Sconset was a
dense cluster with about 10 lots per
acre. In 1776, 'Sconset's first public
well was dug, thereby making rain
barrels under the gutters obsolete and
creating Pump Square, a favorite meeting place. By 1791 the settlement had
grown to 30 dwellings.
By the early 19th century, 'Sconset
had become a respectable little community. Fishermen took their dories
out over the waves for cod; ship captains and whalers enjoyed its seaside
peacefulness after their long voyages,
preferring the quiet to the hustle of
town. The simple cottages underwent
anew stage of evolution in the addition
of new rooms, commonly as sheds or
gables added to the fireplace end. As
Nantucket prospered, it became fashionable for whole families to retreat to
'Sconset.
'Sconset was destined for a heyday
as a summer resort, beginning in 1873
when the Ocean View Hotel was built
and the Sunset Heights subdivision on
the south bluff was developed by C.H.
Robinson. Widely and rapidly, the
health resort attributes of the setting
were expounded. By 1884 the Nantucket Railroad was extended to
'Sconsetand new hotels were erected.
People from theatrical, academic and
wealthy circles sought the unpretentiouslifeof this village. The new buildings of the era reflected the popular
styles of the day: The Stick style was
rapidly replaced by the Shingle style,
used for the many large cottages huilt

in Sankaty Heights, which was developed in 1882 along the north bluff. In
the late 1800s trees were planted
throughout 'Sconset, which had been
barren until that time. Only in this
century has it become the shaded hamlet known today and have the hedges
on large outer lots become an important element of the setting. To accommodate greater use, many of the original 'Sconset huts were expanded with
more warts, rooms andraisedroofs. At
the same time, Greekelements or Victorian gingerbread wereadded to these
modest shapes that had once been
adorned only by whale bones or ship
figures washed up on the beach (fig.
85).
'Sconset blossomed into a diversity
of architectural forms and a faithful
summer community. By 1912 the resort village contained 300 buildings,
including three hotels and 250
residences, the most stately stretching
along the ocean as far as amile north to
Sankaty Light. Yet, this era quickly
evaporated. In 1917, railroad service
was halted, its tracks sold to a scrap
iron dealer. After World War I and the
emergence of widespread use of the
automobile, American resort life
changed and 'Sconset with it. Thereafter, the obsolete large hotels and
some of the deteriorating large cottages were tom down, erasing relics of
another timeand astyle of architecture
once popular on Nantucket.
Today, 'Sconset is a quiet old settlement of diverse parts, well cared for
and nestled in landscaped greenery.
At its center is the original fishing
cluster, each structure with its own
unique history revealed in the accretion of its forms. The appropriateness
of new construction in 'Sconset depends on its location. At least four
general site characteristics exist: (1)
the original primitive cluster of fish-

of 11/4miles of the 'Sconset
Post Ofice are considered
part of the Siasconset Fire
District, thereby requiring
by law non-combustible
roof covering.

Quidnet
Quidnet, a small random
cluster of about30cottages,
originated before 1700 as a
whale-sighting station at
the center of the eastern
shoreline of the island. It
later became an active fishFigure 87. Aerial view of Cod Fish Park. Since this photo, the large
ing hamlet. The individual
house
has been relocated and the two cottages on the beach removed.
character of the settlement
Still other houses remain threatened.
is established by its hillside
setting overlookingboth the
Atlantic Ocean and brackish
Sesachacha Pond immediately south
Wauwinet
of it. Most buildings are oriented toSituated at the head of Nantucket
ward these vistas and have simple
Harborwith the Atlantic Ocean poundporches or yards facing the water. Spacing its eastern flank, Wauwinet enjoys
ing of buildings varies from very close
a scenic setting on a tapered sandy
to more than 50 feet apart. Their grade
wedge that leads north to Coskata and
elevations range from 40 to 15 feet. In
Great Point. Sand dunes line the beach
spite of these differences, the whole
and fall off gently toward the harbor.
settlement is given asenseof order and
Approaching this settlement from the
cohesion by the generally rectangular
south, one passes through a forest of
alignment of the highly individualized
Japanese Black Pine trees planted in
cottages. These small-scale vemacu1888 by Bassett Jones.
lar structures have simple trim and
Since 1876, the Wauwinet House
utilitarian details. Repetition of height,
has been thecentral focus of Wauwinet.
mass shape, orientation and roof pitch
In thelate 1800swhen it was only one- History
relate groups of buildings as do the
story, popular sailing excursions arshingles and white trim.
rived from town each day for dinner.
New construction in Quidnet or adToday it is a larger three-story hotel,
ditions to its area should harmonize
restored in 1986, with attendant small
with these characteristics. A consencottages grouped nearby. The buildsus of building orientations is imporings of Wauwinet display many diftant. The small scale of the structures
ferent design details, but within small
set on grassy slopes among informal
groups of buildings thereis commonly
shrub plantings is appropriate to the
a strong resemblance. Quaint buildlandscape-dominated context.
ings have increased in size over several generations by the addition of

simple volumes. The similar alignment of the northernmost row of
houses, the rhythm of their spacing
and the similar orientations of their
main gables parallel to the beach are
effective design unifiers on this narrow site. Thevariety of color for house
trim, common from earlier days, accents the shingled walls.
In this setting it is important that
new buildings be constructed behind
the dunes and screened from the
ocean'sedge. Thedesign ofnew buildings should reflect their natural and
informal beach setting. In addition to
compatible scale among buildings,
harmony of exterior elements such as
porches and decks is also i~nportant.

Surfside
On the South Shore 3112 miles directly across the island from Nantucket

is the cluster of more than 50 small
weatheredcottages knownas Surfside.
To the east the pattern expands into a
more widely spaced development of
cottages, many recently built. The setting is a windswept, flat outwash plain
with very low vegetation, a strongly
horizontal landscape interrupted only
by low houses and a few adjacent
trees.
Surfside was the 17th century location of a whale-sighting lookout. NO
History settlement was there when the Surfside
Land Company was created in 1873
by local speculators Henry andCharles
Coffin and John Norton, although no
development ensued (fig. 88). In the
same year, theLife Saving Station was
established, a fine specimen of a CarpenterGothic design withalarge gable
roof elaborated by a cupola, dormers
and a projecting front. The real impe-

and informal building fenestration.
tusfor Surfsidecamein 1881when the
These small-scalebuildings were built
Nantucket Railroad, originally inclose totheground at an average height
tended to traverse the entire South
of 1to 1112stories. Second floor rooms
Shore, was completed from Nantucket
are generally in the garret under the
to Surfside as the first leg of the trip to
roof and are opened by windows in the
Siasconset. With this boost, an ambigable end or by small dormers. Most
tious new layout for Surfside was unof thecottages are oriented to the ocean
veiled in 1882 as a bona fide city of
within the rectangular layout left from
summer cottages, in a grid of several
the 1880s.
thousand 5,000-square foot lots. The
The primary consideration for new
following year, the developers bought
building
in Su$side is to harmonize Height
a large hotel in Riverside, Rhode Iswith the low profile and modest char- Restrictions
land, dismantled it and re-erected it in
acter of the existing buildings. It is
Surfside to stimulate the resort busirecommended that the side walls of
ness. A massive four-story block 125
new structures be less than two full
feet long, with a mansard roof and
stories in height.
wide veranda, the hotel prospered, but
throughout the 1880s almost none of
the hoped-for cottage construction
Madaket
materialized. This failure of Surfside
The settlementof Madaket sits at the
to develop, combined with periodic
western tip of the island, bounded by
storm damage of the railroad tracks
the ocean, Madaket Harbor and Long
along the shoreline, led in 1895 to a
Pond (fig. 89). It includes more than
new train alignmentinland to 'Sconset,
300 dwellings of different sizes, most
and the Surfsideventure was then abanbuilt in the last 100 years, more than
doned. In 1899, a storm blew over the
one-third in the last 25 years. The area
tall, deserted Surfside Hotel. From the
was important in early Nantucket hisruins of this imported Victorian structory as the landing place of the Indians
ture several island barns were confrom Martha's Vineyard and the first
structed.
English settlers to Nantucket in 1659.
In the 20th century, the settlementof
Today the area is noted for its specSurfside has grown modestly. A large
tacular sunsets, prime fishing waters
summer house, now surrounded by
and a continual alteration of its shorepine trees, was built in the early 1900s.
line. In 1961 Hurricane Esther made
Later summer cottages were simpler,
an island of Smith's Point by washing
built low to the plain and small in
out the Broad Creek crossing. This
scale. The Life Saving Station was
opening increased in width, exposing
closed by the U. S. Coast Guard in
the harbor's once protected waters to
1948 and eventually was reopened as a
the ocean andjeopardizing valued scalyouth hostel.
lop and clam populations for almost
Surfside architecture is characteris25 years before re-closing in 1986.
tically of a modest, vernacular style, Architecture Within the harbor, tidal flats and wide
with ad hoc adaptations or additions
curving beaches form a calm setting
made over the years. Within the center
for marine recreation, and HitherCreek
cluster, space between buildings is
provides a sheltered location for boat
close but varied. Pleasant relationships
moorings.
are created by similar building setMadaket, like other areas of the isbacks and rhythms, small mass shapes
land, was first conceived of as a settle-

Figure 89. Aerial view of Madaket.
ment in the resort land boom of the
History 1870s. In 1874, the tip of the island
was subdivided into 2,000 lots in a
grid pattern, but the proposed city was
a fiasco. In 1891, a life saving station
waserected, andit operateduntil1947.
In 1911, another speculator promoted
the area as Madaket Terraces before
sales were halted for non-deliverance
of promised improvements. During
the20thcentury, theareagrewslowly,
with modest summer cottages. However, in the late 1960s a growing land
market on the island brought the development ofTristram'sLanding, Inc.,
which introduced the unprecedented
construction of large condominium
buildings. Since that time more than
100 houses have been added to
Madaket, many of them of a character
unfamiliar to the setting and the entire
island.
Madaket may be considered as having three sections: (1) the main, older

area, (2) the peninsula to the west beyond Hither Creek, and (3) the section
between Madaket Road and Long Pond.
The old part of the settlement runs
from Madaket Road down to Hither
Creek, a linear area developed in an
old grid pattern of roads and lots. Its
cottages
are almost all 1-to 1'12-stories
Height,
and generally are rectangularly aligned
Scale
and oriented to the water. Thediversity
of these buildings is unified by their
consistent low profile, shingled exterior and vernacular simplicity. Many
are sheltered in informal enclosures of
introduced Japanese Black Pines. New
construction should maintain these
qualities, especially the building height
and scale.
The remainder of the peninsula that
once ran to Smith's Point is to the west
beyond Hither Creek. On this open
sandy tip behind the dunes, there are
Cornpati. about 50 houses; theoldermajority are
bility
low modest cottages with simple

masses in a generally rectangularalignment. Some of this sense of order has
been lost by recent construction in an
unrelated pattern with indeterminate
spaces between buildings and disparate larger and taller scale. Stark second-story sliding glass doors facing
the ocean view disrupt the older characterof the area. Any new structures in
this areashould becompatibleinform,
space and fenestration with adjacent
buildings.
The third section of Madaket is between Madaket Road and Long Pond
and has been developed as part of
Tristram's Landing, Inc., since 1967. Tristram's
By 1977, 49 townhouse condomini- Landing
umsin 11largestructures and about50
new single-family detached units had
been constructed. The first large condominium structures were built with a
crude shape, massive bulk and poor
proportions that lacked any identity or
harmony with Nantucket architecture.
Their construction was a maior catalyst for extending the jurisdiction of
the Historic District Commission over
the entire island, and in two subsequent phases of construction the designs have been gradually modified.
By 1972 the island had adopted a zoning ordinance and laced Madaket in a
26000-square foot single-family lot
residential district, preventing construction of any more multi-unit structures. The construction of single-family houses in this third area (some prior

-

to Commission review) was characterized by the complete individuality
of each structure and the exhibition of
divergent and assertive stylistic features and architectural details such as
overhangs, trim and fenestration. The
only consistent feature is the use of
shingles to cover exterior surfaces.
A major reason for the random and
visually chaotic development is the
isolation of each structure on its own
lot, each with a different orientation
but less than 200 feet apart. Because
there are no intervening elements to Chaotic
establish any orderly relationship Development
among them, these buildings stand in
juxtaposition to one anotherratherthan
in harmony. The past development of
this area can serve as an example of
what may result in the absence of a
common architectural form and adequate consideration of the pattern
and siting of development.
A more orderedand clustered development pattern would vary the distances between buildings by pulling siting
them into closer groupings in which
they could be spatially related while
leaving open prominent area nearby,
such as the ridge top andother scenic
views. Because of this visual disorder,
new construction in this section o f
Maduket is not required to harmonize
with the existing settlement character
but should follow the general guidelines for the islund (see pg.101).
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General Guidelines
for New @onstruction
The spacious unbroken landscape of
the island is as precious to Nantucket
as the architecture of the town and
other old settlements; it serves as the
background that gives them their dimensions. Historically, most of these
outlying areas were 'commons' used
by the community for sheep grazing,
while the closely built clusters of Nantucket and Siasconset contained almost all the population (fig. 90). This Island
tight pattern of development was
maintained until the upsurge of developmentin themid-1960s. In 1951only
3.6 percent of the island's more than
3 1,000 acres was classified as urban or

developed land; by 1971,7.5 percent
was urbanized. Bv 1991.33.3 percent
of theisland was developed, more than
quadrupling island urbanizationinjust
two decades. The area of land developed between 1951 and 1971 more
than duplicated the total land developedduringNantucket's first 300 years
of settlement, a figure thatwould jump
by more than seven times over thenext
two decades alone. In 20short yearsfrom 1971-1991-afull one-fourth of
the island's overall area underwent
development.
The great increase in land used for
buildings is due to a shift in new construction from town to larger lots in
outlying areas. Almost all of the new
buildings now brought before theCom-

Figure 90. Historical map of Nantucket by Rev. F.C. Ewer, 1869.

mission for approval are single family, detached homes and the impact of
this sustained growth is becoming more
serious and noticeable with each passing year as large-lot development continues to consume the open landscape
of the island.
Large-lot development is taking
place for several reasons. Many people
believe that their view is improved,
their privacy guaranteed and their investment better protected if they live
on a large lot. Furthermore, in 1972
Nantucket's first zoning law was enLarge-lot
acted. More than 85 percent of the
Development island was put into low density districts with a minimum lot size of
40,000,80,000 or 120,OOOsquarefeet.
Another four percent requires a lot of
at least 20,000 square feet. Even without zoning, a house not located on land
serviced by town utilities needs alot of
15,000 square feet or more to add its
own well and septic system.
This type of development pattern

has a pronounced effect on the island's
architecture. At such low densities,
buildings cannot be architecturally related to one another because space is
not contained or defined. Each house
is isolated in its own space but at the
same time visually affects a far wider
area of Nantucket's landscape. While
its open landscapes and undeveloped
moors have historically accentuated
the compactness of the old Nantucket
settlements, with large-lot development the island is being divided into
tiny pieces, each claimed by a building. In this circumstance, if a building's
siting and design are not sensitive to
the land form, it can easily destroy for
others the landscape qualities it was
built to enjoy.
The architectural guidelines that
follow are for areas of the island with
no immediateestablishedarchitectural
context to which new construction
should relate. These standards cover
the land located beyond the limits of

the whaling era town, the small shoreline settlements and any extensions of
these clusters at similar densities and
patterns. The design policies for the
outlying areas are derived, in large
part, from guidelines for the old historic town, but are general and simplified so that they are more flexible and
appropriate for contemporary needs.
Because no cohesive building character exists in these outlying areas, the
range of architectural possibilities is
broader-as is the potential for visual
chaos if new buildings are not coordinated with one another. Therefore,
design guidelines are also imperative
for these areas. Small, isolated Nantucket cannot absorb construction that
detracts from the island's fragile
beauty. These guidelines may also be
utilized in the small settlements of the
island where no consistent orpredominant design concepts and character are
displayed by the existing context of
buildings.
Where houses are to be built on
large lots in the open landscape of the
island, additionalguidelineshavebeen
established for site planning, bulk,
massing and other primary aspects affecting their visual impact on the respective landscape types. (See Building in the Open Landscape, pg. 125.)

in the same development, there must
alsobe individuality. The island'ssense
of order and harmony does not imply
boring and impersonal uniformity.
Examples of past building construction that illustrate these principles
well are the variations of the typical
Nantucket house type in the whaling
era town and the harmonious diversity
of the centuries-old village, originally, of simple fishermen's huts.
While these two models present a
strong resemblanceamong the units of
their groupings, each building has its
own personality and identity. The
variations and additions of any dwelling reflect its physical positioning and
the needs and intents of its owners.
Two or more identical buildings in
proximity to one another on a site will
not be approved by the Commission.
Further,in multiple-unit developments
consideration should be given to the
potential for alteration and adaptation
of dwellings in the future.

Lot Layout The pattern and size of
lots have a major effect-on the visual
quality of a development and adistinct
influence on architectural decisions.
In general it is recommended that lot
sizes either be small enough that the
buildings define the spaces between
them and are interrelated in an architectural composition, or large enough
Site Planning
that houses are clearly isolated in their
Multiple-unit Development When
own landscapes. The intermediate
the development of a site involves
to Cacre lot size may
range of a
several or more units--e.g., such as
create visual problems because of an
apartments, townhouses and condoindeterminate physical relationship
miniums-they should not be. identibetween separate buildings. The regucal in form or of a repetitious design.
lar subdivisionsof intermediatedensiThevisually monotonous environment
ties--e.g., 20,000 to 120,000 square
created by such development is comfeetlot size+ost more, develop more
pletely out of character with the buildland and can neithercontainopenspace
ing and town traditions of Nantucket. *partments, between their buildings nor permit the Subdivision
Within the unity of architecturally re- Townh0uses landscape to contain the buildings. If Patterns
lated buildings, especially when built
the town of Nantucket had been devel-

Figure 91. Uniform subdivision of I7 lots
covering entire IS-acre site.

Clustered 17-lot design of 15 acres, preserving
dopercent open space.

oped at the density of 120,000-square
footlots, it would cover7,OOO acres, or
almost a quarter of the island area.
Moreover, at town density the similar
alignment and spacing of buildings
ordered by the street creates a unity
among them, while at a lower density
development frequently occurs in a
disjointed, random or monotonous
pattem.
The benefits of grouping houses
closely together or clustering them are
clearly demonstrated by the old settlements. They have a true sense of place
in which single buildings are not as
important as their overall fabric and
scale. These guidelines strongly endorse the use of clustered development on the island to preserve the
scenic and historic landscape and a
setting compatible with the old settlements of Nantucket and Siasconset.
Clusters have distinct benefits over
regular subdivisions, in addition to the
obvious advantage of using less land.
Buildings
can be related architecturClustering
Advantages ally, so that they create places to be in
and spatialsequences to follow. Close-

ness permits ease of pedestrian movement and chances for community interaction. Small architecturalelements
are noticeable. The scale of the environment is human and friendly. Meanwhile, adjacent open areas can be permanently preserved, and visually or
ecologically important areas can be
protected. Clustering houses makes
better sense economically also; public
costs for roads and utilities usually are
less because of shorter lengths per
unit. More money is then available for
other community improvements and
facilities. If higher gross densities are
earned by clustering, land costs per lot
are reduced. Clearly, clustered housing, a tradition on the island, should be
used for new developmentsrather than
a spread pattem (fig. 91).
Fences Where lots are sufficiently
small (under one-third acre), new
houses and development areas should
also use fences or hedges to define
spaces, to differentiate between the
public and private domain, and to
create a continuous edge on the street

as well as unify existing buildings.
(See page 63 for a discussion of the
importance of fences in the town of
Nantucket.)
Fences should be made of wood or
stone and their design should be appropriate to the character of adjacent
buildings. Fence layout should be in
character with the setting and coordinated with adjacent fences. Those
fences placed along the front of a house
lot should not exceed 48 inches in Materials,
height. Vertical board fences are not Layout,
pemittedalong the front of asmall lot. Size
When used elsewhere, vertical board
fences are not to exceed 48 inches in
height formore thaneightfeetinlength
except to screen unsightly
- . uses such as
storage and gas tanks. Fences
over six feetin height
- arenotpermitted
except in special circumstances, such
as conflicting land uses. The Commission will not approve a 'spite fence',
which is a public nuisance under the
laws of Massachusetts, Chapter 49,
No. 21. A spite fence "unnecessarily
exceeds six feet in height and is maliciously erected or maintained for the
purpose of annoying the owners or
occupants of adjoining property".

Garages Reminiscent of boathouses
or carriage houses of earlier times,
early garages on Nantucket were outbuildings, separated from the house
but sited in relation to it. Garages were
normally setbackbehind the housebut
were, occasionally,located directly off
the street in front of the house. This
siting is generally limited to houses
that front on the ocean resulting in the
street side being treated as the rear of
the lot. Attached garages should appear as an addition to the house, preferably accessible from the side or rear,
as in the continuous farmhouse, typical in many parts of New England.
To maintain the fabric of island ar-

chitectureemphasizingtraditionalvernacular forms, special consideration
should be given to the design of garages. Whether attached or detached,
the garage should be anintegral part of
the overall design concept. The siting
of a garage or its addition to a building
should not be unnecessarily prominent. The face of the garage can be Design
positioned farther back on the lot than
the main wall of the house or the doors
of the garage can be turned so they do
not face the street or public view. Intervening buildings, fences or hedges
can also be used to screen the garage
andlor driveway.
Garage doors should be of wooden
construction and compatible in design
with their settings. Traditional garage
doors are of three types: 1) boat house
or carriage house doors -- a hinged
system of two doors, equal or unequal
in size; 2) the barn door -- an exterior
mounted horizontal sliding door; and,
3) early garage doors -- vertical panels, track-mounted to rollaway against
one or both of the inside walls of the
garage.
Unlike modern overhead garage
doors, all of the traditional doors are
vertical in design and orientation. The
use of overhead doors is, therefore,
strongly discouraged where highly visible along the street. In the historic
districts, overhead doors are not appropriate except in cases of low visibility.
In general, garage doors should have
details or textures that break up their
large scale. For this reason, smoother
flush doors are not considered appropriate. Garage doors should be painted
to blend with the house and garage in
order to minimize their presence. In an
open landscape setting, it is recommended that they be painted a subdued, natural color to blend into their
surroundings rather than white, which
would make them stand out.

integrate shed roofs into a balanced
overall composition with gable roofs.
Flat building masses are generally
not acceptable, except as small integral components of a larger building,
Figure 92. Simple volumes are preferred over notches,
cuts and cantilevers.

Bulk, Proportion and Scale
Where new construction is adjacent
to other buildings, it shouldestablish a
relatedness to them in terms of the
primary visual aspects of bulk, height,
massing and scale. In any close-knit
cluster these factors are critical and
therefore will be carefully reviewed
by the Commission. (See town guidelines, pg. 66.) In open areas, these
aspects of building must besensitively
designed to respect the nature of the
landscape. (See Open Landscape
guidelines, pg. 125.)

Figure 93. Additive massing of
simple shapes is traditional and
encouraged.

Massing
Simple Volume Shapes The underlying traditional form of Nantucket
buildings--one or more simple volumes with sloped roofs-should be
maintained. The masses should be
regular in plan with slight variations
allowed for site conditions. Permitted
roof shapes are thegable,lean-to, gamRoof Forms brel and hip roof. Because the volume
of Nantucket buildings have traditionally been compact and simple, cantilevered masses are generally not acceptable. Notches, cuts and insets in the
simple volumes are discouraged, but
may be considered if restraint is evidenced (fig. 92). In general, large
freestanding shed roofs are discouraged, for they are neither traditional
nor visually balanced. It is better to

Figure 94. Subtractive massing
may be visually ambiguous.

Figure 95. Interpenetrated massing
needs concern for order and balance.

Figure 96. Unordered, chaotic massing.

proach does unify the roof lines, it can
bevisually ambiguous because the eye
may attempt to restore the missing
parts to the volume or separate the
shape of the building into smaller ad- Contemporary
ditive shapes (fig. 94). In many cases, Forms
it is better to articulate the separate
masses than to use subtractive massing. Interpenetrated masses, of which
there have been good examples among
Nantucket's resort architecture, are the
most complex forms and will be reviewed on their own merits, in particular, giving consideration to the order
and balance they exhibit (fig. 95).

Massing Order As a building's
massing becomes more complex and
varying masses are joined together,
order must be established to prevent a
disturbing amalgam of shapes. When
a single building is composed of two
or more attached volumes having.equal Main Mass
size and emphasis, a visual conflict Dominance
may appear as a result of an ambiguFigure 97. A larger or central rnass orders
ous duality (fig. 96). A useful techa building of ~narzyparts.
nique in ordering a complex building
is to create a specific focus to the
because they introduce an unrelated
whole group of shapes by making one
shape rarely used on Nantucket.
Round, angular or polygonal masses Traditional mass dominant hy being larger or central (fig. 97).
are generally not appropriate on Nantucket except for special structures,
Compactness Tight huilding comsuch as lighthouses and windmills.
position is a historic trait on Nantucket
and adhering to this idea in new buildAdditive Massing and Comings will often help the balance and
plexity The historic method for creorder of a design. For instance, it is
ating a larger building was to attach
generally betterif two major masses of
simple volumes along its surface
a building are joined by abutting one
planes. This additive approach reanother than if connected by a small Strong
sulted in buildings that grew by incremass
(fig. 98). Such a weak link sets up Visual
ments into complex masses or were
a duality between the two masses, each Focus
built as assemblages of simple shapes.
with its own visual axis. A small
It is preferred that new building massbreezeway between a garage and its
ing follow this additive principle (fig.
main house often exhibits this prob93).
lem.
In a subtractive form of building
Roof overhangs, colonnades along
shape, the plan shape is cut out from a
outer walls and other structural extensingle simple volume. While this ap-

sions tend to conceal the shape and
compactness of a building's mass.
Because these features have not been
used on Nantucket buildings and are
Detracting adaptations from other climates and
Features cultures, it is preferred that such features not traditional to island architecture be avoided except where necessitated by ovemding functional considerations.

Balances Buildings without any
windows and doors will balance visually around the center of their surface
areas. Thus, a building will be balanced if the placement of windows
and doors establishes a visual axis that
'lacement
coordinates with the visual axis of the
Of Windows' wall surface. A conflict of visual axes
Doors
in a design is disturbing and should be
avoided (fig. 99).

Figure 98. Equal size or emphasis
may cause visual ambiguity or
duality.

U / \ i /

Roofs

v
Types The sloped roof is a major
It is often better to make one mass
visualcomponent of aNantucket house
visually dominant.
and is visible at a distance either in a
harmonious rhythm with adjacent roofs
or isolated in the open
landscape. The sloped
planeis anexpressive form
that, with the chimney,
Traditional symbolizes shelter and
Roofs
warmth. The four main
roof types permitted are
thetraditionalgable, leanVisual axis of mass
Visual axis of major
to, gambrel and hip. The
gable and lean-to roofs are
volunzes.
cleineizts.
suggested over the gamI
brel and hip roof, few of
which have been built on
the island.
Pitch The pitch of a
gable roof should not be
lower than 7 inches verticalin 12inches horizontal
or more than 12 in 12

opposition ofvisual axes.
Figure 99.

Desired coordination of
axes.

tural purposes, as long as they do not
dominate the entire building (fig. 102).
(See town guidelines, pg. 59).

Unacceptable

Minimum

Common

Maximum

Figure. 100. Roofpitch: minimum 7 in
I 2 inches; maximum 12 in 12 inches.

inches (fig. 100). In the interest of
harmony among island roofs, a pitch
of 8 in 12 inches is .recommended.
Small add-on sheds, or 'warts', may
have as low as a4-inch pitch. Gambrel
roof pitches may vary, butthey should 7/12
follow the pitches and proportions to
foundon historic gambrel roofs. Lean- 12/12
to houses, inspired by the early practical roof type, have been much too
often designed incorrectly on Nantucket in recent years. On a historic
lean-to, the front and rear slopes were
almost always of the same pitch, generally the same as used on gable roofs,
8 to 9 in 12 inches (fig. 101). Having
one of two roof planes longer than the
other does not necessarily constitute a
lean-to roof. To prevent gross distortion of this distinctive building type, a
lean-to design should follow its traditional form conventions.
Overhangs Theoverhang of the roof
should he kept small, as is typical of
theislandvernacular. Large overhangs
are discouraged but may be approved
where they are necessary for specific
functional reasons or other architec-

Dormers Gable, flushand shed dormers are recommended dormer types
(fig.103). All dormers should be carefully designed and positioned to be in
scalewith the house and the roof andin
balance with other features of that elevation of the house. A dormer should
not obliterate the roof plane in whichit Size
is placed, but complement its slope.
The dormer pitch and overhang and
other detailing should be compatible
with the main roof. Shed dormers
should have at least a Cinch pitch.
Where a house has a distinct front
facade, it is recommended that dormers not he placed in the front of the placement
structure. If dormers must he placed
on the front roof, the gable type is
preferred. If a shed or flush dormer is
used on the front roof it should be of
lncomct radar ofroof depths and wall hsigb*
1
4

i

*

Front and rear mof
pitches not similar

1

2
4,

Pitch:
10
in 12 inchcr

1

Rmf pitch appro=.
equalbothrider

Figure 101. An incorrect lean-to roof and a proper
lean-to shape.

Figure 102. Large overhangs are not indigenous.
Triln overhangs are island vernacular and preferred.
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Fgure 103. Gable dormers
should be similar to the main
roof in character.

Shed dormers should not be
less than 4 in 12 inches in
pitch.

modest design in harmony with the
facade, achieved by using similarwindow types, casings, alignments, etc.
In general, the dormer face should
be placed in the center of the roof,
away from the edges and pulled back
at least three feet from either gable end
of the roof and at least one foot (preferably more) from the bottom edge of
the roof plane (fig. 105).
Large shed dormers that extend the
entire length of the roof are specifically discouraged because they are too
dominant on the roof plane(fig. 104).
The use of dormers outside the historic districts follows the same guidelines. See page 7 1.

Figure 105. Dormers
should be set back at least
one footfrom the roof
edge, three feetfrom either
gable end.

Flush dormers.

Figure 104. Large shed dormers
obliterate the roof and are
discouraged.

Skylights These windows in the roof
are arecent developmentin Nantucket
architecture.Theclosest historicalprecedent is the roof hatch, or "scuttle" of
an old house, which permitted access
to the chimney and roof of a building.
Skylightsshould have aflatconfiguration, be parallel and as close to the roof
plane as possible. Bubble or other protruding skylight designs are specifically prohibited. Skylights are not allowed on dormer roofs. HDC guidelines for skylight design are:
Oneskylightper roofplaneonly should
be located in the upperone-thirdof the
rear elevation roofplanes and should
not be larger than two by three feet.
Metal skylights are not allowed in the
defined old historic districts. All skylights within the old historic district
boundaries must be constructed of
wood andhave true divided lights with
muntins.

ture and they withstand the salt and
wind exposure. If unpainted, the brick Materials,
should be of a uniform dark color, Si,
preferably red. It is suggested that
chimneys have a massive character, in
keeping with the local character and
evoking the image of warm fue and
hearth in an exposed island setting. On
larger houses, traditionalinterior chimneys are recommended over exterior
chimneys. Fake brick chimneys are
discouraged.
Metal chimneys are discouraged beMetal
cause of their initial shininess, eventual deterioration and flimsy appearance. Under the continual onslaught of
wind and salt most metals erode, and
the chimney becomes an eyesore.
Where metal chimneys can be justified, their length
. should be kept as
short as possible through proper location near the ridge
- line and they should
be painted black or another dark color
to eliminate their shininess.

Windows and Doorways

'Figure106.Standard skylight
size is three percent of the floor
area under the roof plane.

Chimneys Brick chimneys are recommended, not only because they are
traditional but also because they have
good characteristics of scale and tex-

The fenestration of a building , that
is, thearrangementofwindows,sh~uld
be designed as acareful response to its
interior functions and organizationand
the features of its site. The window
Placement
design will differ depending on orientation to a view, to the sun or to the
space adjacent to the building, but in
each case it is important that a new
structure have the balanced and harmonious fenestration exhibited in old
Nantucket houses, regardless of the
increased range of window styles now
available.
The design of fenestration should
also take into account energy conservation and microclimatic factors such

Figure 107. Windows bound by
vertical or horizontal stripping.

Windows as holes cut in the
continuous wall surface.

as sun position and wind. This was
always the case in early houses, especially the lean-to design which had its
two-story front oflargerwindows facing duesouth to capturethe sun's heat.
Today, when energy is so expensive
and its sources are being depleted,
such considerations are equally important. (See Appendix F: Selected
Bibliography.)
Window Expression It is recommended that windows in new huildings have a character similar to traditional windows, that of a hole cut into
the wall plane and surrounded by the
uniform surface. A window's position
should not be bound by structural elements or other linear elements extended across the wall surface (fig.
Traditional 107).The frame of the window should
Values
be used as it was in the past, as a border

20 percent
15-25percent historically

33 percent
a large glass area

Figure 108. Ratio of solid (wall) to void (windows).
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that accentuates the windows'
isolatedlocation within the continuous surface. The frame
width, its protrusion or other
shadow accent, and color can
be used to emphasize this condition. Although, where justified by orientationor view, windows may be abutted to create
larger openings of the interior
to the outside, it is recommended that windows not be
joined to create entire wall areas of glass with a predominantly structural expression.
The wall planeshouldcontain the window rather than the window serve as
the wall plane, thus maintaining a balance between wall surface (solid) and
windows (voids).
Amount of Glass The amount of
glass on a building facade is largely a
result of functionalconsiderations such
as outlookand solar orientation. However, extensive areas of glass are not
always practical or desirable. Movable glass elements such as doors
present problems as they do not promise a tight seal against wind-driven
rain. Windows should be placed sensitively in direct response to the siting of
the house. Careful, limited placement
of them can focus on and emphasize
views. A judicious window choice,
rather than maximized window area,
can create a more varied interior by

50 percent
excessive glass area
visually disruptive

areas in the
building elevation contrast
sharplywith the
scaleof thewall
surface texture
and other dimensionsofthe
facade. This is
. ..
true especial1y Figure 110. Sliding glass doors
Of 'liding glass
will create competing points of
doors. For ex- t-n..-

- Casing
- Sash
- Light
- Muntin

.

Figure 109. Window parts establish
scale.
contrasting solid wall and opening,
that is, enclosure and exposure.
The idea of a proper maximum ratio
of wall area to total glass area is simplistic andinconsistentwith the search Not More
for sensitive design solutions. How- Than 50%
ever,itisgenerally suggestedthat when
a wall plane becomes over 50 percent
in glass area it will not be well suited,
either functionally or visually, to Nantucket (fig. 108).
Window Scale The dimensions of a
window are major contributors to the
scale of a facade. A window's outer
dimensions are its primary measurements, and the glass pane sizes or
distance muntins are secondary (fig.
109). Windows and doors made of
large sheets of glass have a greater
scale than was used on Nantucket in
the past. Such large, undivided blank

.

8-inch by 6-foot (or larger) sliding
glass door exceeds the scale of a hu- Avoid
manfigureandestablishesa40-square Large-sheet
foot area as a single dimensional unit.
Furthermore, large glass areas, dark
during the day andlight at night, stand
out visually at a
greater distance
and demand attention. As a
practical concern,
large
sheets of glass
may be shattered or blown
out by high Figure 111. Sliders on the
storm winds un- secondfloor or where out of
less they are proper scale are inappropriate.
sheltered. For these reasons, window
types with large panes of glass, such as
sliding glass doors, picture windows
and other large, fixed-sheet windows
should be used with moderation and
handled with design sensitivity. Plac-
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Figure 112. Oddly shaped or proportioned windows cause disharmony.
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Pleasing, balanced rectangles

Figure 113. The proportions of windows alone make a great difference.
ing them in a wall plane receded from
the major wall plane of a building
facade can soften their visual impact.
Preferred sliding glass units include
those made of wood and with fixed
Sliding
muntins. These resemble French doors
Glass Doors andare, therefore, morevisually pleasing than standard sliding glass doors.
No sliding glass unit will be premitted
in the front of the house. The shape of
each unit may create a competing visual focus on the facade (fig. 110).
Furthermore, the Commission recom-

Sliding glass doors over eight feet wide

Tall narrow
casement
windows

Curved bow windows

Awning or
hopper
windows
(Flexivents)

Figure 114. Windows with inappropriate characteristics are discouraged.

mends that within any view of a house
(two sides) no more than three sliding
glass units be visible. Sliding glass
door units over eight feet wide are not
acceptable. It is preferred that it be
used only on the ground level of a
building. If used on the second floor,
it should be inconspicuously positioned. A slider should not be used
when it is out of proportion to the area
in which it is to be placed, such as in a
small gable end (fig. 111).
Harmony
and
Unity
of
~enestration A ~ a n t u c k ebuilding
t
shows a harmony and unity of fenestration along all its sides. Limiting the
different types and shapes of windows
is an effective way in which to relate
all the fenestration of a house. A
consistency of placement and casing
Limiting will also create a unity among the
Window windows. Although
- considerations
such as view and solar orientation may
justify a difference of fenestration
"
among the exposures of a building, all
sides should be exoressive of the same
designcharacter. Forexample,a building with only double-hung, smallpaned windows on three sides and on
a fourth primarily sliding glass doors
unrelated to the others in scale, etc., is
visually disjointed.
Shape andProportion Non-rectangular or irregularly shaped windows

..

A well-orowrtioned
window does not
need shutters.

Each shutter should be
be one-halfthe window
width.

Improper use of shutters.

Shutters that are
too narrow.

Figure 115. Shutters.
such as trapezoids and triangles are
generally not approved, except in special circumstances where they are integrated into the design in an inconspicuous manner and are important to
the interior concept (fig. 112). Round
windows and other symmetrical but
non-rectangularwindows may beused 2.5: 1
for accent or special emphasis. Win- Or
dows should have visually restful pro- Less
portions. The use of several separate
square shapes, which create competing focuses, or long rectangles, which
are strongly directional and assertive,
should be avoided because they detract from the repose of the wall composition. Intermediate shapes used in
the past are recommended, e.g., length
to width, 2.5:1, or less. Such proper
window proportions alone contribute
greatly to the appropriateness of a
building on Nantucket (fig. 113).
An example of common misuse of
window proportion is evident in the
overuse of half-round windows that
was popular in the 1980s. Half-rounds
(also knownasfanlights, lunettes, halfmoons and fans) are self-defining. An
ornamentaldetail used sparingly in the
early Federal period on Nantucket, the
proliferation of half-rounds in recent
years has not only diminished the effect of thecarefully applied traditional
ones but has also lost sight of the
relevance of proportion. Oversized and
suspended half-rounds which do not
relate to either the apex of the

elevation's gable or to an actual Palladim window arrangement (see glossary) are not appropriate on Nantucket.
Rhythm and Balance The alignment of windows horizontally andlor
vertically creates arhythm of wall and
window that gives the necessary order
and unity to the facade. A more dynamic or asymmetrical balance, seen
often in the side walls of early Nantucket houses, may also he used.
Window Types Windows should
have woodensashes and frames. Metal
windows are discouraged because of
incompatibilitywith woodenstructures
and surfaces and because of eventual
salt air deterioration. They are not permitted where visihle from a public
way. The use of some window types is
discouraged because of awkward pro- Types
portions and other characteristics that to
are inappropriate on Nantucket--e.g., Avoid
Flexivents, tall narrow casements, sliding glass doors over eight feet wide,
and how windows (fig. 114). It is
recommended that snap-in muntinsnot
he used inside new windows to simulate small-paned sashes because they
are barely visihle on the exterior and
may not he replaced after cleaning.
Shutters Shutters are discouraged
on new houses if they are intended
only for surface decoration. Good
proportions of fenestration can be as

effective aesthetically and more appropriate to the island. An alternative
to exterior shutters, seen in some 19th
century houses, is the use of interior
Types ones. It is recommended that vinyl
shutters not be used at all; they will be
approved only when over 40 feet from
any public way. In the natural landscape, the formal visual emphasis of
bilateral shutters is not fitting; the
straightforward expression of buildingshapeand window locationismore
appropriate. Shutters are interpreted
visually as part of the windows' interruption of the wall surface. As a result,
they change the proportions of the
window areas within the wall surface
and the spaces between, causing a
sometimes awkward appearance.
Therefore, the combined effect of the
shutters and windows must he considered. Moreover. shutters or other window covers attached to a building
Must Work
should be functional and o~erational.
If bilateral shutters are used, they
should be of the same height as the
window and each one wide enough to
cover half of the total window area
(fig. 115). If windows do need movable covers, single side-hung board
doors may he better proportioned and
more appropriate to a vernacular design or informal setting.
Exterior Doorways A doorway is a
critical feature of a building's wall
composition because people experience it directly by moving through it.
A pleasant sequence of space and viMain
Entrance sual features such as walkways and
landings leading to an entrance are
important. The main entrance to a
building, used by visitors, should he
located where visible or otherwise
clearly revealed so that there is no
uncertainty as to the proper approach.
The character of the traditional Nantucketentranceway, prominent in front

Figure 116. Main door prominent

Inajpropriate prominent
projecting garage doors.

Inappropriate muin door in small
muss.

I~~appropriate
main door in lean-to
or side of lean-to.
of the main facade, is agood precedent
to follow. It is neither convenient nor
enjoyable to circumvent the garage in
search of the main door. In this humid,
windy climate a recessed entranceway
may not be as protective as an interior
vestihule.
The entranceway, if articulated, creates a focal axis on the building facade
that should be coordinated with the
rest of the design, including the massPlacement ing balance. An entrance door may

appear out of balance if it is placed in
a small mass alongside a larger main
structure. For the same reason, it is
recommended that main doors not be
placed in the side of a lean-to (fig.
116).
The doorway design should be compatible with the setting of the building.
For example, in natural landscape settings a classical column and pediment
on the entrance would not be fitting.

tucket expression. The platforms and Adapt
steps are an effective transition from Historic
the outside to the inside of the dwell- Designs
ing. Where houses arecloseenough, in
lots of 10,000 square feet or less, these
doorway elements should beconnected
to the space-defining edges along the
street, such as hedges and fences and
walls.

Exterior Architectural
Elements
Architecturalelements such as steps,
platforms, railings, porches, decks and
roof walks are valued, character-giving and functional components of the
design of a building. (See town guidelines, pg. 80, for a discussion of their
Porch us void cut into
importance on historic Nantucket
Figure 117. Porch us
buildings.) Visually, their small-diadditive voluine.
i?zclssi~zg.
mensioned parts give scale to the
building's mass and contrast with its Refinements
Porches Although not utilized in
plane surfaces. They enliven a house
Nantucket
before the Civil War,
while maintaining its simple massporches and verandas have been ening. Although not as important as prijoyed
as pleasant features of vacation
mary design decisions (such as siting,
homes since then. They can he incormassing and fenestration) in estabporated into a building design as a
lishingcompatibility among different
simple additive volume, as an exterior
buildings, theseelementsinfluence the
space cut out from the simple mass, or
personality and identity of each buildas a combination of both (fig. 117). In
ing. They are individual expressions
addition to providing a sheltered exteof the owner, designer and builder,
rior living space or screening, porches Advantages
and are encouraged. Because the
are
beneficial to a house design by
smaller elements are more important
creating: (1) a transitional space from
to the perception of the building as one
the house interior to the outside, (2) a
gets closer to them, their design will he
transition in scale of massing from the
more closely reviewed by the Combuilding mass to the ground level, (3)
mission in settings of higher density.
a visual interest of shadowed volumes
as part of the building, and (4) a reducDoor Platforms and Steps New
tion of the visibility or prominence of
Nantucket buildingscanadaptthecharlarge areas of glass facing a view (fig.
acteristics or the designs of historic
118).
doorsteps and platforms to enhance
their entrances and achieve a NanIn general, porch design is more ap-

Figure 118. Porches are inviting transitionsffom the interior living space to
the outdoors.

propriate to a Nantucket building if
kept
simple and straightforward. If a
Design
porch is designed as a simple additive
mass, a sloped roof will relate it to the
main structure. If cut into a building,
an important detail is the comer of the
porch and its expression of the outline
of the complete building volume.
Decks Currently the most popular
way to incorporate exterior and interior space, decks pose certain intrinsic
designproblems. Most notable among
these is their visual impact as something imposed artificially on a building mass. Roof lines help integrate
porches into the mass of the house but
decks haveno suchaid. Consequently,
they tend to 'stick out', particularly
when build above ground level.
To ensure that decks be a visual
complement to the house as a whole, it
is crucial that they be as well intel,,tegrate
into H~~~~ grated as possible, specifically through
as a whole appropriate scale, placement and detailing. The skill with which a deck is
incorporated into the building mass
determines whether or not its overall

size is suitable for the
house. An elevated
deck, particularly
those extended outward from a house,
should not be out of
proportion or balance
with the building mass
to whichit is attached.
The greater the height
of the deck above
ground, the more disruptive its visual impact. Decks isolated
in midair on spindly
supports,for instance,
arevisuallyprecarious
and awkward,and will
not be approved.

Decks should not exceed 30percent of a structure'sperimeter.
Therefore, the Commission prefers
that decks be built as low as possible.
Elevated first floor decks will be restricted so as not to intrude on the
natural surroundings. In the case of all
placement elevated decks, however, the massing
of the house should be used to anchor
the location of the deck. A deck,
therefore, could be: 1) placed into a
corner of the massing with walls on
two sides, 2) set partially into an inset
of the building's massing, or 3) placed
on the roof of a small mass subsidiary
to the main structure (fig. 119).
A porch roof over part of the deck or
an open structure, such as an arbor or
pergola, could give the deck a feeling
of greater substance as well as enclosure. Attention should be paid to the
Details size and detailing of thesupports of the
deck, so that they appear proportionate, sturdy and attractive. A raised
deck, with a ground level porch underneath, is another method for integrating an elevated deck into the overall
massing of the house.
If anchored by massing along two

Figure 119. Decks anchored by building massing.
sides or by an inset into the building's
massing, a deck of adepth greater than
eight feet may he approved, according
to the quality of the design (fig. 120).
Adeck huilt on alevelroof must not he
too large in relation to the main mass.
The detailing of railings should he
used to coordinate the decks visually
with the house. It is suggested that the
railing on a deck exhibit the open
character and simple refinement of
traditional exterior elements such as
door stoops and roof walks. Open railings rather than solid walls reduce the
effective size of the deck and contrast
with adjacent solid-wall surfaces. If
over three feet in the air, a deck should
have a railing and balusters or other
side members spaced close enough for
child safety. There is no reason why
any deck should not have the refined
detail and individuality invested in
other exterior architectural elements
of the past.

Roof Walks In general, roof walks
should follow traditional design and
construction detail (see fig. 78, pg.
83). Roof walks and other high platforms huilt to provide vistas to the sea
and over thelandscape are permitted if
carefully designed with the building
andnotvisually dominant. They should
not conflict with or overwhelm the
clear expression of the roof shape, but
should be designed to enhance it. The

roof platform is less dominant visually
and more related to historic forms if its
top edge is open and it is of small
wooden construction.
The following recommendations apply: The clear expression of the roof Appropriate
slope should not he obliterated; skirts, Design
or solid aprons, under the platform are
not appropriate; and access should he
obtained from a traditional hatchway,
orscuttle, with a wood cover. Because
roof walks were historically found on
houses of two or more stories, they are
not appropriateon 1-to 1112-storystructures.

Cupolas Cupolas, lanterns orbelvederes set on the ridge of a roof, were
not used on Nantucket until around
1800. These cupolas, usually with
fixed windows on four sides, were
spacious enough to he small rooms
unto themselves affording excellent
views without the discomfort of exposure to the elements that roof walks
allowed. At the same time, they
'crowned' the structure.
An alternate use for cupolas was
strictly utilitarian. Farmers on
Tuckernuck, for instance, found them
useful as ventilators forharns and other
out-buildings. Used in this way, cupolas add additional light and air circulation to structures that are long, low,
dark and sparcely fenestrated.
Cupolas, today, when used appro-

- --

Figure 120. Maximum extension of isolated
deck, eight feetfrom wall plane.

ply: Satellite dishes should be placed
where they are least obtrusive, that is,
Siting,
as hidden from public view as posSize,
Screening sible. Additional important considerations to lessen the impact of these
intrusive elements are: color, which
should be subdued, either dark green
or black; and landscape screening.
Trees, hedges and scrub growth can be
employed to help hide the dish from
public view without compromising its
effectiveness.

priately, can function in either or both
of these manners and at the same time
have the design benefit of modifying
long roof ridge lines.

Secondary Dwellings See page 65
for guideline requirements related to
size and siting of secondary dwellings.

Satellite Dishes In outlying areas,
where cable access television service
is not available, satellite dishes are a
solution to poor television reception.
These freestanding, receive-only antenna, however, are not noted for their
aesthetic value. Rather, their reflective surfaces and large size make them
highly intrusive, especially on the
island's relatively flat topography as
well as in or around its villages and the
town itself.
At a Town Meeting in 1990, the
impact of these devices on the historic
fabric of the island was addressed and
the resultant by-law deemed that satellite dishes will be treated as 'structures', within the meaning of the
Commission's enahling act. They do,
then, qualify as 'exterior architectural
elements' and require careful placement when visible from a road or puhlic wav.
Although the Commission's jurisdiction over satellite dishes is ex~resslv
limited by federal regulation to reasonable aesthetic objectives, the siting, size, color and screening are factors well within that jurisdiction. The
following recommendations, then, ap-

Surface Materials
The walls of Nantucket buildings in
the past have exhibited a great similarity of surfacecharacteristics and material that has given Nantucket buildings
visual cohesiveness and harmony.
Where the huildings are different
shapes andsizes, suchasin Siasconset,
the use of a single surface material has
provided a fundamental relatedness.
In the same way, large buildings of
many parts or of complex massing
have been unified by a shingle surface.
Wall planes should be of a single,
small-scale, textured, natural material.
Standard materials are 5-inch exposure white cedar shingles, 3llrinch
exposure wood clapboard and brick of
a uniform dark tone and color. On
small subsidiary parts of a building or
for special accent purposes, other textured natural surface materials, such
as wood boards or natural stone, may
be used if integrated sensitively into
the total design.
In low density areas, where the naturallandscape dominates, only shingles
are recommended. The rustic wood
shingles weather to anatural tone when

exposed to theelements and theirsmallscale texture and shadows are in harmony with the fine texture of the natural vegetation. Because clapboard was
traditionally applied to more formal, ~ ~ ~ 1
classical stylesof architecture in town, ~ ~ t ~ , +
its use in the outlying areas is, generally, not desirable. Further, its strong
linearpattern and uniform painted tone
are not as compatible with the informal naturalistic setting. When clapboard is used outside the Old Historic
Districts or their immediate surroundings, its use should accommodate the
Commission's objective to makebuildings blend into the open landscape, not
stand out in stark contrast to it.

Foundation Materials Exposed
foundations may be of: (1) select common brick of a uniform dark color
(unpainted), (2) stone, (3) concrete, or
(4) cement block that has been parged
or grouted if visible from apublic way
or a neighboring lot. Buildings raised
in the air on -.pilings are discouraged. If Pilings
a building requires pilings, it may not
be sited on land suitable for a building.
Except for harbor structures, buildings
raised above land on pilings should
enclose the area beneath them in order
to visually connect their masses with
the ground.
-

Roof Materials Roof surface materials should be fire-resistant asphalt
shingles of rectangular design and of a
uniform dark color, or natural wood
shingles. On 20th century buildings,
the roof color should be of a single hue Types,
that is adark, subdued tone in harmony Color
with the building color and that of
neighboring houses. Roofs of a light
gray or white color are specifically inappropriate on theisland, especially in
the natural landscape where seen at a
distance (in contrast with the dark surroundings and background).

Trim and Miscellaneous
Details
Trim and detailing on new Nantucket
1housesshould
. ~ ~ generally
~ 1 ~ he of the same
a
l
~
character as seen on historic houses.
Essential qualities are simplicity,
economy and visual refinement. Builders and designers are encouraged to
put extra attention and refinement in
the details and trim of a building to
insure its individuality and personality. For example, the traditional horizontal protruding plank above the window, while very simple, gives special
accent to the window and facade.
Main trim boards on the surface of a
house should be wideenough to create ~~i~
a tight weather seal against moisture ~~~~d~
and storm-driven rain. An adequate
width or other dimension is also necessary to provide a strong visual border around the edges of wall planes
and windows. Exposed rafter ends are
appropriate only when interpreting
typical styles such as Craftsman, Stick
or Gothic Revival. (See town guidelines, pg. 85, for discussion of using
cornerboards; rakeboards and trim.)

Gutters and Leaders Gutters and
leaders of wood are preferred on
wooden buildings. If non-wood gutters are used, they should be coordinated with the cornice detail and
painted to match the adjacent cornice
of trim.
Louvers, Vents etc. See town guidelines, pg. 86.

Colors
The colors of a house should reflect
the character of its setting and harmonize with adjacent buildings. In towndensity residential areas, the standard

"The Crooked House" near Smith's Point is a deligh@l example of additive massing.
approved colors are appropriate (see
also. Painted areas on the housesshould
town guidelines, pg. 88). Other colors
reflect the palette of nature. Browns,
may be used if Commission approval
Complement
greens and grays of subdued intensity
is obtained in advance, as long as they
are in harmony with the color balance Environment and of medium value are recommended. Small-scale trim and exteof thearea. Inlow-density areas, where
rior elements may be painted white, if
the landscape contains the buildings,
done consistently on the building.
the predominant colors of the setting
Accent colors on small areas of details
are the natural tones and hues of the
of the building may be used. Wood
vegetation and the ground. In areas
stains
are acceptable to treat and color
like this, the objective is to make the
parts of a building if they have the
buildings blend into the open space,
same color characteristics required of
rather than stand out in contrast to it.
painted surfaces.
On low-density housing, the preWhere there is any question as to the
dominant color will be the weathered
appropriateness
of acolor, theapproval
wood surface. Other exterior wood,
ofthe Commission should beobtained.
e.g., trim, may beleft in anatural color
The Commission
maintains a list of traditionally approved
colors.

Afine example of new building in the outlying landscape - this cottage
overlooks the south shore at Miacomet.
122

:Stairwayto 'Sconsetbeach.
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Geology of Nantucket

n

Outwash plain
Fosse

Figure 121. Geology of Nantucket.
Topographic enclosure of the landscape
Hat open plains
Glacial valleys
Elevated edges and bowls
Hummocky moraine

Figure 122. Topographic categories on the island.
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Building in the Open
Landscape
It is the landscape of Nantucket that
gives the human presence on the island its meaning. The treasured settlements and the timeless structures were
created out of response to this finite
environment. Today the moors,
beaches and undeveloped expanses
perhaps draw more people to the island than quaint Main Street. And yet,
the open landscape is Nantucket's primary and, therefore, most exploited
resource.
It is imverative that all who aremaking decisions affecting thisisland backdron understand the im~licationsof
their actions. For this reason, instructive guidelines are included here to
discuss the impact of new construction on large lots according to the
predominant landscape types of the
island. Theintent of these principles is
the continually expressed desire of islanders, off-islanders and the state and
federal governments to preserve the
existingcharacterofNantucket. Rather
than serving as strict legal rules, these
guidelines are intended as positive
statements coordinating the numerous
building decisions and anticipating
their aggregate effect on the open landscape of Nantucket.
The natural landscape of Nantucket
islandisvaried: beaches,moors, ponds,
plains, bluffs, marshes, etc. This diversity is caused by (1) its geological
history, (2) the vegetation that has
grown on the land, and (3) the activities of men andwomen--exploitation,
adaptation and preservation.Theconstant factor, of course, is the sea, an
ever-felt presence. The sandy borders
between the land and sea are continually being shaped and altered by tide
and wind.

Because the island is low and generally level throughout, it is possible to
see across wide expanses. Therefore,
any building that is too prominent or in
a highly visible location can be seen
from a long distance and over a large
area. Only a few houses like this will
quickly destroy the landscape's se- Island
renely scenic qualities. With the ex- Landscape
pectation of numerous houses to fol- Characteristi@
low on their own large lots, the design
of houses to be put in these open areas
should seek to minimize their visual
disturhance of the island background.
The landscape itself provides the only
possible unifying element and harmony between scattered 'isolated'
houses. The degree of a building's
visual impact is determined by the
character of its setting and how abuilding responds to that character-i.e.,
the shape of the land, its elevation
relative to surroundings, adjacent special features, bodies of water and vegetative cover. To blend in, a building
must contribute to the feeling of the
land, not oppose it. To do this, a good
design will express asense of thelandscape-that which is characteristic and
special about the site. Conversely, a
building that appears oblivious to the
setting in terms of siting, shape, scale,
fenestration, etc., will disrupt theunity
of the landscape and one's perception
of it.
Previous research, A Natural and
Visual Resource Stricly, analyzed the
island to determine its different landscape types. The identification of a
landscape type was based on the combination of topographic land form and
predominantheight of vegetation.Each
type wascharacterized by its ability to
absorb new development without
damaging its special visual qualities.
This analysis indicated where on the
island buildings can expect to be most
intrusive.

Figure 123. Open plains and glacial valleys.
The vegetative cover of the island
was divided into three height categories closely related to the types of
species found in them. The low vegetation is six inches to four feet in
height, such as heath, grasses and
hedges. The medium-height vegetation includes taller woody shrubs
barely over 10 feet in height and low
climate-pruned trees of similar height,
mostly scrub oak. The tall vegetation
group includes wooded areas of deciduous, coniferous or mixed species
that are more than 20 feet in height.
The boundaries between these groups
are not always abrupt or regular, but
many graduate from one group into
another.
The topography of Nantucket has
been formed primarily by weathering
Topography of materials pushed here by the Wisconsin Age glaciation roughly 10,000
years ago (fig. 121). A line across the
middle of Nantucket was the southernmost advance of the ice sheet. This
ditch-lie edge is called a fosse. The
northern half of the island, the moraine, was deposited as the glacier

melted and retreated. Its hummocky
terrain was created by piles of debris
dropped by the glacier and the melting
of imbedded blocks of ice called
kettles. Rivers and streams ran seaward, south from the receding glacier,
carrying till and sediment with them.
The deposition of this material created
the flat outwash plain that still reveals
the channel scars of the glacial rivers.
Where dammed with sand, they now
contain long catchment ponds, such as
Hummock and Miacomet Ponds.
Four topographic categories have
been identified (fig. 122): (1) The momine, with its rolling hummocky terrain, may visually absorb development due to numerous lower elevations and intervening hills. (2) The
valleys, or channel scars, are linear
depressions that run north-south for
continuous lengths of one-half to two
miles. (3) The outwash plain is generally flat and, along the coast, very
exposed, with long uninterrupted vist ~ that
s make development here particularly visible. (4) Linear hillsides
and edges along beaches that are con-

tinuous and elevated make houses visibleatthe greatestdistance.Thisgrouping includes the cliffs and the fosse
areas of the island as well as bowl-like
depressions such as that containing
Sesachacha Pond.
From this analysis differentiated
guidelines have been developed for
major landscape types of the island,
according to their individual characteristics and sensitivity to new development. The recommendations that
follow deal with siting of the buildings
and other related aspects that affect
their harmony withthe1andscape.Discussion of each landscape type first
presents acharacterization of the landscaDe to identifv it and to foster asense
of thesetting, followed by suggestions
based on the cumulative effect of construction of many new buildings.

Open Plains
From Siasconset to Madaket along
the South Shore are the level open
plains created by the wash of till and
sediment from the glaciers to the sea
(fig. 123).Theyprimarily supportlowheight vegetation from afew inches to

Figure 124. Building in the expansive open plains.

several feet tall. The oak woodlands of
the Indians are long gone. These areas
were divided into quarters and farmed
briefly beginning in the late 18th century, but the soil was quickly worn out
and then abandoned.
Today this landscape is predominantly covered with the heath plant
community unique in New England. Vegetation
Its most typical plants are the groundhugging beach heath (also called poverty grass), lichen and bearbeny. These
hardy plants must survive the strong
salt-laden winds that sweep across the
broad open plain from the south. As a
result, the plants along the coast are
kept to a maximum height of 6 to 12
inches. As the distance from theshoreline increases, the plants gradually
become taller,ranging up to about four
feet in this landscape type. Common
heath species are bayberry, low bluebeny,lowhuckleberry,sweetgale and
sweet fern. The inland edge of the
heath plant community is slowly being taken over by invading shrubs and
scrub trees.
On poor soils or areas of exposed
subsoils, the heath ground cover represents the first stage of plant succes-

measure of distance.
Therefore, the illusion
created is that this landscape is larger than it really is. Such spaciousness, especially of such a
tenuous nature a s
Nantucket's, is easily destroyed by buildings that
change the scale of the
landscape, stop the eye
and forceit upward rather
than along the ground
plane.

Fingure 125. Equal spacing or setback is monotonous.

Site Planning,Lot Layout
Clustering of lots
and houses is more critical in these areas than in
other landscapes because
scattered tall houses will
cluster ohliterate the original character of the
~~t~
land. Even a few lots are better clustered so that the houses can be placed
closer together with more openness
around them, thus breaking the visual
monotony of houses equally spaced
on uniformly sized lots.

sion. Important and beautiful as it is,
this low heath is easily damaged by
physicalabrasion. Wherevehicleshave
roamed across the landscape the heath
vegetation has died. Even the onetime passing of a vehicle may cause
destmction of the ground cover.
Other vegetation types in this landscape include cultivated farm fields
and grass meadows. Small areas of
~
salt marsh and fresh water marsh, flat
visibility
with low grasses, reeds and sedges,
have also been included in this classification.
The major quality of the open plains
isits expansiveness, its uniform-height
vegetation that stretches to the sea
(fig. 124). With nothing to intervene,
distant buildings and places are easily
visible. Thereisno shelter in this landExposed scape; everything is exposed. Hurri- Shared
canes roaring up the coast assault the Orientation
island along its open southern edge.
Tightness and lowness are responses
of survival. The horizontal line of the
land rules here, and no vertical elements occur naturally to indicate the

Road Layout Roads and drives will
i be visihle
~ in any case,
i so they~ should ~
be minimized, combined wherever
possihle, or slightly depressed. In flat
and open areas, main roads should
follow a straight or long curved line,
not wander arhitrarily.
Building Siting If buildings are
spread out but are less than approximately 200 feet apart, a shared orientation will give them a sense of relatedness when seen together across the
landscape and is preferred to random
placement. When oriented similarly,
varied setbacks and spacings between
units can he used to avoid monotony
(fig. 125). As a way to define exterior
spaces associated with the house and

to keep the size and scale of buildings
small, the house may be designed as a
group of buildings clustered together,
including the garage and other outbuildings.

Bulk and Scale In this open landscape, the bulk and scale of a building
are the most important aspects of its
design. They should be kept small.
The exposure to the elements in this
landscape has historically- kept
- buildingsinalowprofile. Large-scale structures willdiminishtheunbounded scale
of the outwash plain. They will break
the land's horizontal line with their
protruding shapes, and their tall walls
will shorten the perception of distance
along the ground plane (fig. 126).
The simplest way to reduce a
building's scaleis to breakits bulkinto
smaller adjoining masses. In this way
the outer dimensions and areas of the
wall planes will be smaller and less
imposing and will lessen the vertical
emphasis
of the dominant mass, carry.
ing the eye back to the ground (fig.
127).
It is recommended that buildings
not exceed 25 feet in total height and 25' Height
nothaveany two-story walls (fig. 128). Maximum
This 25-feet height policy will be
strictly adhered to in the open areas
that are uninterrupted to the shoreline,
such as along the South Shore. Where

clumps of tall vegetation are found
within the landscape, or where other
special site conditions exist that could
mask astructure's height, abuildingof
a greater height than recommended
may be approved. A tight cluster of
buildings surrounded by open landscape may exceed the height restriction, but it is recommended that its
height taper down to one story at its
outer edges.

Massing Because buildings on large
lots in this landscape will be seen from
a distance profiled against one another, it is important that their overall
visual character be related, especially Gabled
their masses. The similarity of sloped Volumes
roof planes is important. Massing
should be of gabled volumes of different sizes, with sheds attached or integrated with them. Shapes that emphasize verticality, such as gambrel roofs,
are discouraged. Building masses
crowned with hipped roofs or other
single, central peaks are also discouraged became they create a point of
focus along the horizon that claims the
eye. Instead, a horizontal ridge line is
prefened on the flat, open plain.
Roofs The clear expression of the
roof plane is one of the most prominent and essential features of building
in this landscape. It is recommended

Figure 126. Tall buildings disrupt the open plains.
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New Plantings It is very difficult to
grow taller plant types in the exposure
of the coastal outwash plain. All plants
Hardy in this area must toleratesalt, wind and
Species dryness. The best plants to use are
mentswhenviewedacrosstheplains,espeeither indigenous or such hardy spetidy if interior and large.
cies as Japanese Black Pine, Russian
Olive and Rosa Rugosa. Shelter from
the winds is important for new
plantings. Plantingscan be usedaround
buildings to soften the transition from
the vertical wall to the ground. An
infoimal, naturalistic planting design
is moreincharacterwith thelandscape
than formal designs. Linear and regular-shaped forms such as hedges are
best used only as architectural extenSame volume reduced in scale.
Figure 127. A single
sions of huildings, along the lines of
large block shape.
fences or walls.
that all main roofs use a 7- or &inch in 12inch pitch to establish aunity among them.
Large shed dormers that cover most of a
roof plane are specifically discouraged.
Chimneysare expressivearchitecturalele-

Natural
Vegetation
and
Plantings The sense of unlimited
space in the horizontal landscape is
created in part by the continuity and
undisturbedchar~cterofitslowground
cover, emphasized by the subtlety of
color and texture of the vegetation.
The unity and scale of this landscape
Retain can best be maintained if the natural
Ground ground cover is disturbed as little as
'Over
possible.Therefore,itis recommended
that the house claim only as much
outdoor space as it needs for its access
and attached exterior living spaces,
and that a clear distinction be made
between the built environment of the
house and thenatural landscape.Rather
than cutting the land into yard fragments or large lots, it is advisable that
the natural ground cover extend up to
the dwelling.

25 feet
maximum
height

Driveways and Paths The area for
driveways and paths should be minimized. They may he simply cutthrough
the natural mound cover, only as wide
Simple as needed to accommodate wheels and
feet. Single lane roadways with turnCuts
outs for passing can be used to reduce
the size. Shared driveways,ratherthan
unnecessary duplications, are recommended (fig. 129). Parking spaces are
best kept small and close to the stmcture or integrated with it to reduce their
presence in the landscape.

-

Fences Where houses are sited on
large lots, fences are not necessary or
appropriate, as they arein town. Fences
conflict with the primary goal of continuity in and with the natural landscape because they interrupt and divide it. In general, it is best if fences

A
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i

Figure 128. Maintain a low height in the outwash plain, maximum 25 feet.
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Figure 129. Combined driveways reduce land
disturbance.
and walls are kept close to buildings in
order to maintain a unified, compact
structure separate and distinct from
the natural landscape. This type fence,
used to enclose or define exterior space
adjacent to the building, is fitting if
related in form to the building or connected to it. Thedesign isbest if simple
in treatment and left a natural wood
color.
Boundary fences intended to visually define the limits of one's property Boundary
or large open areas are discouraged. Fences
Where fences are needed, such as to
enclose animals or prevent unauthorized access, they will be approved.
Where used, a fence should be of a
visually open design through which
the landscape can be seen.
Horizontal fence members
will harmonize best with the
ground plane. Fences of natural rustic materials, such as
split rail, are recommended.

particularly objectionable. Overall
building modesty and horizontal profile are important.

Glacial Valleys
The ouhvash plain, which extends
south from the terminal moraine area
of the island, is dissected by ancient
river-channel scars once fed by melting glacier ice (see fig. 123,page 126).
These are the narrow glacial valleys of
the South Shore, running north-south
to the sea, the largest of them being
Madequecham Valley, which reaches
inland more than 9,300 feet from the
\
ocean (fig. 130). At their coastal ends
these valleys have beenclosedoff from Geography
the sea by sand deposition, thus forming catchment ponds such as Long
Pond and Miacomet Pond. Periodically storms breach these dune barriers and flood the valleys toward the
center of the island. As a result, the
fresh water ponds become brackish,
limiting their ecology to salt-tolerant
species. In 1954,a heavy storm caused
a breakthrough at Hummock Pond,
temporarily connecting it with the
ocean. In some valleys, such as

All other general guidelines
apply. Because of the visibility of buildings in this setting,
whether near or far, extreme
care must be given to their
design. The impact of overscaled fenestration and monumental facades is extremely
noticeable and detrimental.
Elevated decks not inteerated
into the building design are Figure 130. Madequecham, a glacial valley.

-

outwash plain. Standing
..
inside a glacial valley's
linear space there is a
long vista, but only in
two directions. Where a
linear pond has formed,
the valley has a focus on
the water. Each glacial
valley is a special setting of finite scale as
opposed to thesurrounding plain.
The vegetation in the
glacial valleys varies
with the position of the
land relative to the sea
and the availability of
flesh water. Near the
Figure 131. A uniform subdivision obliterates a glacial valley.
ocean the vegetation is
Nobadeer, ponds no longer exist below due to its wind and salt exposure
cause of evaporation and sand deposi- vegetation
and periodic flooding. In the bottoms,
tion over many years. 'They hold water
which have ponds, richer soils and
only after storm flooding or during the
closer access to water than higher
seasonal high water table.
ground, foster the growth of grasses,
Theglacialvalleys are important not
sedges and reeds. On the exposed
only as visible accounts of the geoslopes, the fragile heath plant commulogical history of theisland, but also as
nity predominates. Further inland,
physical and visual corridors in the
where not trimmed back by the elements, some glacial
valleys have been
taken over by taller
shrub growth.
Because of their distinctive beauty and
narrow area, the glacial valleys should not
be developed at all.
They are natural and
logical open-space
corridors that can
serve adjacent development on the plains.
Because of the valleys' fragile vegetation, potential for
storm and sea floodinr.
., and Door senticClustered lots and houses keep open the glacial valley axis.
system drainage(pos132

ing the threat of ground water pollution during the seasonal high water
table), the higher areas are better suited
for development than the valleys.
If any structure is built in the glacial
valley, the primary goal for its placement and design
" is to maintain the
essence of the valley, to preserve its
linear axis, and to preserve the land as
the primary form of the place, with
building secondary or merged with it.
Because buildings will be most prominent when seen from the center of the
channel scar. careful consideration
must be eiven to the asoects of the
buildings that face into the valley.

-

Building Siting Buildings should be
sited on or at least near the side slope
of the valley, never into its center (fig.
132). Nor is it good siting to locate
them at the top of the slope where their
entire mass will be starkly silhouetted

Figure 132. Houses sited low and to the side of the glacial

Site Planning, Lot Layout When
development does take place in the
glacial valley, lots should not be laid
out in its bottom; instead, they should
Houses
sited in the center of a glacial vc~lley.
be clustered along its sides in order to
keep the linear axis intact and open
through the glacial valley (fig. 131).
against the sky. It is better to bring
Slope
Where a valley is quite wide or has
them down the grade so that the slope
Clusters
contains the buildings and serves at
only small side slopes, it is recomleast as a partial backdrop for them.
mended that at least the central onethird of its width remain undeveloped.
Alinearlotpatternalong the sideslope
Grade
Contours
and
could provide a view into and through
Foundations Thecontinuity andinthe valley for all and a pattern and
tegrity of the valley land form is imrhythm of houses in harmony with the
portant to maintain. Where a building
is placed on a side slope, the design of Compatible
landscape.
the unit can relate to the change in with
ground level about it. It is improper to Landscape
Road Layout The road can be
place a home designed for aflat site on
closely related to the ground form. A
a sloped site in amanner thatinterrupts
good alignment will run with the valthe natural ground line. Noticeable
ley along a side slope or with the gentle
curve of the land. The movement Inconspicuouslarge flat areas or hank cuts around
houses are discouraged. The foundathrough thevalley along its axis height- Design
tions of buildings should be small to
ens a person's sense of the valley, as is
observed along existing sand tracks in
help the building keep a low profile.
severalof thevalleys. Conversely, sevPreservation of Natural Vegetation
eral roads crossing the valley perpendicular to its axis will cut up the valley
Where the vegetation is in the heath
visually. All new roads should be kept
plant community, it is recommended
that it he disturbed as little as possible
inconspicuous by restricting disturbance of natural vegetation.
because it is fragile, yet well adapted

-
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Figure 133. The Nantucket shoreline as seen @on? Tupancy BlufJ:
to the site conditions. Periodically,
largerinvadingplants should becleared
out to prevent overgrowth by shrub or
scrub oak growth.
Where vegetation is already higher,
such as shrub growth orthickets, it can
be cut back to better reveal the land
form, make open settings for houses
and createvistas through the valley. In
general, the clearings should not he in
Clearings straight lines or in geometric shapes,
but in naturally curving lines. Rather
than each house having a clearing, one
could be made for several houses and
they could be sited at the edge of the
clearing.
Bulkandscale Buildingsmostcompatible with this narrow setting have a
small-scaled massing rather than a
large single-mass shape, which would
be bulky and visually intrusive. This
can be accomplished by keeping the
Small
Dimensions wall plane dimensions small, especially vertical ones and those perpendicular to the valley axis. In the gentle
depression of the glacial valley, there

are few vertical elements to gauge its
depth or scale. Because a number of
tall houses in the valley would overwhelm the land form, ground-hugging
buildings are preferred. Where the
vegetation is low, it is suggested that a
building not exceed a height of 22 feet
from the average grade elevation of
the house. A slightly taller building
may be dpproved if its average roof
height is kept below 22 feet by attachment of lower roofs.
Driveways and Parking These
physical alterations of the ground surface are best kept small and
unobtrusive. Cars and garages may be
less visible in the valley if placed on
the uphill side of a building rather than
on the down slope.
Fences Fences are discouraged in
the glacial valleys where their placement would break up the continuity of
the linear land form. If they run perpendicular to the valley axis they will
be visually distracting.

Shoreline
The Nantucket shoreline consists of
64 miles of sand beaches, continuous
except for a few salt marshes. This is
the island's great resource; its aesthetic, recreational and natural qualities areuniversally enjoyed by natives,
summer residents, tourists and researchers (fig. 133). The sandy shorelineis in constant flux, adynamic edge
molded by the rhythm of tide, wind
and storm. Comparisons of old maps
and records with those of current ones
Figure 134. The shoreline is constantly changing because o j
clearly show the island's changing
coastal erosion.
configurations (fig. 134).
A 1966study of Nantucket, Selected
Resources of the Island, identified 19
Erosion Nantucket's shoreline is in
distinctive shoreline types based on
constant flux, ebbing a good deal more
differences in tides, bluffs, dunes,
than it flows (well less than five perslopes, surface material, erosion and
cent of what is lost to erosion at one
vegetative cover. The prevalentshorearea of the island is redeposited at
line character has dry and tide beaches
another), making erosion a primary
with six to 10 percent slope in a strip Greography, consideration in planning for new
50 to 200 feet wide, backed by bluffs V egetation building at water's edge.
of varying height (up to 100 feet at
Sankaty Head and 30 to 40 feet along
the northern shore Nantucket cliffs).
The shoreline vegetation is all low
and fragile. Salt-tolerant beach grass
clings to the wind-piled sand by its
thin, spreadingroot growth. Beach pea,
golden rod and, in places, poison ivy
join in the stabilization of the sand
dunes. However, physical disturbances
by humans or storms can easily destroy the delicate grasp of these plants.
It is imperative to protect the scenic
and largely undeveloped quality of
Nantucket's shoreline. The shoreline,
at its best, is solely sea, sand and sky.
At certain locations or intervals, existing settlements of closely spaced units
are seen along the beach front. New
development should avoid scattershot
Figure 135. Beach holises hang precariously over Cisco Bluff
building, especially the intrusion of
in the eorly 1990s. An entire line of wciterfrorzt houses here,
large houses peering down from bluff
incl~rdi~ig
these, were lost or relocated.
or dune, and be clustered similarly.
135

ofbeing lost to the forces of erosion. sincethis
photograph was taken, approximately 80 more feet of
bluffhave been lost. The buildings beside the lighthouse
havebeen relocated to another~altof the island.

South Shore from Tom Nevers to
Smith's Point, where literally tens of
Four
feet
can be lost annually. Second is
Erosion
Zones the eastern bend of the island, encompassing all of Low Beach, from
Sesachacha Pond to 'Sconset. While
the annual rate of erosion is .8 feet a
year along the 100-feet-high Sankaty
bluff, for several years prior to 1988,
when erosion there leveled off, it was
losing six to eight feet a year. But in
one fierce storm, a nor'easter in the
fall of 1991, upwards of 40 feet of
bluff at the lighthouse was lost, leaving it a mere 70 feet from the edge.
Similarly, Low Beach in the 'Sconset
area-the wide sandexpanse on which
Cod Fish Park is situated--did not
exist 150yearsago. Theocean washed
up against the bluff itself. In recent
years, a proposed waste water treatmentplantonhw Beach was scrapped
because in roughly a year (1989-90)
more than 150 feet of beach was lost.
The third worst area for erosion is the
North Shore from Eel Point to town.
Although Nantucket harbor waterfront
is theleast affected by erosion, poorly
placed structures can be at peril along
this shoreline, too.

Site Planning To assess the impact
of erosion on shorelineproperty, buildMost of Nantucket is erosional. Paters would be well advised to consult a
terns examined over 150 years exclude no areaof costal shoreline. What Nantucket qualified coastal expert and also the
varies is the rate of erosion at varying Shoreline Nantucket Shorelinesurvey, prepared
bvtheMassachusetts Instituteof Techpoints of the island, and always the Survey
nology. The survey is available for
effects of the episodic ravages of a
public perusal at the Atheneum, the
single bad storm or storm season. In
science library at the Maria Mitchell
the recent past, Great Point Light
Science Center and in the Stackpole
toppled over in a March, 1984, storm
library of the Foulger Research Cen(rebuilt in 1987) and several houses
ter.
along the South Shore (fig. 135) have
A considerable set back from the
been lost to erosion, with Sankaty
beachor
bluff is mandatorv. Wetlands
Lighthouse imperiled (fig. 136).
Generally, the island can be divided
Set regulationsexpressly state thatthedisinto four erosional areas of dirninishBack tance from all buildings to the coastal
beach or bank be at least 20 times the
ing impact. The worst areais theentire
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Figure 137. Large uniform lots divide the
shoreline.
average annual shoreline erosion rate,
but this should be viewed as conservative. It is also a good idea for foundations and the house structures themselves to be designed in such a way
that they can easily he relocated if
necessary. Houses, nevertheless,
should be built with regular foundations on solid ground. As foundations,
pilings are discouraged.
LotLayout Thesubdivisionoflarge
lots along the shoreline for private use
will very quickly deplete the island's
shoreline resource. Considerationmust
be given to how the beach edge relates Cluster
to theland behind it. Rational planning Lots
should coordinate these inland areas,
especially open plains, with the beach
frontage. Therefore, the recommendation is to pull all lots back from the
'shoreline, or cluster them and thereafter preserve the natural state of the
beaches through common or public
ownership (fig. 137).
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Lots clustered or set backfrom the beach
edge.
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Building Siting The primary objective is not to have structures visible
from the water's edge. A string of
buildings should not appear to be
marching down the entire edge of the
beach. Buildings sited on large lots
along the shoreline should be set back
from the bluff or dunes along the beach Goal:
so that they are not visible from it or, at Low
the most, no more than their roofs are Profile
visible (fig. 138). Houses should not
be built on the dunes, which are protectors of the shoreline. The tenuous r
dune vegetation must be protected i '
against the wandering traffic of wheels
and feet. Foot paths and vehicle tracks
through the dunes must he tightly restricted. They should he kept narrow
and combined, where possible.
Bulk and Scale Since a building
along the water'sedgehasanextremely
visible position, it is important that its Unimposing
bulk and scale he small and unimposing. The low profile beach frontage

Figure 138. Houses set backfram the beach edge ure screened from view.
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houses along the South Shore east of
Surfside Beach are a model design.
Fenestration Houses along the
beach have to learn to live with sand
because normal winds and storms will
Sandlwind pickup sand and hurl it at them. Large
Threats
areas of glassaresusceptible toscratch
damage if close to the sand source
during a period of high velocity winds.

Hillside Edge and Elevated
Landscape
The hillside edge landscape type includes those linear areas of the island
that lack vegetation tall enough to visually absorb new buildings (fig. 139).
Because they have a commanding position in the island landscape, buildings placed on these hillsides and
crests are highly visible for long distances.

Figure 139. Shoreline, hillside edge and moraine.
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These areas include the ice contact
slopes of the fosse and the edges of the
moraine landscape; on the east end of
the island, they are narrow stretches of
land rising 30 to 50 feet above lower
Geography lands. Bowl-like areas elevated and
visible on all sides, such as around
Sesachacha Pond and Ram Pasture,
and coastal areas of the cliffs are also
classified in this prominent landscape.
This terrain is visually critical to the
land below its slopes. Its hillsides form
a border that contains the lower environs and is visible throughout it. Since
elevated hillside areas of Nantucket
are few and small in area, the design of
buildings must he careful to complement these areas. The recommended
intent is for buildings to blend into the
landscape to minimize their visibility.
Site Planning, LotLayout Thelayout of lots and roads should relate to

the form of the land rather than ignore
it, as would be the case with a uniform
grid. Lots should be clustered to keep Hillside
the hillside undeveloped, especially Clusters
where narrow, to keep new construction off most prominent locations.

RoadLayout Itisrecommendedthat
roads be kept off the hillsides except
where necessary. A road pattern that
gently curves or slopes with the land is
preferred to astraightline or rectangu- Follow
lar layout. On steep slopes the road Land
shouldcross thecontoursat an angle to Contours
reduce its physical and visual disturbance.

Figure 140. Buildings sited high on the
hillside slope or crest.
they do not need to be tall to have a
distant vista. Where the vegetation is Low,
not low, the building height may be Adjoining
raised accordingly. At the crest of the Masses
hill, where there is no backdrop for a
building, its height should be restricted
to 25 feet overall (fig. 142).

Building Sites Buildings should be
sited to minimize their prominence,
and therefore should not be placed at
the top of the slope or crest of a hill
where they will be seen silhouetted
against the skyline and will be visible Hillsides,
atadistance. Rather, itis recommended Not Crests
that they be placed down the slope
where they will have the hillside for a
background (fig. 140). With this siting, it is important to have a dark,
natural-color roof that will blend into
the landscape colors.

Figure 141. Fragmented or geometric
clearings in the landrcape.

Natural Vegetation Because of the
elevation of the land, sizable clearings
and alterations of the natural vegetationwill bedistinctly noticeable. Keeping clearings small, associated with Clearings
individual units, or combining such
areas into a naturalistic shape will prevent the landscape from looking fragmented (fig.
141).
.

Naturalistic and cortnecting clearings.

-

Bulk and Scale The bulk and scale
of a building should be of moderate
size so as not to reduce the apparent
size of the hillside. A large house bulk
is best broken into smaller adjoined
parts. Since buildings are already
elevated above their surroundings,

t

Figure 142. On hill crests buildings should be low, a
maximum of 25 feet.
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Details Thescaleofabuilding'sfenestration and the color of its walls and
trim must also be carefully considered
to keep the house from standing out in
landscape.
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Figure 143. Altar Rock -peaks and valleys of

Undulating Moraine
(Including the Moors)

maintained the grassland. ConseVegetation quently, the moraine area of the island
today is almost entirely in low vegetation, mainly grasses and heath, or
medium-height vegetation of shrubs,
scrub oak and pine growth. Many of
these lands are known as 'moors', a
heath landscape unique in New England. Unfortunately, their beauty attracts the wandering paths of visitors,
destroying the fragile vegetation, as
well as new structures, which obliterate the scenic qualities for which they
were built. Another threat to the moors
is the invasion by taller shrub species.
From 1951 to 1971,30 percent of the
heath area of Nantucket was lost to
such plant succession. Without periodic management of clearing or burning, the heath-covered moors will
soon disappear.
the rolling moors.
Site Planning, Lot Layout Close
clustering of buildings is much more
sensitive to the land than is scattered
construction. The most damaging
practice is to sell the hills for their view
potential, which results in houses sited
Preserving on the crests. If houses were built on
the Moors every crest, soon all sense of the
landscape's rolling contours would be
lost. Already this very problem is
threatening the moraine landscape
across the island. In a better layout,

When the glacier receded 10,000
years ago, it deposited the terminal
moraine that runs through the northern
half of the island (see fig. 139, pg.
138). Today this landscape is a soft,
Geography undulating terrain of small hills and
depressions that roll away from the
viewer, hinting of areas hidden behind
its crests and marking the distance of
vistas. This landscape's timeless, often moody character changes with the
shift of light (fig. 143).
The present appearance of the gently rolling areas of the island is as
much the result of human intervention
as the unconscious forces of nature.
After deforestation in the 17th century, most of the open areas were used
as sheep-growing commons. For 150
years these hills were closely clipped Figure 144. Hills should be shared by several
by the animals. Periodic hurnings lots rather than cluimed by one.

Figure 145. Straight roadr disrupt the land
form.

'

Roads should curve with the-land and avoid
hilltops.

several lots would share a hill or small
ridge by backing up to its crest (fig.

144).
RoadLayout Straight roads are not
appropriate here. New roads should be
winding, narrow and preferably un- Follow
paved, curving in the gentle manner of Contours
the ground over which they pass, their
meander periodically passing in and
out of view (fig. 145). The number of
roads should he kept at a minimum. If
the vegetation is not low, roads can be
hidden by a layout that flows with the
land. If a road cut creates a narrow
linear space through tall shruh growth,
it should occasionally be opened onto
a clearing or distant vista.
Building Siting The placement of a
new building is the most critical decision affecting its design and visual
impact. A house that is placed directly
on top of one of the hills of the rolling
moraine is a self-centered object, concemedonly withits ownview. Itclaims

Figure 146. Tall houses sited on hilltops.

and dominates the hill, asserting its
own presence and making the hill ap- Low or
pear smaller in size. The moors will be Hillside
destroyedquickly by even a few build- Placement
ings placed in such a manner. Instead,
a building should be placed on a side
slope or lower level area, so the hill
will rise behind or in front of the structure and only the roof, or part of it, will
be visible across the landscape (fig.

146).
Fences Fences that divide the landscape are discouraged except where
they are functionally necessary. If
erected, they should curve with the
land rather than run in straight lines.
Grading and Foundations Although
it may be necessary to alter the slope to
place a building on the land, it is im- preserve
portant to maintain the continuity of Terrain
the rolling terrain. The building design
itselfcan work with theexistinnchange
in grade to minimize alterations of the
gentle ground contours. A structure

.
low profile.
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Clearings with natural shapes, emphasizing
the land form.

Figure 147. Geometric clearings and
houses centered in clearings.

Yards1
Lawns

tions are recommended. The introducdesigned for a flat site should not be
tion of trees in this terrain, devoid of
placed on a platform made by flattentall vertical elements, is not recoming a hilltop or by being carved out of
mended, particularly on a hilltop.
a hillside. Any change of the existing
The beautifullowly vegetatedmoors
grade, as well as the construction of
should not he allowed to grow into a
retaining walls, should be minimized
thicket or forest. It is recommended
and concealed. New grading should
that undesired invader plants be periestablishcontours compatible with the
odically cleared out. With the guidexisting land form. In areas of low
vegetation, the building's foundation Appropriate ance of the town fire chief, annual
is best kept low, e.g., one block above Grooming hurnings might be used to maintain the
distinctive heath. Where the formerly
grade, so that it will hug the ground.
sheep-clipped moors have disappeared
This is preferable to a building set on
into shrub vegetation,
the landscape
a high base separated from its site and
can
be
enhanced
by
removal
of some
surroundings.
of the overgrown vegetation. In the
hollows, the thicket frequently grows
Natural Vegetation The flow of the
taller than on a hilltop. This partially
land is accentuated by the continuity
camouflages the difference in grade
of the natural vegetation. Like a tight
elevation between the high and low
skin on the earth's surface, it is set off,
areas, reducing the drama of the unduin places, by an occasional clump of
lating terrain. Clearing only the hillinvadingshruhs. Becauseof its beauty,
tops will tend to flatten the ground
fragility and unique quality, it is imcontour and is therefore not desirable.
portant to preserve as much of the
Clearings can be cut in the thicket to
heath ground cover as possible. Yards
provide open spaces and interesting
and mowed lawns appear out of place
views. Houses are best sited at the
in thislandscape andinterruptitsunity.
edge of large clearings rather than in
Instead, it is recommended that small
the middle. Iindividual residences can
exterior spaces he developed in concarve their own smaller private spaces
.iunction with the house desien. Landout of the thicket. clearings should not
scape plantings around a house should
he made in geometric shapes, but folhave an informal character that blends
low a -naturally curving line sympawith the natural vegetation. They can
thetic to the land. If many clearings are
be placed close to a building to help its
made separately they will look fragvertical planes flow easily into the
mented and unnatural and will internatural setting. Indigenous plants that
ruptthelandscapecontinuity (fig. 147).
are well adapted to these site condi-

-

Figure 148. Inappropriate placement of a house on a hilltop.

Driveways andparking Driveways
should be minimized and sited where
inconspicuous; they are best if left as
two-wheel tracks on the land. All cars Low
should be kept off the hilltops and as Tracks
low as possible.
Bulk andscale Theappropriateness
of a building's bulk depends on its
siting. The more prominently the elevation, the more the bulk should hug
the ground and be organized to relate
to the shape of the land. If a building
must be placed on the crest of a hill, it
should be only one story in height.
Below a hill or in a valley, the building
height may be taller but not so high as
to boldly interrupt the rolling horizon
(see fig.142, pg. 139). It is recommended that buildings he small-scale,
especially on the vertical plane. Largescale elements in the wall design that
would make the building stand out,
including fenestration and monumental facades, are discouraged.
Massing General guidelines apply.
In this continually sloping setting, the
gable and shed-shaped masses are most
appropriate. A building's massing
should reflect the unity and balance of
the ground undulations, that is, it

Height,
Size,
Detail
Limits

should not he too fragmented or disordered. Dominant
A dominant central Central
mass is suggested by the Mass
hills. The massing of a
large building should be
reduced in height and
scale along its outer
edges to reduce the vertical emphasis of the
wall and return the eye
to the ground (see fig.
126, pg. 129).

Roofs General guidelines apply. With proper site planning,
roofs should be the primary building
element seen in this landscape. The
slopingroof shapes arehestkeptsimple
and ordered to harmonize with the Visibility
sweeping line of the hills. It is suggested that the line of the roof be
extended close to the ground either in
the same plane or by additive sheds
around a main gable. This will relate
the roof line to the ground, which is
imperative near the hilltops.
The pitch of the roof is a primary
factor in fitting the house into the rolling landscape. It is recommended that
Pitch
before the house design is decided on,
the site of the building he viewed from
various surrounding positions to understand the slopes of the land. All
roof lines are intended to be seen as
part of a hackdrop of rolling hills rather
than as obiects silhouetted against the
horizon (tig. 148).

-

Details Large running shed dormers
arespecitlcally discouraged due to their
obliteration of the main roof slope. In Porch
the undulating landscape, a porch is vs.
preferred to an exposed large deck Deck
because of its sloped roof; this can be
effectively integrated under the main
roof plane.

Figure 149. Woodlands and level scrub growth.

of the trunks and branches makes
spaces within the woodlands small
and intimate. Sight distances are short
hut are compensated for by the everchanging light quality filtered through
the branches and leaves or needles.
The color and texture of the bark and
the structure of the trunks establishes
the tactile, finely scaled feeling of the
setting. The woodlands provide contrast and edges for open areas, and can
he attractive for developmentthatcapitalizes on their assets.

Woodlands
Areas of the island that have woodland vegetation above 20 feet, either
deciduous or coniferous, absorb the
visual impact of development because
of this vegetative screening (fig. 149).
Building sites in this landscape can be
easily concealed (fig. 150).
Although Nantucket is thought to
have been covered with mature deciduous forests when first settled by
the English, by 1700, it was barren of
timber as a result of clearing and fires.
Pine forests have been replanted since
1850 but growth has remained very
slow. The wooded areas today are limVegetation ited in size by soil conditions and
exposure to harsh elements; the farther inland and more sheltered, the
taller the trees. Few exceed 25 feet in
height. Today about 35 percent of
Nantucket is covered with this woodland vegetation, a distinctive feature
of the island (fig. 151). The closeness

Site Planning, L o t Layout The
planning of suhdivisions in the wooded
landscape should take full advantage

x
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Figure 150. A house nestled within the
woodlunds.

of the absorptive visual quality of the
woodlands. The lots and roads should Set Back
be pulled back from the main through Lot
roads of the island to maintain an edge Clusters
of forest screening (fig. 152). To conceal houses, larger lots can be placed
on the outer perimeter of a development. Clustering of lots is recommended, and such groupings or other
careful lot layout can be employed to
maintain large contiguous stands of
trees. Care should be taken to prevent
cutting the forests into small groups of
trees that no longer are a woodland,
unable to provide the benefits of shade,
wind protection, intimacy, privacy and
inherent visual interest.
Road Layout Main roads through
woodlands are more pleasant if they
are curved instead of straight, eliminating the tunnel effect. Driveways
should be narrow and combined where
possible. If the lot is small, the vegeta- Visual
tion thin or a view of the house is Corridors
desired, it is useful to think of the
driveway as a visual corridor giving a
focused, selective view of the huilding. Site planning that presents only a
view of the garage door from the road
is neither desirable nor in scale with
the forest; it is better to see an interesting corner of the house or its entrance.
Parking and turn-around areas should
beconcealed from public view by their

Figure 151. The wooded lundscupe.
placement hehind the forest screen (fig.
153).
Clearings Clearings are notable
places in a forest hecause their enclosed openness provides an appeal- Build
ing contrast. Within clearings, it is a t
recommended that buildings he kept Edges
at the edge of the trees rather than
placed in their center. Clearings can he
created in the forest or along thesideof
the road to vrovide a
greater view and larger
scale spaces.

Figure 152. A buffer of trees screens housing subdivisiorzs.

Building Siting Any
house in the forest should
respond to the character Selective
of its setting rather than Clearing
attempt to make it something else, such as an open
grassy lot. The forest can
he selectivelv cleared to
make private exterior

spaces that relate to interior and to
outdoor functions.

scale and if sensitively integrated into
it, may be used as component masses
of the total building. The idea of comVariations pact massing is not as important in the
forest as it is in open areas. If done
with restraint and moderation, massing may be notched, cantilevered, interpenetrated or otherwise varied.

Bulk and Scale Within the forest,
the bulk of a building should not be
apparent from the public way. Natural
Relation to coloration of a building and breaks in
Woodlands massing behind the intervening screen
of vegetation can conceal the size of
the building from the road. Because
the forest has a
strong vertical line
,.
formed by numerous
tree trunks, the bulk
of the building may
be tall. However, it
is preferred that the
building's walls be
kept within the
heightof the forest's
canopy, thereby allowing only part of
the roof to protrude
above it. Slender or
vertical parts of the
overall building
massing, such as
Figure 153. Indirect access allows privacy and natural screening.
towers, can fit into
the forest setting if
Roofs General guidelines apply. The
not too large or too numerous.
roof planes may be of variable pitch
Massing A very simple geometric
according to the design composition.
volume will tend to stand out in the
A steeper pitch has a more vertical
expression and therefore may besatisforest by contrasting with thecomplex
Skylights, factory in the woods. In the enclosed,
tree structure. To adapt a building to
its site, it is recommended that the
Chimneys shaped space of a woodland, skylights are particularly useful for admass of the structure be broken up. If
mitting light and air to the interior.
the building is large it can be composed of anumber of smaller, attached
Skylights placed above the forest
canopy and visible from a public way
volumes. The lines made by the intershould follow the general design
section of the component masses will
guidelines: Rat, close, and parallel to
blend into the forest pattern.
the roof. However, if concealed within
The traditional types of massing of
the woodlands, the design of skylights,
Traditional the gabled volume, the hipped box and
their area and location, may vary.Brick
Values
the shed can be joined together into an
chimneys arerecommended.However,
unlimited variety of complex masses
quite suitable here. Other volume
metal chimneys are visually compatshapes, even curved, if not of great
ible with the wooded areas andmay be

-
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approved. Shiny or reflective finishes
are not approved unless concealed.

Details Decks not visible within the
forest are not restricted in size. Open,
small, wood-member railings make
them harmonious with their setting. A
house wall color should not be light,
causing it to contrast starkly with the
forest.

Level Scrub Growth
Because of the rhythm of yearly
growth, level scrub growth is gradually covering more and more of the
island (see fig. 149, pg. 144). This
includes thoseunmanaged lands where
medium-heightvegetation, in the range
of 5 to 10feet, has generally overtaken
level, open lands with a blanket of
coarse, dense plant growth. Majorspe- Invasive
cies of this landscape type are the low Vegetation
deciduous scrub oak, low evergreen
pitch pines and other hardy shrub invaders that successfully compete with
ground cover plants, especially the
fragile heath, for light and moisture.
This same plant succession is unfortunately also creeping over other island

landscapes, such as moors and hillsides. Because of harsh island exposure and poor soil, this scrub growth is
closely cropped to its limited height
even after it reaches maturity. The
short bushy form of this tree species is
easily distinguished from those in the
woodlands, which have erect, singletrunkconfigurations. Due to its nearly
impenetrable quality, the scrub vegetation provides effective physical
barriers and visual screening but it
offers little space for movement under
its canopy.
Generally, this landscape grouping
contributes less than the others to the
scenic beauty of the island and thus
recommendations for this landscape
type are not as extensive as those for
other island areas. For the most part, it
is a featureless setting that restricts
movement or vistas within it. However, its proximity to othervaluedparts
of the environment makes it attractive
for development. Therefore, houses
built in this landscape classification
must, nonetheless, consider their
position and profile within the limited
area of the island. Building features
visible above the vegetation, hence

across thelandscape, should beguided
by the recommendations for the Open
Plains landscape (see page127). Roofs
that stick out above the low scrub or
shrub growth are the primary forms
needing coordination. Moreover,
thoughtful site planning can take advantage of the assets of the thicket for
privacy.
Site Planning, Lot and Road Layout
When roads or other paths are cut
through the scrub overgrowth, they
assume a tunnel-lie quality. A curvNatural ing alignment willcut off monotonous
Privacy, straight vistas. Lot development can
Common be screened from main roadways or
Clearings visually sensitive locations by the
maintenance of intervening borders of
intact scrub and shrub growth. On the
other hand, tight clustering of houses
will allow, functionally and economically, the creation of larger shared
clearings. The vegetation offers agood
background for spaces and houses
within it. In the thick growth a number
of clearings can he carved out (in irregular, naturalistic shapes) to create

Rubble foundation.
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mini-landscapes and a sequence of
spaces to move through. Where several houses are placed in a clearing, it
is good to site them along its edges
rather than in its center.
Access Driveways and other forms
of access can be laid out in an indirect
manner to screen the house and surShared rounding space from the passerby. This
Drives will give the occupants greater privacy, whilemaintaining anatural edge
along the road. Shared access points
on through roads will favorably reduce the fragmentation of the vegetative backdrop.
Bulk and Scale Buildings will be
partially screened by the mediumheight vegetation, rarely over 10 feet.
Low,
Roofs protruding abovetheovergrowth
Nestled in willmark the presenceof the buildings
Vegetation and contribute to the landscape vista.
Low huildings nestled in the vegetation are preferred to tall, two-story
huildings that are noticeable across
the landscape (fig. 154).
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All major commercial projects are
reviewed by the Commission and the
Planning Board. The Planning Board
is responsible for all zoning-related
issues resulting from the intended use
of the site, while the Commission reviews exterior architectural features,
including materials and landscaping.
Early review at the schematic design
phase of a commercial project by both
the Commission and the Planning
Board is essential to save the developer both time and expense. It is
recommended that the developer
present drawings representing the scale
and relationship of the project's components as early on in the project's
conceptual life as possible.

Guidelines for Building
Commercial Structures
The Commission and Planning
Board's objective is to reconcile new
commercial architecture with the historic village character which determines Nantucket's existing commercial identity. Orderly streetscape patterns, small and clustered scale, traditional building forms, materials and
details, understated signage and appropriatelandscaping contribute to the
village conte.xt.
Traditional village life derives from
urban precedents which focused on Village
pedestrian needs. Nantucket's Main Context
Street serves as the model-a place

Pedestrian
Focus

where goods are bought and sold and
business is conducted. It is a compact
social setting where people continue
to enjoy a unique, small town quality
of life.
Suburbanization and its accommodation of the automobile has destroyed
the traditional pattern of life in many
places. Typical mainland commercial
strip development includes large, lowprofile buildings surrounded by asphalt parking areas and visually competitive signage. On Nantucket, strip
development is neither necessary nor
in keeping with the island's spirit.
Consideration of, and provision for,
pedestrians continue to be priorities
for new commercial development.
Addressing the requirements of the
automobile can be accomplished with
excellent alternatives which offer opportunities to protect Nantucket's environment and maintain traditional
village characteristics.

New Commercial
Design: Shops, Offices,
Lodgings, Restaurants
In-Town o r Settled Areas
In town, or in settlements such as
'Sconset, Madaket, Quidnet or
Wauwinet, the existing historic building context is the source for new deResidential sign. Scale, massing, proportion, roof
Scale
pitch and style should relate to surrounding building characteristics. Near
the Civil War Monument at the intersection of Main and Gardner Streets is
a building that was long used as a dry
cleaningestablishment. Its large front
windows and angled siting set the
small-scale building quietly apart from
its residential neighbors. A more recent example of appropriate commercial design is the Harbor House Hotel
complex located between South Beach

Fig. 155. Siting and respect for architectural tradition make the Harbor House Hotel
complex a model for commercial design.
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and North Water Streets (fig. 155).
area. Thecommunity's visual characThe clustered layout with main block
ter is enhanced by attractive facades
set back, interior curbside parking,
along the corridors, and parking lots
generous landscaping and understated
are more easily screened.
and respectful architectural design
In relatively undeveloped environmaintains a visually close relationship
ments, or fringe areas, commercial
r
with the surrounding neighborhood.
development plans should maintain ~
Stieet-facing elevations should try
the character-defining natural re- A~~~~
sources. Vegetation, topographical
to reflect Main Street design elements.
Traditional proportion and detail, with Traditional features, and wildlife habitats should
fenestration which provides attractive Detail
beidentified and maintained asa buffer
display of goods and welcoming entry
between the road and any proposed
areas enhanced by flower boxes,
structures. Levelling land, bmsh-cutbenches and attractive signage, are
ting wide swathes and creating unelements that are encouraged.
natural hollows are inappropriate. The
visual impact of new commercial huildOutlying Areas: Corridor
ings is reduced by keeping existing
natural buffers.
and Fringe Areas
Structures should he clustered well
On roadway corridors-main thoroughfares leading in and out of town , Corridors
away from the road. Good examples
including Old South Road and Sparks
of fringe area commercial develop- Siting
ment may be seen off Nobadeer Farm
Avenue-the following guidelines
Road, on SunIslandRoad andTeasdale
apply:
Buildings should be sited toward the
Circle.
front of thelot to maintain a traditional
In areas of significant natural vegrelationship with the road. Majorcometation, massing should not extend
mercial structures (over 4,000 square
above the existing tree line. Natural,
feet) should be designed so that the
earth tones and materials will complement the environment, and are recomnarrow elevation is placed perpendicular to the road, to lessen the impact of
mended. Two-rail split timberfencing
a large mass.
is also recommended to defineorseparate parking and pedestrian areas.
Locate parking areas at the side or Parking
rear of the lot. They should be visual
assets, screened by hedges orlow fencing, and should include generous inteNew Commercial Design:
rior landscaping of indigenous shade
Storage, Industrial and
trees, shrubs and plants. Traditional
pavement patterns, materials and texAgricultural Structures
tures are important for sidewalks and
paved areas. Boston pavers, bluestone, brick and granite are characterScaleand mass distinguishcommeristic.
cia1 structures built for storage,
. indusSeveral advantages result from lotrial and agricultural purposes. Large- Historic
cating buildings close to the road, with
scale buildings played an important Models
parking placed at the side or rear of the
role in Nantucket's history, on the
building. Businesses have the opporwharfs and as farm out-buildings. The
tunity to display goods and place signs
ThomasMacy Warehouse, on Straight
both facing the road and the parking
Wharf, now functions as a museum.

i

~

~

Its simple classic proportions, 19th
century brickwork and utilitarian openings and trim providean excellent overall historic example of this building
type. A more simple 19th century
building is the American Legion Hall
on Washington Street (fig. 156),which
continues to function for meetings,
auctions and special events. The Barn
in Wauwinet, now adapted for use as a
school, is an important model for agricultural and other large-scale structures. In the mid-19th century, more
than 100 working farms could be
counted on Nantucket-many lined
the Polpis, Quidnet and Wauwinet
Roads.
Visual impact is the most important
visual
Impact consideration when planning a largescale utilitarian structure. Impact may
be minimized by siting off the public
way and using plant materials for
screening. Very long, unbroken ridge
lines are not appropriate. Cupolas,
used traditionally for light and air circulation, may mitigate the effect of a
long ridge line on buildings in this
category.
Adequately- proportioned
doors and
- windowsshouldinclude appropriately
characteristic historic types andshapes.

Fig. 156. American Legion Hall. Washington Street Originally a whaling-era warehouse, it is now used for a
variety of public and commercial purposes.
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Barn lights, bands of square windows
under the eaves, sliding barn doors in
front of openings and second-story
hayloft openings provide relief from
broad, uninterrupted walls.
Garage doors and loading platforms
Loading
Platforms should not be placed in the streetfacingelevation,orin thefront. Screening and site plans should take into
consideration placing these elements
away from direct public view.
Building materials may include
board-and-batten siding, a traditional
Materials utilitarian fabric for rural structures,in
addition to white cedar shingles and
clapboard. Metal siding and simulated plywood board material are not
inkeeping with the architectural intent
of the Commission.
Secondary additive masses, called
warts, will provide transition from high
eaves lines to grade, to better relate an
overall large mass to its site. Additional transitional elements include
generous landscaping, planters and
fencing set away from the structure.
These, and trellis work with climbing
plants, can help to reduce the effect of
a large
- mass.
~~~~i~~ Traditional wood fencing is recommended. Chain link fencing- is considered on a case-by-case basis, for security, as is required at the airport by
federal code, and at certain industrial
sites. Tennis and paddleboard courts
require chain link fencing for enclosure. The immediate environment
should determine whether galvanized
or plastic-coated fencing is appropriate. In wooded areas, or densely settled
areas, dark colored plastic blends in
well, while in open areas such as the
elementary school playing field, galvanized chain link is less obtrusive.

New Commercial
Design: Exterior Details
Unwelcomeglarefmmtall,unshielded
andunfocusedlightf1xturesdetractsfrom
Exterior
-

the rural environment out-of-town and
compromisesNancucket'sstunning night
sky. Exterior lighting ftwtures should be
kept low, be shielded and directed as
closely aspossible. Generally, a greater
number of shorter poles with lower intensity is preferable to a few tall, bright
fxtures. (Lightingplansarerequired for
any commercial project by the Planning
Board, with subsequent review by the
Commission.)
Traditional retractable canvas coverings whichmay provide protection from
sun and rain are appropriate for commercial use. Shops on Main (fig. 157)
andcentre Streetsprovideexamplesfor
reference. Bubble, ellipse and ribbed
awnings will not be approved. Colors
and materials should follow traditional
examples.

Lighting

Awnings,
Drop
Curtains,
Canopies,
Tents

Clear plastic drop curtains are generally inappropriate in the Old Historic
District A~plicationswill be considered on a c&-by-case basis. They will
be approved only when visibility determined minimal from the ~ublicwav.
The proportion of any plastic drop curtain should not exceed the guideline
addressing window to wall proportion.
Walhay canopies are inappropriate
on the front of a building because they
detract from the architectural features of
historic structures. Side and rear entry
canopies only will be considered on a
case-bycase basis.
Tents are approved for special events
only and are limited to seven days.
Exterior mechanical systems for air
circulation should be carefully designed
at theearliest planning stage. Their location on a building should be limited to pumps,
side or rear elevations. Additional pro- Vents
visions for screening are recommended
to reduce noise and visual clutter.
Vending machines must be placed in Vending
an enclosed area out of view.
Machines

.

Fig. 157. Congdon's Pharmacy, Main ~tree't
-Awnings and storefront windows create
aplace of commerce in keeping with Nantucket's traditional building scale.

Public and Municipal
Buildings
The public and municipal buildings
of Nantucket are direct descendantsof
the first meeting houses and places of
worship built by the early settlers. A
central feature contributing to the design of these early facilities was oneof
civic and religiouspride, a recognition
that these buildings were the shared
focus of the community and, as such,
helped establish an identity for the
town and, indeed, the entire island.
Historically, these buildings, so dependent on public patronage on the
one hand and so singular in their use as
gathering places, were almost always
centrally located,reinforcingthatcommunity center.
'h-+dilional Traditionally, public and municipal
features
buildings combined the utilitarian size
requiredforlarge gathering places with

CoDn School, Winter Street.

Scale

the design principles of their residentialcounterparts. Throughsimilarities
in massing, architectural detail and
materials used, a harmony with the
surrounding neighborhood was
achieved, even though the scale of
these facilities took on more monumental proportions. Usually, a dominant entry emphasized both invitation
and welcome to the public.
Although the construction of new
public and municipal buildings is not
a frequent occurrence on Nantucket,
such construction, nevertheless,needs
to abide by basic tenets: to follow
traditional patterns and designconsiderations (see Chapter IV) and, as development pushes these facilities further from the town core, to adapt scale
to more rural surroundings,that is, not
dominatingthe setting but rather blending with it as much as possible (see
Chapter V).

VII Appendix A
ACTS, 1970. CHAP. 395 AS
AMENDED BY ACTS: 1972,
CHAP. 708; 1984,CHAP.300,1985,
CHAP. 291; 1985, CHAP. 735;
1989, CHAP. 333; 1990, CHAP. 314
AN ACT ESTABLISHING AN
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION FOR THE TOWN OF NANTUCKET AND ESTABLISHING
NANTUCKET ISLAND AS THE
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Chapter 601 of the Acts
of 1955 is hereby repealed and the
Historic Districts Commission is
hereby abolished.
SECTION 2. The purpose of this Act
is to promote the general welfare of the
inhabitants of the Town of Nantucket
through the preservation and protection of historic buildings, places and
districts of historic interest throughthe
dcvelopmenl of an appropriatc setting
forthcse buildings, placcsand districts
and through th;binefits resulting to
theeconomy of Nantucket in developing andmaintaining its vacation-travel
industrythroughthepromotion of these
historic associations.
SECTION 2A. For purpos~sof this
Act, the following words shall have
the following meanings:
"Altered" shall include the words rebuilt, reconstructed, rehabilitated, remodeled, renovated and restored.
"Building," a combination of materials forming a shelter for persons, animals or property.
" Commission, " the Nantucket Historic District Commission, acting as
the Historic District Commission.

"Constructed" shall include the words
built, erected, installed, enlarged, and
moved.
"Exterior architectural features," such
portions of theexterior of a building or
structure as are open to view from a
beach, a public way, a traveled way, a
street or way shown on a land court
plan or shown on a plan recorded in the
Registry of Deeds, aproprietor'sroad,
a street or way shown on a plan approved and endorsed in accordance
with the Subdivision Control Law, a
public park or a public body of water,
and shall include but not be limited to
the architectural style and general arrangement andsetting thereof;the kind,
color and texture of exterior building
materials; the color of paint or other
materials applied to windows, doors,
lights,signs, trim, gutters,leaders, louvers, vents, exterior surfaces and the
type and style of roofs, porches, decks,
staircases, steps, balconies, roofwalks
and other appurtenantexterior fixtures.
"Razed,"includes the wordsdestroyed,
demolished and removed.
"Structure," a combination of materials, other than a building, including
but not limited to a sign, fence, wall,
terrace, walk or driveway.
SECTION 3. There is hereby established in the Town of Nantucket an
Historic District Commission consisting of five (5) unpaid members who
shall be resident taxpayers of theTown
of Nantucket, to be appointed by the
Selectmen. The Historic DistrictCommission shall have the powers and
authority and perform all the duties as
hereinafter enumerated and orovided.
The original appointment of the members of the Historic District Commission shall be one (1) for one (1) year,
one (1) for two (2) years, one (1) for
three (3) years, one (1) for four (4)

years and one (1) for five (5) years,
from March the first following the
year of such appointment or until their
successor is elected, and thereafter
upon the expiration of any term, the
members of the Commission shall be
elected at the Annual Town Meeting
for the term of three (3) years. Vacancies occurring in the Commission,
other than by expiration of term of
office, shall be filled by appointment
by the Selectmen, but such appointment shall be only for the unexpired
portion of the term of the member
replaced.
The Chairman of the Historic District
Commission may designate an associate member to sit on the Commission
in case of absence, inability to act or
conflict of interest on the part of any
member thereof or in the event of a
vacancy on the Commission until said
vacancy is filled in the manner provided herein. Two (2) such associate
members shall be elected at the Annual Town Meeting for terms of such
length and so arranged that the terms
of an associate member shall expire
each year. An associate vacancy occurring other than by expiration of the
term shall be filled for the unexpired
term by election at the Annual Town
Meeting. During the period between
April 1989 and the next town meeting
two (2) associate members shall be
designated by election at the Annual
Town Meeting.
SECTION 4. There is hereby established in the Town of Nantucket an
Historic Nantucket District, which
shall include the land and waterscomprising the Town of Nantucket.
SECTION 5. (a) No building or structurc shall be constructed or altered
within the Nantucket Historic District
in any way that affects its exterior
architectural features unless and until

either:
(1) An application for a building permitshall first have been approved as to
exterior architectural features, which
approval shall be evidenced by a certificate of appropriateness issued by
the Commission; or
(2) The Commission first issues a certificate of nonapplicability with respect to such alteration or construction.
(b) No building permit for construction or alteration of a building or structure within theHistoric Nantucket District shall be issued by the Building
Inspector until and unless the applicant has first obtained the applicable
certificate from the Commission. No
occupancy permit shall be issued by
the Building Inspector with respect to
any building or structure in the Nantucket Historic District unless and until the Building Inspector receives a
written certification from the Historic
District Commission that:
(1) The building or structure has been
constructed or altered in compliance
with the terms of the certificate of
appropriateness issued therefor; or
(2) A certificate of nonapplicability
has been issued for the construction or
alteration.
(c) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the ordinary maintenance, repair or replacement of any
exterior architectural feature within
the Nantucket Historic District which
does not involve a change in design,
material, color or the outward appearance thereof; nor to prevent the meeting of requirements certified by aduly
authorized public officer to be necessary for public safety because of an
unsafe or dangerous condition, nor to
prevent landscaping with plants, trees
and shrubs.
SECTION 6. No building or structure
within the Historic Nantucket District
shall be razed without first obtaining a

permit approved by the Historic District Commission, and said Commission shall beempowered to refuse such
a permit for any building or structure
of such architectural or historic interest, the removal of which in the opinion of said Commission would be detrimental to the public interest of the
Town of Nantucket or the Village of
Siasconset.
I
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SECTION 7. The erection or display
of an occupational or other sign exceeding two (2) feet in length and six
(6) inches in width or the erection or
display of more than one (1)such sign,
irrespective of size, on any lot, building or structure located within the Historic Nantucket District must be approved in advance by the Historic District Commission. Evidence of such
approval shall be a certificate of appropriateness issued by said Commission.
SECTION 8. The Historic District
Commission shall elect its Chairman
and Secretary. The Commission shall
meet withir ten (lo) days after notification by its secretary of the receipt of
an application for a certificate of appropriateness or permit for removal
and at such othertimes as thecommission may determine or upon call of the
Chairman or of any two (2) members.
It shall keep a permanent record of its
resolutions, transactions and determinations and may make such rules and
regulations consistent with this Act as
may appear desirable and necessary. It
may hold public or private hearings as
it may deem advisable. It may incur
expenses necessary to the carrying on
of its work within the amount of its
annual appropriation. The Commission shall make and publish rules and
regulations adopting or establishing
guidelines for exterior architectural
features and establishing procedures
for the processing of applications and

conduct of hearings. Thecommission
may establish such fees with respectto
applications and hearings as it deems
necessary and appropriateto defray its
expenses.
SECTlON 9. (a) It shall be the function and the duty of the Historic District Commission to pass upon the appropriateness of exterior architectural
features of buildings and structures
hereafter to be erected, reconstructed,
altered or restored within the Historic
Nantucket District wherever such exterior features are subject to view from
a beach, public way, public park, public body of water, traveled way,astreet
or way shown on a land court plan, or
shown on a plan recorded in the registry of deeds, a proprietors road or a
street or way shown on a plan approved and endorsed in accordance
with the Subdivision Control Law. All
plans, elevations and other information deemed necessary by the Commission to determine the appropriateness oftheexterior featuresto be passed
upon shall be made available to the
Commission by the applicant. It shall
also be the duty of the Commission to
pass the removal of any building within
said districts as set forth in Section 6
and the erection or display of occupational or other signs as set forth under
Section 7.
(b) The Historic District Commission,
in passing upon appropriateness of
exterior architectural features in any
case, shall keep in mind the purposes
set forth in Section 2 and shall consider, among other things, the general
design, arrangement, texture, material
and color of the building or structure in
question, the location on the lot and
the relation of such factors to similar
features of buildings and structures in
the immediate surroundings and the
position of such building or structure
in relation to the street or public way

and to other buildings and structures.
(c) The Historic District Commission
shall not considerrelativesize of buildings in plan, interior arrangement or
building features not subject to public
view. The Commission shall not make
any recommendations or requirements
except for the purpose of preventing
developments incongruous to the historic aspects of the surroundings and
the Historic Nantucket District.
(d) In case of disapproval, the Commission shall state its reasons therefor
in writing, and it may make recommendations to the applicant with respect to appropriateness of design, arrangement,texture, material, color and
the like of the building or structure
involved.
(e) Upon approval of the plans, the
Commission shall cause a certificate
of appropriateness, dated and signed
by the Chairman, to be issued to the
applicant or affixed to the plans.

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be fined
not less than ten dollars ($10.) nor
more than five hundred dollars ($500.),
which shall be forfeited to the use of
the town. Each day that a violation
continues to exist shall constitute a
separate offense.
(a) It shall be aviolation of this Act for
any person to construct or alter a building or structure without having first
obtained from the Commission a certificate of applicability or a certificate
of nonapplicability; for any person to
raze any building or structure without
having first obtained from the Commission a permit for such razing; for
any person toconstructor alter a building or structure in any way which is
inconsistent with or contrary to the
terms of the certificate of approval
issued for such building or structure;
or for any person to knowingly submit
false, fraudulent or misleading information to the Commission in connection with any application.

(g) The Commission shall have, in
addition to the powers, authority and
duties granteditby this Act, suchother
ancillary, enforcement or investigative powers, authority and duties as
may be delegated or assigned to it
from time to time by vote of an Annual
or Special Town Meeting of theTown
of Nantucket.

SECTION 10A. It shall be a violation
of this Act for any person to construct
or alter a building or structure without
having first obtained from the Commission acertificateof applicability or
a certificate of nonapplicability; for
any person to raze any building or
structure without having first obtained
from the Commission a permit for
such razing; for any person to construct or alter a building or structure in
any way which is inconsistent with or
contrary to the terms of the certificate
of approvalissued for such building or
structure; or for any person to knowingly submit false, fraudulent or misleading information to the Commission in connection with any application.

SECTION 10. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this Act

SECTION 11. Appeals may be taken
to the Board of Selectmen by any

(f)If the Commission shall fail to take
final action in any case within sixty
(60) days after receipt of any application for a certificate of appropriateness or a permit for removal, the case
shall be deemed to be approved except
where mutual agreement has been
reached for an extension of the time
limits.

.

person aggrieved by the ruling of the
Historic District Commission. The
Board of Selectmen shall hear and act
upon such appeals promptly, and the
decision of the Board shall be as determined by a majority vote of the members of the Board. Such appeals shall
be taken within ten (10) days of the
filing by the Commission of its certificate of determinationwith theclerk of
the Town of Nantucket. and written
notice of such appeal shall be given by
the appealing- -party. to the Commission
at thetime such appeal is taken.
SECTION 12. Any person or the Historic District Commission, aggrieved
by a decision of the Board of Selectmen, may appeal to the Superior Court
sitting in equity for the County of
Nantucket, provided that such appeal
is filed in said ~ o u rwithin
f
fifteen (15)
days after such decision is recorded.
The appealing party or parties shall, at
the time of filing such appeal, give
notice thereof to all persons who were
parties to the appeal to the Board of
Selectmen, by causing to be delivered
to such parties acopy of thecomplaint
and written notice of the filing thereof.
The Court shall hear all pertinent evidence and determine the facts and,
upon the facts so determined, annul
such decision if found to exceed the
authority of such Board, or may remand thecase for further action by the
Commission or make such other decree as justice and equity may require.
The foregoing remedy shall be exclusive, but the parties shall have all rights
of appeal and exception as in other
equity cases.
Costs shall not be allowed against the
Historic District Commission or the
Board of Selectmen unless it shall appear to the Court that the Commission
or the Board, in making the decision
appealed from, acted with gross negligence, in bad faith or with malice.

Costs shall not be allowed against the
party appealing from the decision of
the Historic District Commission or
the Board of Selectmen unless it shall
appear to the Court that said appellant
or appellants acted in bad faith or with
malice in making the appeal to the
Court.
SECTION 13. The Superior Court,
sittingin equity for Nantucket County,
shall have jurisdiction to enforce the
provisions of this Act and the certificates, permits, determinations, rulings
and regulations issued pursuant thereto
and may, upon petition of the Commission, restrain by injunction violations thereof; and, without limitation,
such court may order the removal of
any building, structure or exterior architectural feature constructed in violation of this Act or the substantial
restoration of any building, structure
or exterior architecturalfeature altered
or razed in violation of this Act and
may issue such other orders for relief
as may be equitable.
SECTION 14. In case any section,
paragraph or part of this Act be for any
reason declared invalid or held unconstitutional by any court of last resort,
every other section, paragraph or part
shall continue in full force and effect.
SECTION 15. This Act shall take effect upon its acceptance by the voters
of theTown of Nantucket at an Annual
Town Meeting or any meeting duly
called for the purpose.
February 27, 1990

HDC APPLICATION iNSTRUCTlONS
All applicants are urged - no maher wnat the scope of tneir proposed work - to give careful consideration to tne Histork District Commission guidebook, Huildina with Nantdckem
!&.ad. wh ch is avadable at the hDC office at 37 Wasnington Street for 510. Ifordering BWNlM by mai,, send your return address and a check for $13 (payable to the Town of
Nantbcket) to 37 Washnaton
- Street. NantrrcKet. MA 02554. The HDC staff is available at (508)
.
. 228-7231 to answer auestions and to look at both Dreliminaw and finished drawinas.
1. Work on projects requiring approval shall not be started until the approved Cetiiicate of Appropriateness has been received by the owner of record or by the agent.
2. No changes shall be made from the approved certificatewithout reapplying.
3. A separate application must be submitted for every item of proposed work. For example, a new dwelling with a fence, a pool and separate garage requires four applications: one
for the dwelling, one for the garage, one for the pool, and one-forthe fence.
4. Photographs of the site of the proposed work with any existing buildings or structures in the immediate area which may relate to the application are helpful and may provide
enough information so that an HDC site visit is not necessary.
5. A completed application form must be signed by the owner of record.
6. A completed agent consent form must be signed by the owner of record for representationby another person for HDC review andlor requests for changes.
7. All applications must include a filing fee. Checks should be made out to the Town of Nantucket. The fee schedule - which is based on the square footage of a structure's gross
fioor area, excluding porches and decks, but including garages - is as follows:

-

~

New Construction:
Dwellings........................................under 1500 sq, R......................$100.00
each additional 500 sq. R., or fraction thereof.............50.00
Garages
under 500 sq. ft................. ......50.00
each additional 500 sq. ft., or fraction thereof.............50.00
Additions, enclosed porches...........under 500 sq. ft............................50.00
each additional 500 sq. ft., or fraction thereof.............50.00
Renovations:
Major alterations
0.00
Minor alterations
5.00
Moving:
Structure to new lot:
5.00
5.00
5.00
Demolition:
.............
primary structures.........
...............................................................
50.00
Accessory structures......... ......
Swimming pools, tennis courts............. ...................................................
50.00
Fences, sheds, open porches, decks, roof walks ...................................... 25.00
Signs, satellite dishes................................................................................ 25.00
Late filing fee, ie., as-OL 1 work, constructed
witho~tHDC approva .............................................FOJR TIMES JSUAL FEE
Color and material changes, renewals.......................................................
no fee

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

..

Any fee may be waived at the discretion of the Commission
8 All maps ano drawfngs mLst be sLbm ned In tripl,cate Aher HDC approval, one Set s 6ept on f8e at 37 Wasnington Street, the remaln.ng two sets are returned to the appl,cant.
(For projects whlch reqt. re a OL lo ng permrt, these two sea mJst be taken ro the BJlldlng Depanment.)
9. The Commission reselves the right to request additional drawings showing details of exterior trim, window treatment, door and porch treatment, landscaping, etc. ,on all
aoDiications.
10. The ~ D has
C simy (60) days in w c h to act on an app. cat on once it has been received in the HDC olfice ano checked lor completeness by the staff. Applications are broJght
before tne Commission as soon as possible, b ~tne
t volLme of applications varies from t;me to time. Applicants are urged to keep the 60-day time per~odin mind when planntng their
projects. In oroer to oe cons dereo at tne regular Tdesoay meet~ng,an app cat.on mLSt be submineo to tne hDC Office by 4:00 p.m. on the Tnursday preceohg the meeting.
11. NOincomplete applications will be processed or reviewed. The following specific information is required:

~..

NEW CONSTRUCTION- Whole buildings, dormers, additions, etc.
1. Three copies of a locus map showing primary and secondary roads and measured distances to the proposed site.
2. Three cop.es of a reglstereo plot plan snowing o.mensions of the lot. its orientation, the locat on and slze of the proposed structure in relataon to the street or way and to other
blrr.dings an0 struct~res.Al appllcatons for new bbildings must nave measurements from structure to lot I ne in all f o ~ directions.
r
3. Three copies of scaled (114" = 1' 0") drawings of all exterior elevations and floor plans with explanatory sections, details of d m and window types, porch steps and raihilings and an
indication of finished floor ceiling heights, Items of stock manufacture should be indicated by catalogue number and specific dimensions.
4. Three copies of window and door schedules.
5. Photographs of the lot showing any existing buildings or structures on the site and any other buildings or structures in the area.
6. Indicate proposed new work by outlining or clouding on all drawings.
7. Three copies of a topographic map showing existing and proposed p d e conditions. (This requirement may be waived at the discretion of the staff or the Commission, with the
final judgement being the Commission's.)
MINOR ALTERATIONS
1. Three copies of a locus map showing primary and secondaly roads.
2. Three copies of a registered plot plan showing dimensions of the lot, its orientation, the location and size of buildings or structures on the lot, and the location of the proposed
changes.
3. Three copies of simple drawings of the proposed changes drawn to scale (114" = 1' 0").
4. Three copies of window and door schedules.
5. Photographs of existing conditions.

EEtGEs
1. Three copies of a locus map showing primary and secondary roads.
2. Three copies of a registered plot plan showing dimensions of the lot, its orientation, thi: location and size of buildings or structures on the lot, and the location of the proposed
fencing.
3. Three copies of a scaled drawing (114" = 1' On)of the elevations, section and details of the proposed fence. Suitable drawings of typical Nantucket fences can be found on page 72
of &w!M
4. Photographs of the lot showing the location of the proposed fence.
W I N G OR MOVING BUILDINGS
1. Three copies of a locus map showing primary and secondaly roads.
2. Three copies of a registered plot plan showing dimensions of the lot (or lots, if moving a structure to a new location), its orientation, the location and size of the buildings or
structures.
3. Black and white photographs of the entire structure. (Ail elevations milst be shown.)
4. Documentation of the date of construction.
5. Three copies of measured as-built drawings. (This requirement may be waived at the discretion of the staff or Commission, with the final judgement being the Commission's.)
MISCELLANEOUS - Tennis courts, swimming pools, parking areas, docks, etc.
1. Three copies of a locus map showing primary and secondary roads.
2. Three copies of a registered plot plan showing the dimensions of the lot, its orientation, the location and size of the buildings or structures on the lot.
3. Three copies of a detailed, scaled landscape plan showing types and sizes of all materials to be used.

4. Photographs of existing conditions and surrounding areas.

s!G&
Informationand instructions regarding signage are available at 37 Washington Street.
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IF YOU NEED LARGE PRINT OR OTHER ASSISTANCE IN ORDER TO ACCESS ANY OF
THE HDC'S FORMS, PROCEDURES OR MEETINGS, PLEASE ASK IN THE HDC OFFICE.
Thls IS provrded In complrance wlth Tltle II of the Amencans with Dlsablllttes Act.

Appendix C
Demolition Policy
Demolition of Structures: Except as
otherwise provided herein, no Certificate of Appropriateness shall be issued for the demolition of any protected structure or any portion thereof.
INTENT: The intent of this policy is
to avoid the unnecessary demolition
of architecturally, historically or culturally significant structures by providing asuitable period of time during
which the building owner or agent and
interested persons may explore reasonable alternatives to demolition and
make appropriate arrangements for the
preservation of such structures; and
by providing aprocess whereby determinations can he made between the
rights of the public to continue to enjoy thestructureandthoseof the owner
to enjoy the use of the property.
DEFINITIONS: As used in this policy,
the following terms shall have the
meaning ascribed herein:
"Contributing structure": A structure which adds to the District's sense
of time, place and historic development.
"Historic District": The island of
Nantucket, so designated in 1971.
"Historic structure": A structure
listed on the National Register of Historic Places, or determined potentially
eligible for listing.
"Intrusion": A structure which detracts from a historic district's significance because of its incompatibility
with the district's sense of time, place
and historical development.
"Non-contributing": A structure
which is not an intrusion hut does not

add to a historic district's sense of
time, place, and historic development.
"Protected structures": Any significant structure which the Commission
determines is in the public interest to
preserve or rehabilitate rather than
demolish.
"Significant structures": Any structure within the Historic District of
Nantucket Island which is in whole or
in part fifty years or more old and
which is or has been designated by the
Commission to be a significant structure after a finding bv thecommission
that the building is either:
(a) importantly associated with one
or more historic persons or events, or
with the broad architectural, cultural,
political, economic or social history of
the Island or the Commonwealth; or,
(b) historically or architecturally
significant (in terms of period, style,
method of building construction, or
association with a famous architect or
builder) either by itself or in the context of a group of buildings.
APPROVAL OF THE COMMISSION REQUIRED: A permit to demolish a protected structure or any
portion thereof shall not be issued unlessapproved by theCommission. The
Commission shall not approve any
such demolition until after it has conducted a puhlic hearing. The public
hearing shall he heldnotless than sixty
days after the date of receiving the
completed application and upon notice substantially in compliance with
the provisions specified under the section headed NOTICES.
STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL:
The Commission shall not grant approval of a request for demolition of a
protected structure or any portion
thereof unless the Commission determines, upon clear and convincing evidence, that one of the following circumstances applies:

Appendix E
Glossary of Architectural Terms
architrave. The lowest horizontal element of a classical entablature; see
also orders. The ornamental moldings
(trim)around windows, doors and other
wall openings.
articulated. Put together by joints.
awning window. One or more sash
hinged horizontally, the bottom of
which swings outward (awning type)
or the top of which swings inward
(hopper type).
baluster, balustrade (pl.). A shaped,
short vertical member, often circular
in section, supporting a railing or capping; (pl.) the composite form involving a series of balusters.
bargeboard. A hoard, typically decorated, on the sloping edge of an overhanging gable roof.

I

bay. A regularly repeated main division of a building design.
bay window. A window structure
projecting heyondthemain wall plane;
if attached to thebuilding.aboveground
level, properly called an oriel.
bead, beading. A small molding of
semicircular or greater profile.

i

~

blind. A louvered shutter that excludes vision and direct sunlight, hut
not indirectlight and air, from a house.

I

blind window. A window that does
not open to the interior and hence is
false, for external effect only.

I

bluff. A high steep bank along the
beach; created by coastal erosion.

bow window. A bay window that
projects from a wall plane in an arc.
bracket. A projecting support placed
under an architectural overhang such
as a cornice; often ornate, and popular
on Victorian buildings.
bulk. Thesize of a building, measured
not only by its volume but by the
magnitude of its external dimensions;
in a design context, the apparent size
of a building from different viewing
points.
Cape style. Generic, side-gabled,
three-to-fourhay, 1-to-1-112storycottage popular since the 1950s.
capital. The top part or head of a
column; see also orders.
casement. A window sash that swings
open along its entire length; usually
hinged on the sideof the wall opening.
casing. The exposed architectural
framework ortrim around awallopening.
clapboards. Narrow hoards applied
horizontally to an exterior wall, each
of which overlaps the one below it to
create a continuous skin over the
wooden frame.
classical. Pertaining to the architecture of ancient Hellenic Greece and
Imperial Rome; more generally, later
styles, such as the Renaissance and
Baroque in Europe, that adapted these
elements, especially the column orders.
colonnade. A series of regularly spaced
columns supporting an entablature and
usually one side of a roof.

column. A long
- vertical structural
member thatsupports a load; inclassical terms, acylindrical support having
a base, shaft and capital; see also orders.
cornice. Any continuousmolded projection that crowns or finishes the part
to which it is affixed, such as a wall or
door opening; most notably the exterior trim of a structure at the meeting
of the roof and wall; inclassicalterms,
the upper projecting part of the entablature.
cupola. A small structure,often domeshaped, mounted on a roof, with windows in the sides for light; a lantern.
deck. Any unroofed level surface and
its supportingmembers that is attached
to or made part of a building to create
an exterior living space.
Doric. The primary Greek order, comprising a sturdy, fluted shaft without a
base and with a simple circular cushion capital.
dormer. A roofed structure with a
vertical window that projects from a
pitched roof.
double-hung window. Awindow with
two vertical sliding sash, each closing
half of the window opening.
eave. The lower part of a roof that
projects beyond the wall.
elevation. The perpendicular view of
a side of a building:
-. hence. an accurate
drawing of one side of a building that
represents its true dimensions in the
pkneperpendicular tothe line of sight;
in reference to land or a building position, the vertical distance (height) of a
point above a known reference point
(such as sea level or an established
bench mark).

ell. A wing or addition extended from
the back of a house, containing fullsized rooms.
entablature. The horizontal member
carried by columns, composed of architrave (bottom), frieze and cornice
(top); see also orders.
facade. The exterior front face of a
building; usually the most ornate or
articulated elevation.
fanlight. A half-circular or half-elliptical window; often placed over adoor.
fascia. In classical architecture, the
uppermost part of the entablature. The
vertical face of the projecting cornice.
fenestration. The arrangement and
design of windows in a building.
flange. A projecting ridge, collar or
plane.
Flexivent. A brand name awning or
hopper of window; typically usedwith
a large fixed pane above it.
fosse. In geology, a linear depression
and ridge gouged out by the forward
edge of a glacier.
frieze. In classical architecture, the
mid-section of the entablature. An
applied piece of trim (molding) on the
face of a building directly under the
cornice.
French door. A door with a top and
bottom rail, stiles (sides) and glass
panes throughout most of its length.
frontispiece. An ornamental portalor
entrance bay around a main door.

gable. The vertical triangular shape of
a building wall above thecornice height
formed by two sloping roof planes.
gambrel. A roof with a double pitch
on opposing sides of a vertical gable
wall.
garret. -The space (or rooms) within
the roof structure.
heath. A low height plant community (predominantly beach heath, lichen and bearberry) that covers
unmanaged lands of the island until
overtaken by larger plants.
hip. Theexternal angle at theintersection of two roof planes; a hip roof has
roof planes that slope toward the center from all sides.
hood. A projecting cover placed over
an opening to shelter it.

massing. The combination of several
masses to create a building volume;
organization of the shape of a building, as differentiated from wall treatment, fenestration, etc.
moors. A gently rolling open landscape characterized by low ground
cover plants such as heath and heather.
moraine. In geology, an undulating
terrain formed by deposition of glacial
debris left by the receding ice sheet
and by subsequentlymelting ice blocks.
mullion. A vertical member separating windows, doors or panels set in
series; often used for structural purposes.
muntin. A slender member separating and encasing panes of glass in a
window, door or wall.
oculus. A small, round window.

kettle. In geology, a ground depression formed by the melting of a large
block of ice imbedded in a glacial
deposit.
leader. A rain water downspout.
lean-to. A gable-roofed house that is
taller in front, with a longer rear roof
slope to a low back wall.
light. A pane of glass installed in a
window: a window itself.
lintel. Ahorizontal structuralmember
that bridges an opening.
mansard. Aroof that isdouble-pitched
on all four sides, the lower slope being
much steeper.
mass. A simple three-dimensional
building volume; a solid object that
occupies space.

orders. Different styles of classical
architecture, each based on a particular design of column and the entablature above it; the Greek orders were
Doric, Ionic and Corinthian; the later
Roman adaptations were Tuscan, Roman Doric and Composite.
outwash plain. In geology, a flat plain
formed by the alluvial wash of sediment and till from a melting glacier.
Palladian. Of or in the classical ROman style as adapted by Italian architect AndreaPalladio (1518-1580); usually, the imposition of forms from ancientRoman architecturesuchaspediments,pilasters,columns,etc.onbuildings, particularly windows, as elaborate detail.
pane. A small pane of glass in a
window.

parapet. A low wall section rising
above a roof or other feature with a
sudden drop, such as the edge of a
terrace.
parge. To coat masonry with cement
mortar or stucco, usually containing
damp-proofing ingredients.
pediment. In classical architecture,
thetriangular gable end of aroof above
a horizontal cornice.
pergola. A garden structure with an
open wood-framed roof, oftenlatticed.
picket fence. A fence formed by a
series of vertical pales, posts or stakes
and joined together by horizontal rails.
picture window. A large fixed window, often between two narrower,
operable sash.
pilaster. A flat vertical element applied to the wall surface that simulates
a classical column.
pitch. The slope of a roof; usually
expressed as a ratio of vertical rise to
horizontal run (X inches vertical in 12
inches horizontal).
plan. A two-dimensional view of a
building, or horizontal section of it,
seen from above; hence, aprecisedrawing showing the arrangement of the
design, including wall openings and
dimensions.
porch. In early buildings, the internal
entry with staircase; later, aNantucket
term for the serviceell; in recent times,
a structure attached to a building to
shelter an entrance or to serve as a
semi-enclosed space, usually roofed
and generally open-sided.

portico. A porch or covered walkway
with a roof supported by columns.
proportion. The relation of one dimension to another; usually described
as a numerical ratio; in architecture,
proportions determine the creation of
visual order through coordination of
shapes in a design.
quoin. A masonry (or simulated masonry) unit applied to the comer of a
building; often slightly projecting.
rakeboard. Asloping board or molding that covers the edge of the wall
surfacing along the edge of a gable.
ridge. The horizontal intersection of
two sloping roof planes.
saltbox. Aname for the lean-to house;
derived from the shape of 19thcentury
kitchen saltboxes.
sash. The movable framework holding the glass in a window.
scale. The relationship between the
apparent size of a building and the size
of a human being; in a drawing, a
system of proportion by which precise
magnitudes represent large magnitudes, usually the life-size dimensions
of a building.
shed roof. A single-pitched roof over
a small room; often attached to amain
structure.
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shutter. An external movable screen
or door used to cover a wall opening,
especially a window; originally for
security purposes; oftenconfused with
louvered blinds.

1

sidelight. A framed areaof fixed glass
alongside a door or window opening.

i
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sill. The horizontal lower member of
a window or other frame.
site plan. An accurate scaled drawing
of a site (lot) as if seen from above,
describing the property buildings,
driveways,walksandotherconstructed
site improvements, the retained vegetation and new plantings and finished
grade contours.
skylight. A glazed opening in a roof
plane that admits light.

winder. A wedge-shaped step in a
turned or curved stair run.

Note: Some of these terms were derived from The Architecture of Historic Nantucket, by Clay Lancaster,
and HistoricArchitectureSourcebook,
by Cyril M. Harris. These two references and What Style Is It?, by John
Poppeliers, S. Allen Chambers and
Nancy B. Schwartz,may bereferredto
for further information.

spandrel. The triangular space between the exterior curve of an arch and
its rectangular enframement or molding enclosing it.
stoop. An uncovered platform and
steps at an entrance.
texture. The arrangement of particles
or constituent units of any material or
grouping as it affects the appearance
or feel of its surfaces; structure, grain
composition, etc.
typical Nantucket house. An
unornamented two-story, four-bay,
gable-roof house with center chimney.
veranda. Acovered porch or balcony
extending alongside a building;
planned for outdoor leisure.
vernacular architecture. A building
form native to a locale and derived
from simple and direct adaptation to
functional needs, using the materials
and methods at the command of local
artisans; without regard for formal or
precise stylistic notation, but based on
tradition and practicality.
wart. Asmall shed attached to alarger
structure.

Decorative late 19th-centuryporch detail.
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Appendix G

erable, and sized to fit the window
dimensions.

HDC Rules and Regulations

STORM WINDOWS and DOORS
may be made of aluminum,
non-decorative, but wood is preferred.

The following application of materials
and dimensionsshall apply to the areas
known as the Old and Historic Districts of theTown of Nantucketandthe
Village of Siasconset.These rules and
regulations refer to the Quaker structures which comprise the finest intact
collection of late 17th, 18th, and early
19th century buildings in the United
States.
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ROOFS: Styles shall be gable, shed,
hip, salt box, or gambrel.
Gable roofs shall have a minimum
pitch of 7 in 12 inches and amaximum
pitch of 12 in 12 inches.
Gambrel roofs shall have a minimum
pitch of 5 in 12 inches on the upper
slope and amaximum pitch of 24 in 12
inches on the lower portion.
Shed roofs shall have a minimum 4 in
12 inch pitch. Hip roofs shall have a
minimum 4 in 12 inch pitch.
DORMERS shall begable-roofedfacing the street. Shed dormers with a
minimum of a 4 in 12 inch pitch may
be used on a rear or side elevation.

SIDING MATERIAL shall be white
cedar shingles, no greater than 5" to
weather. Clapboard 4" maximum to
weather, brick, andlor board and batten may be appropriate as determined
on a case-by-case basis.
ROOFING MATERIAL shall be
wood, asphalt, slate, or fiberglass
shingles.
ROOF COLORS shall begray, black,
or gray-green.
FOUNDATION MATERIALS shall
be brick, stone, or parged concrete
(poured or block).
GUTTERS shall be made of wood or
copper (for brick structures).
LEADERS (DOWNSPOUTS) shall
be wood, copper, or round painted
galvanized.
FRONT DOORS shall be made of
wood only.

SKYLIGHTS shall be made of wood
only, shall not exceed a 2 x 3-foot
maximum dimension, and must be
placed in the upper one-third of the
rear roof plane.

A L L TRIM, including casings,
comerboards, rakes, eaves, etc., shall
be made of wood and painted.

SCUTTLES shall not exceed a 3 x
4-foot maximum dimension and must
be in the upper one-third of the roof
plane.

COLORS are limited to the traditionally approved grays, blues, and greens,
with red, yellow, cream, black and
white, as depicted on the official color
chart on display in the HDC office
(BWNIM, p. 88).

CHIMNEYS shall be made of brick
or of brick with cement parging.
ROOFWALKS shall be all wood and
painted white or gray or leftto weather.
WINDOWS shallbedouble-hung sash

with true dividedlights(fmed muntins).
SHUTTERS (BLINDS or LOUVERS) should be made of wood, op-

FENCES, RAILINGS and STEPS
shall be made of wood. Brick steps
with wrought iron railings, stone steps
and wrought iron fences are approved
on a case-by-case basis when appropriate to specific styles.
WALKWAYS shall be brick pavers,
stone, or shell, with granite curbing.
Approved, April 27, 1993

The Nantucket Historic District Commission reserves the right to vary, for a good cause, any o f t k above.
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Certificate of 2,21,156,

159.162
Architectural & Cultural Resources Survey

14,23
Awnings 77,78,153

B
Balance 33,35,37,54,
74,76,107,

108,112,115,118,143
Bluffs 90,94
Board-and-Batten Doors 79
Breezeways 34,107
Buffer Zone 60
Building Cap 7
Bulk 53,66,101,
103,106,129,134,

137,139,143,146,148

C
Cantilevers, Rare in Nantucket 68
Cape Cod Style 67.72
Chimneys 34-35,36,
38,39.40-41.48,

73,88,111, 130, 146
Clapboard 40,84,85,87.88,92
Classic Revival 64,82,83,85
Clearings 134,139,142,145,148
Clustering 10,77,92,95,96,99,101,103,

104,128,133,137,139,
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Cod Fish Park 94-95.136
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Colonial Revival 46-48
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Commission 8,9,10,
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117,118,120,121,
122,148,155-156,
181
Core District Map 58
Comerboards 85
Sue 86
Craftsman, Bungalow Style 49,62,121
Cupolas 42,77,83,84,119-120.152-153

Decks 82-83,96,117,119, 131,143,
147
30% Rule 118
8-feet Rule 120
Demolition 20-22,161,162-163
Development 103
History of 101
Large-lot 102-10
Doors 42,43,47,7781 88,99,101,111, 116
Metal 78
Stoops 64,66,81
Dormers 45,50,54,71-73,96,97
109111,130,143
Flush 109
Gable 109
Shed 71,72,109,110,130,143
Downspouts 86
Driveways 65,130,131,134,143,
145,148
Dropcumins 153

E
Early English 37,39
Eaves 71,72.See Overhangs
Energy 77-78,
111-112
Emsion 135,136-137
Exterior Lighting 86,153
Exterior Mechanical Systems 153
Exterior Stairs 84

F
Fanlights. See Windows, Half-Round
Federal 23,26,29,39,40-43.46,

47,48,66,75,79,80,84,115
Fences 23.61-65,80,88,89,90,94,

104-105,117,130,131,134,141,
151,152,161
Chain Link 152
Combination 64
General 104
Height 64
Horizontal ~ o a r 64
d
Picket 64
'Spite' 105
Vertical Board 64,105
Wood Baluster 64
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Fenestration 38.55.66,75,76,77,79,

80,90,94,97,99,111,115,125,131,
138,151
Foundation Materials 121,133,137,141
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FrenchDoors 80
Fringe Areas 151-153
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Garages 61, 105,106,134
Garage Doors 105, 116,152-153
Gothic Revival 44, 46, 121
Greek Revival 29, 30, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47,52, 64, 66, 68, 71.75, 76,
80, 81, 84, 87, 88
Greenhouses 77-78
Gutters 86, 88, 93

H
Half Rounds 115
Handicapped Access 22-23
Heath 126, 127, 128, 132, 133, 140, 142,
147
Hedges 62-63
Height 72, 76, 90, 93-95, 97, 98
10%Rule 66
Hillsides 126, 138, 139, 147
Historic District Commission, 7. See also
Commission

I
Identical Buildings 103
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L
Lean-to 11, 36, 37, 38, 39, 106,
108, 109, 116, 117
Leaders 86
Loading Platforms 152-153
Louvers 79,86, 121

M
Madaket lo,%, 57, 89, 97-98, 99,
127, 150-153
Tristram's Landing 98-99
Main Street 29-30,33,66, 149-153
Massing 34,45,48,49, 53,57, 59, 6668, 72, 82, 90,
101,103,106, 107,116-120,122,
129, 134, 143, 146, 150, 151,
154, 174
MetalDoors 78
Metal Chimneys 111
Monomoy 47
Moors 102, 125, 140, 141, 142, 147
Moraine 101,126, 131, 138, 140-141
Muskeget 9
Municipal Buildings 154

National Register of Historic Places 7, 13,
16,21,23
NaturalLandscape 116, 117, 120,
125, 130, 131
Natural Vegetation 121,127, 130, 132,
133, 139, 142,144,147,151

0
Open Landscape 53,105
Order 11, 18, 22, 27, 30, 33, 37, 39,
42.43, 44, 51, 53, 55,76
Outwash Plain 126,129,131
Overhangs 50,71,72,109. See Eaves.

P
Parking 150, 151, 154
PedesUian Scale 9-10,29,66
Pilings 85, 137
Planning Board 7, 148,149,153
Plantings 62,77,95,130,142
Platforms 79, 81, 82, 117, 119
Porches 37,46,47,49,67, 77, 81, 82,
88, 94-96, 117-118, 143
Prese~ation 13-24
Adaptive Use 19. See also Adaptive
Use
Creeping Reconstruction 17,18
History of 14
Reconstruction 18. See also Reconstruction
Rehabilitation 18
'Certified Rehabiliation' 18
Standards for Rehabilitation 20
Standards of 18
Restoration 17. See also Restoration
Proportion 53,57, 59, 66, 69, 70, 72,
76.77.79. 90, 94,99,101, 106,109,
111-116, 118,150-154, 175
Public Utilities 86,102, 104

Q
Quaker Influence 29, 36, 37, 65
Queen Anne 46, 48
Quidnet 10,57, 89, 95, 150-153

R
Railings 81, 82, 88, 117, 119, 147
Rakeboards 86
Reconsauction 18. See also Preservation
Rehabilitation 18
'Certified Rehabiliation' 20. See
I
Preservation
Standards of Rehabiliation 20. See
Preservation

Relatedness 33.52.59, 89, 90, 94,
106,120, 128
Restoration 17. See also Preservation
Retaining Walls 65
Rhythm 25,51,54, 55, 61, 71, 76, 77,
79, 80, 81, 94, 95, 97, 115
RoadLayout 128, 133, 139, 141,
145, 148
Roadway Corridors 151-153
Roof Hatch 73
Roof Pitch 43, 67-72, 90, 92.94, 95,
108-110, 130, 143, 146, 150
Roof Types
Gable 68, 106, 108
Gambrel Roof 38,48,68-69, 106,108109
Hip 41,50,69,72, 106,108-109
Lean-to 68,106,108-109
Mansard 45,69,97
39,81, 83, 84, 117,
Roof Walk.
119-120
Typical Design 83 (illus.)
Roofs 34,39,46,49, 50, 57, 6771, 85, 92-94, 101, 106, 108,
109, 121, 129, 134, 137,143,
146, 147, 148
Round Windows 115

S
Saltbox Proportions 109 (illus.)
Satellite Dishes 120
Scale 3, 9, 10, 18, 29, 42, 43, 46, 49,
51-5357, 59,64-67,69,73,76,77,
80, 81, 84, 86, 89,90, 93-99, 101,
104-106, 109, 111,113, 114, 117,
118, 120-122, 125, 128, 132, 134,
137, 139, 140, 143-146, 148, 149,
150-152,154, 160,161,175
Screening 152-153
Scuttles 77.84
Sea Cliff IM 34.48 (photographs)
Secondary Dwellings 65
Height 66
Shingle Style 32, 35, 47, 48, 49, 82, 93
Shingles 34.85, 88, 92, 95, 99
Shoreline 101, 103, 127,129, 134-138
Shutters 76-79, 88.92, 115-116
Siasconset 10, 13,31,46,49,57, 89, 9095, 97, 101,103,104,150,156
Sidelights 40.41
Sign Book, The 8
Signs 151, 155, 157, 160,161
Sill Height 76
Site Planning 39,61,62,65,99,101, 103,
128,133, 137,139,141,142, 144,
146,147
Skylights 110-111, 146
Size 73
Sliding Glass Doors 77, 99,111-115

Solar Panels 78
Steps 61,79,80-82,88,91
Stick Style 32, 35,46-48.93, 118,121
StormDoors 78
Straight Wharf 19, 20, 26, 151-153. See
also Preservation
StructuralExtensions 107
Surface Materials 84, 120
Board-and-Batten Siding 152-153
,
Cedar Shingles 84, 120
Clapboard 34,84,120
Metal Siding 152
Surfside 10, 57, 89, 96-97
Symmetry 55

Tents 153
Transoms 39,43,77
Trim 34-35, 57, 59,66,78,81,85-88,90,
94-96, 99, 121
Tristam's Landing 99
Tuckernuck 9,119
Typical Nantucket House 4, 8, 39,40,73,

Valleys 101, 126, 131-134,140
Vending Machines 153
Victorian 32, 35, 44, 45, 47, 65,
70, 81, 82, 87, 93, 97
Victorian Vernacular 45
VisualImpact 103, 110, 114, 118,
125, 141, 144

Walkway Canopies 153
Walkways 65
Warts 78,92, 109,152. See also Additions.
Wauwinet 10.57, 89, 95-96, 150, 152
Window Types 74
Bay 45,46,77
Boston-type 76, 85
Diamond-shaped Panes 37.44.74
Half-round 115
Palladian 47,115
Picture 77
Storm 78
Windows 36.38, 39,40,42,45,47, 50,
66.74.78, 101, 108, 111-116, 119,
121, 150, 152, 155, 163, 168,
172-174
Window Sashes 42,74,75,77,78,88
Wolmanized Lumber 65

z
Zoning 8,99, 102

